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Board of Directors Public Meeting
TO BE HELD ON 23 MARCH 2016 at 4.15 pm to 6.00 pm
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DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING:
The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, 27 April 2016 at 3.45 pm in Meeting Room 7 Delta House
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Encl. 3
Minutes of the Board of Directors Public Meeting
Held on Wednesday, 27 January 2016 at 3.45 pm
In Cygnet Suite - Quayside House
Present:
Joanna Newton (JN)
Karen Dowman (KD)
Stephen Edwards (SE)
Andrew Fry (AF)
Jas Lidher (JL)
Paula Lloyd Knight (PK)
Kathy McAteer (KM)
David Stenson (DS)
Duncan Walker (DW)
Lesley Writtle (LW)

Chair
Chief Executive
Medical Director
Non-Executive Director
Medical Director
Associate Non Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Associate Non Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Director of Operations

In Attendance
Jo Cadman (JC)
Natalie Grainger (NG)
Andy Green (AG)
Angus Hughes (AH)
Gill Murphy (GM)

Deputy Director of Finance
Governance Support Manager
Company Secretary
Deputy Director of Finance
Associate Director of Governance

Apologies:
Tracey Cotterill (TC)
Sheila Lloyd (SL)
Fayaz Malik (FM)
Parmjit Sahota (PS)
Sue Wakeman (SW)

Director of Finance
Executive Director of Nursing, AHPs & Governance
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Director of Workforce and OD, HR

Ref:
BCP/0104/009/16

BCP/0104/010/16

Item
PATIENT/CARER STORY
A story was received from Hannah Webster who gave her
experiences of how the Family Nurse Partnership (FNP) had
provided support for her as a young mother with a disability.
CHAIR'S COMMUNICATION
Ms Newton confirmed that extensive external engagement
work continued which included:
•

Engaging in the NHS Improvement consultation on
future vision and strategy to out providers at centre of
system planning.

•

attending the NHS Confederation Regional Dinner to
meet Rt Hon Steven Dorrell as new Chair of the NHS
Confederation
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• invitation to a NHS Providers roundtable with Lord
Prior to discuss new models of care and partnership
working
•

Meeting with Monitor teams and with MP’s

Ms Newton confirmed that the Assembly of Governors
Meeting had taken place on 19th January and the following
decisions were made:
•
•
•

Approval of Duncan Walker as Deputy Chair
Approval of the re-appointment of Mr Sahota for a 6
month term to end August 2016
Approval of the appointment of Ms Joy Jeffries as
Non-Executive Director to commence on 1st February
2016.

Ms Newton reported that the Nominations Committee had
met prior to this meeting and the following decisions were
made:
•
•

Formal appointment of Ms Cotterill as Deputy Chief
Executive
Ms Writtle appointed Executive Director and a voting
member of the Board

The board extended their congratulations to those appointed
BCP/0104/011/16

OPENING MATTERS
(i)Declaration of Interest
a. amendments to register of interests
b. in any item on the agenda
None
(ii) Apologies for absence
As listed above
(iii) Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a true
and accurate record subject to the following amendment:
Minute BCP/0104/171/15, Para 5, to read:
‘Dr Lidher explained that the outcome of collaborative
working had been to align the process’
(iv) Schedule of Actions
The schedule of agreed actions were discussed and
updated.
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(v) Matters arising not on the agenda
None
(vi) Declaration of any other urgent business to be
transacted
None

BCP/0104/012/16

REPORT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Ms Dowman presented the report and highlighted the key
areas:
Letters
Ms Dowman reported that a number of letters had recently
been received concerning updates and announcement by
national bodies along with planning guidance and a
requirement by CCG’s to review their units of planning.
CAMHS
Ms Dowman confirmed that the long awaited resource for
CAMHS had been confirmed and it is expected that £1.3m
will be received although not all this funding will be
recurrent.
Responsible Officer
Ms Dowman confirmed that Ms Lidher will take on the role of
responsible office when Dr Edward takes his retirement from
the Trust.
Junior Doctors Strike
It was reported that a further strike is planned on 10th
February which would be a full walk out of junior doctors.
Dr Lidher confirmed that robust plans will be in place to
manage the situation.
Delayed Transfers of Care
Ms Dowman confirmed that targets for quarter 2 and 3 were
not achieved however quarter 4 is on target to be achieved.
Ms Writtle confirmed that the Trust are working with
commissioners across the two boroughs and daily calls were
in place for difficult cases. She advised that Wolverhampton
and Dudley had been given access to funding which has
resulted in patients being able to be discharged to temporary
accommodation such as bed and breakfasts.
Dr Walker asked whether discharging into the community,
particularly to bed and breakfasts had a detrimental effect on
the patients’ health.
Mr Writtle confirmed that patients continue to be supported
in the community and outcomes are monitored. She
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explained that it was important that the process was
clinically led.
In response to a further question by Dr Walker, Ms Writtle
confirmed that staff were in daily contact with social
services.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

BCP/0104/013/16

RISK AND ASSURANCE
(i) Report from Chair of Audit Committee held on 2nd
December 2015
Dr Walker presented the report which highlighted key
discussions from the Audit Committee meeting held on 2nd
December 2016.
He raised that the committee remained concerned over the
assurance opinion of the internal audit reports and
discussed the possibility of re-auditing areas within 2015/16
which received poor assurance opinion. The committee
continued to raise the importance of keeping a robust
environment and managing risks appropriately.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report
(ii) Report from Chair of Quality and Safety Committee held
on 10th December 2015
Ms McAteer presented the report which highlighted key
discussions from the Quality and Safety Committee Meeting
held on 10th December 2015.
She raised the concerns of the committee around mandatory
training and the issues of not making expected
improvements. She confirmed that the committee would
receive a deep dive at the February meeting.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report
(iii) Report from Chair of Charitable Funds Committee held
on 2nd December 2015
Key discussions from the Charitable Funds Committee held
on 2nd December were reported.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
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Action
(i) to note the report

(iv) Report from Chair of Mental Health Legislation
Committee held on 29th September 2015
Mr Green presented the report which highlighted key
discussions from the Mental Health Legislation Committee
which held its first meeting on 29th September.
He confirmed that the committee had discussed the process
of appraising hospital managers and was assured that there
was appropriate management oversight of actions to
address matters arising from Mental Health Act inspections
carried out by The Care Quality Commission.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

(v) Board Assurance Framework
Ms Murphy presented the report which provided the updated
Board Assurance Framework to reflect the revised Strategic
Objectives which she felt staff throughout the organisation
had a better view of.
Ms Newton suggested that objective 3 should include some
element of risk around capacity and capability to deliver, and
that an assurance to objective 5 would be the development
of the Turnaround Committee.
Dr Walker raised concerns that it was not always clear how
risks were being managed. He also felt that two of the risks
within objective 5 seemed similar and asked how the
process was managed to ensure work was not replicated.
Ms Murphy confirmed that the risks within objective 5 had
come from the Investment Committee.
Ms Newton confirmed that the Board Development Day on
24th February would include a session on risk and would
provide an opportunity for deeper discussion.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

BCP/0104/014/16

STRATEGY AND BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS
(i) Report on Sustainability Programme
Ms Dowman presented the report which provided an update
on the sustainability programme.
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IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

BCP/0104/015/16

QUALITY AND PATIENT EXPERIENCE
(i) Hard Truth's Monitoring
Ms Murphy presented the report which outlined the most
recent upload to the National Unify System for planned v
actual staffing of Registered Nursing and Healthcare
Support Workers for the months of November and
December 2015.
She reported that medication errors was being monitored
closely at the Quality and Safety Steering Group and
managed through the medication Errors Policy.
Ms Lloyd Knight asked the reason for falls at Meadow Ward
being so high. Ms Murphy confirmed that a falls prevention
policy was in place however this ward had a number of
difficult patients. She confirmed that all falls were monitored
and a weekly incident call took place.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report
(ii) Unexpected Deaths
Ms Murphy presented the report which provides a summary
of existing processes to report, investigate and learn lessons
from expected and unexpected deaths. Also outlined were
recommendations to further improve and take action against
identified inconsistencies.
Ms Murphy presented the report which provides a summary
of existing processes to report, investigate and learn lessons
from expected and unexpected deaths. Also outlined were
recommendations to further improve and take action against
identified inconsistencies.
Ms Murphy provided assurance that the process for
recording deaths was robust and an as there is no
appropriate mortality tool for Mental health and LD, Sheila
Lloyd and Jas Lidher are involved in a national task and
finish group to take this forward.
Ms McAteer highlighted major concerns around the MAZAR
report and how it link in with safeguarding and reiterated the
importance for the Trust to have identified adequate links to
safeguarding. Ms Murphy gave assurance that safeguarding
are involved from the onset, through the weekly incident call
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and going forward the plan is to include the associate
director for safeguarding in the weekly scrutiny meeting, of
all Serous incidents prior to submission to commissioners,
with the Medical Director and Associate Director for Quality
and Governance.
Ms McAteer highlighted major concerns around the MAZAR
report and how it link in with safeguarding and reiterated the
importance for the Trust to have identified adequate links to
safeguarding.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

BCP/0104/016/16

OPERATIONAL AND CONTRACTUAL PERFORMANCE
(i) Integrated Performance Report as at 31st December
2015
Finance
Mr Hughes presented the report which summarised the
financial position of the Trust to 31st December 2015.
He confirmed a deficit position of £1.1m compared with an
expected surplus of £36k year to date. The forecast deficit
for the full year was expected to be £1,434k. He confirmed
that the full year forecast included £200k contribution for
additional service requests from Sandwell and
Wolverhampton CCG’s.
Dr Walker queried why the research and development line
on the I&E account included zero income. Mr Hughes
agreed to check and report to Dr Walker outside the
meeting.
Dr Walker raised that there were a high level of nonrecurrent CIP’s. Ms Writtle confirmed that a detailed report
had been presented at the Investment Committee and that a
new template had been developed. She explained that the
budget setting process would ensure CIP schemes lead to
recurrent solutions although they may be non recurrent in
the transformation stage.
Dr Walker queried the significant number of creditors over
90 days. Mr Hughes confirmed that the figure mainly related
to Sandwell MBC and NHS Property Services who had
corresponding debts.
Performance
CPA 7 day follow ups were reported as 98.8% for December
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against a target of 95% and CPA 12 month formal review
was 99% for quarter 3 against a target of 95%.
Workforce
It was reported that the vacancy rate to 31st December 2015
was 16.5% showing an increase and that nursing vacancies
had increased to 9.7 FTE.
Agency spend had increased to £440k which was 6.8% of
the pay bill.
Sickness absence decreased by 0.5% in November.
Mandatory training had increased by 1.8% and annual
specialist mandatory training had increased by 3.9%.
Mr Stenson asked when it was anticipated to see reductions
in agency spend. Ms Writtle expected within the next couple
of months reductions should be seen due to a tranche of
new starters in February.
Dr Walker raised concerns that there didn’t seem to be any
progress made with recruitment and vacancies and agency
levels continued to increase.
Ms Writtle confirmed that she would be spending time with
teams in order to improve links with recruitment and finance.
She confirmed that four months before students qualify they
were offered permanent employment at the Trust. Dr Walker
queried whether four months before qualifying was soon
enough as there was potential for other Trusts to offer
opportunities earlier than we do.
Ms Writtle confirmed that either Ms Lloyd or Ms Fletcher
attend student nurse inductions and at this stage commit to
give them a job if qualification was obtained.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) Mr Hughes to provide Dr Walker with detail
on the research and development line included
on the I&E account
(ii) to note the report

(ii) Membership Strategy 6 month Review
Mr Green presented the report which provides a
Membership update as at 20th January 2016.
Ms McAteer highlighted that the Membership Strategy
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Steering Group had previously raised concerns regarding
the decision not to replace the Membership Officer and had
been assured there would be no impact, although it was
clear that there had been.
Mr Green confirmed that it was planned to recruit to the
post.
He raised that there had recently been a churn in governors,
particularly in the Dudley constituency and raised the
importance of seeing more stability.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

BCP/0104/017/16

REGULATORY AND COMPLIANCE
(i) Quarter 3 Submission to The Regulator
Mr Hughes presented the report which incorporated the
Quarter 3 Risk and Governance schedules to be submitted
to Monitor and confirmed that the Investment Committee
had approved the same at its meeting on 21st January 2016.
Mr Hughes drew the Board attention to the addendum to the
report which was in response to further information
requested by Monitor.
Mr Green queried whether the response to annual leave was
appropriate and felt that the action needed to be more
explicit.
Dr Walker raised his concerns about the addendum, in
particular the apparent emphasis on reducing provisions and
accruals to such a point that the estimates may possibly be
construed as no longer prudent. He emphasised that
prudency was a key accounting principle. It is an aspect
External Auditors consider seriously as part of their annual
review of the accounts.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to approve the Quarter 3 submission to
Monitor

BCP/0104/018/16

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
(i) Turnaround Committee: Terms of Reference
Mr Green presented the terms of reference for the newly
constituted Turnaround Committee which had been
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established to action the turnaround plan agreed with
Monitor.
The terms of reference had been agreed by the Turnaround
Committee ay its inaugural meeting on 12th January 2016.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to approve the terms of reference
(ii)_Constitution of the Trust
Mr Green presented the report which outlines proposed
amendments to the Constitution of the Trust at annex 7 of
the Standing Orders for Meetings of the Assembly of
Governors.
He proposed that paragraph 17 provides that ‘fifteen
governors, including not less than eight Public Governors
shall form a quorum” be amended to “A quorum shall exist
when in total, one third of the approved composition of the
Assembly of Governors is present, providing that the Chair
shall be counted as one of that number and the majority
shall be public governors” in order to ensure flexibility with
any future changes to the composition.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to approve the proposed changes to the
constitution for final approval by the Assembly
of Governors

BCP/0104/019/16

MINUTES OF SUB-COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
(i) Audit Committee Meeting held 9th September 2015
The minutes were noted for information.
(ii) Charitable Funds Committee held on 10th September
2015
The minutes were noted for information.
(iii) Quality and Safety Committee held 8th October 2015
The minutes were noted for information.

BCP/0104/020/16

ANY OTHER BUSINESS (AS DECLARED IN OPENING
MATTERS)
None.

BCP/0104/021/16

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS AGREED

BCP/0104/022/16

QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
There were no questions from the public.
REVIEW OF MEETING

BCP/0104/023/16
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Action

Public Board Meeting Action Log
Lead

290415/BCP/0104/054/ Cultural Change in the NHS
15
(i) Freedom to speak up
Identify a case study for a Board Development
Session
- S Lloyd to produce a briefing paper and circulate to
members
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270515/BCP/0104/075/
Report of the Chief Executive
15
to monitor old age bed occupancy for 6 months in
order to make decision and put a process in place
270515/BCP/0104/077( Quarter 4 Governance Assurance Report
MAPA Team to present at a future Board
iii)/15
Development Day

Generation Study
Detailed action plan to be presented at the January
Board Meeting

Required
Completion
Date

Date
Completed

Status

S Lloyd

TBC

Open

K Dowman

May-16
update

Open

TBC

Open

TBC

Open

TBC

Open

A Green
J Newton

281015/BCP/0104/142( Premises assurance model
v)
Mr Kimberley to develop a process in line with the
dicussion which can be reported back to the Board or
relevent sub-committee to provide appropriate line of
J Kimberley
sight
251115/BCP/0104/161( Shaping our future: Every voice programme
ii)
S Lloyd
to receive full report when work completed
251115/BCP/0104/161( Shaping our future: Every voice programme
ii)
to receive an action plan against progress including
S Lloyd
tangible measures formulated by executives
R Page
QSC081015/2.1

Comments

S Lloyd

Deferred from Jan to
March

Deferred to Apr-16

On agenda
Mar-16

Open

Apr-16

Open

Items scheduled as per cycle of business that have been deferred
Item
By Whom

Due

Deferred to
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Enc. 4

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Chief Executive’s Report

Presented by:

Karen Dowman, Chief Executive

Author:

Karen Dowman, Chief Executive

Purpose:

Information

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

Relationship to High Level Risks:

Recommendation(s):

The Board of Directors notes the content of the report.
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Equality & Diversity implications:

An Equality Impact Assessment has/has not been completed. N/A
The following implications are considered:
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
x

Monitor:

x

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
x

Board

Quality & Safety

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds

Other

None

Audit
x

x
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Executive Summary

The report aims to bring to members’ attention issues that will assure or alert the
Board with regard to policy changes, business and strategic matters or qualitative
and operational details that have performance or risk implications.
These include details of the environmental scan
Details of a new sustainability, transformation and planning (STP) process across
the Black Country. This will look at services that from an economy of scale point of
view require larger populations that an individual CCG is able to provide. It will also
look at the sustainability of all NHS services and their economic viability.
A summary of The Five Year Forward View for Mental Health outlines the report
from the Independent mental health task force that was published in February.
This outlines a programme of projects and services that will improve the mental
wellbeing of our communities and require implementation by 2020. There is
particular emphasis on housing and employment, parity with regard to physical
health and the need to tackle inequalities.
There is information with regard to the MERIT programme, which is progressing
well.
There is a summary of the state of NHS finances nationally.
From an operational point of view, there are details of the impact of the Junior
Doctors strike, Monitor assessment, an update on CAMHS, CQC update, bed
usage, contract negotiations and delayed transfers of care.
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STRATEGY AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT
Update on Environmental Scan (Appendix 1)

National
Five Year Forward View for Mental Health (for implementation by 2020/21)
The five year forward view for mental health is the result of the report from the
independent mental health task force to the NHS.
The report outlines the challenges facing the provision of mental health and sets out
a 10 year strategy.
This is an important document, the first comprehensive strategy (all ages) that the
service has had since the national service framework 15 years ago.
Although there are 58 recommendations they can be encapsulated into 3 key areas:

Improving involvement with housing, employment and other determinants of
social care

Aligning physical health priorities to ensure “parity of esteem” for all ages of
people suffering mental ill heath including children

A focus on tackling mental health inequalities particularly for those living in
poverty and are unemployed
NHS priority actions are:

A 7-Day NHS providing the right care, at the right time, at right quality,
including crisis care seven days a week, out of area placements reduced and
eliminated as quickly as possible, liaison psychiatry, treatment times for first
episode psychosis within two weeks of referral, expanding community based
services for those with severe mental health problems, reducing suicide by 10
percent.

Integrated mental and physical health approach including expanding access
to perinatal mental health, meeting the physical health needs of people living
with severe mental health problems and increasing access to psychological
therapies.

Promoting good mental health and preventing poor mental health,
including expanding access for more children and young people to access high
quality mental health care when they need it, supporting more people to find or
stay in work with access to psychological therapies, a focus on creating mental
healthy communities, including housing and support for those in the criminal
justice system, and finally building a better future with research and a data
revolution.
I enclose as Appendix 2 more detail in the briefing from NHS Providers, the actual
full document is 80 pages long with 51 recommendations.
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Further information will be brought to the Board with our implementation plan. This
will have to be agreed and delivered in conjunction with all our partners and
commissioners.
STPs (Sustainable and Transformational Plans)
As I reported at the last Board meeting, there is a requirement nationally for CCG’s
in their units of planning to come together over a larger footprint to solve economy
issues where individual commissioners are unable to do so.
All providers have participated in the discussions regarding the “best fit”
geographically and where relationships with regard to patient flows are most
appropriate.
Our STP footprint therefore is The Black Country and as I stated in my last report
this will work well for our organisation.
Andy Williams (Sandwell and West Birmingham CCG Accountable Officer) is the
lead for the STP and each of the 4 CCGs will have a service area lead across the
patch. From our perspective, Wolverhampton will lead mental health services.
Although the original name was to be The Black Country and West Birmingham STP,
the Birmingham name has been dropped to avoid confusion.
I enclose as Appendix 3 a letter detailing the process, the purpose of the STPs and
information with regard to the creation of the Black Country footprint. It also requires
the Trust Board to agree the Memorandum of Understanding.

NHS Finances
In February the quarter 3 financial position of the NHS in England was published.
The deficit is now £2.26bn, an increase of £660m compared with quarter 2 and
significantly worse than planned.
The major causes of this deficit are a failure to deliver cost improvement
programmes, continued use of agency staff, delayed transfers of care and the use of
unplanned additional capacity.
Appendix 4 gives a full summary but it is important to note that 75% of providers are
now reporting a deficit and unless the run rate is improved, the end of year deficit
could be as high as £2.8bn. This is against a back drop of treasury control total of
£1.8bn and a failure to achieve this target could result in the removal of the
transformation and sustainability fund.
This is obviously impacting significantly on our contracting negotiations and we have
still not received notification of the monies available for our vanguard programme
MERIT.
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MERIT programme
As mentioned above, as yet we have no information with regard to the funding for
next year.
Progress to date includes:

All work streams meeting regularly and there is good attendance from all
organisations this includes reporting risk issues and monthly progress.

All clinical work streams are using an evidence approach to simulation
modelling (scenario planning for patient flows).

An Initial baseline for seven day working and crisis care is being developed.

A strategy is being developed for co-production and patient involvement

An event is planned for the recovery work stream to share definitions, activities
and plan priorities.

An engagement event took place on the 25th February 2016. This enabled the
workstreams to understand the progress each is making.

A draft of principles with regard to decision making and escalation has been
agreed.

Project infrastructure has been agreed.

The programme lead post has been advertised.

Project managers have been identified in each organisation.

The risk log, action log and milestones have been established.

There are regular links with NHSE regarding logic models, communication and
evaluation.

Resources




The allocation from NHSE for 2015/2016 has been received.
All Directors of Finance have agreed to the amounts and process of allocation
to each organisation.
The value proposition (business case) for 2016/17 and 2017/18 have been
submitted. It is not anticipated that we will hear until late March 2016 whether
our bid has been successful. High value vanguards are likely to get a
maximum of 75% of requested funding.

The Steering group also agreed that further communication, particularly with our
commissioners was extremely important

CAMHS
Sandwell CAMHS put forward an application to be part of the CYP IAPT (Improve
Access to Psychological Therapies) collaborative and was successful. This is in
partnership with the local authority and the voluntary sector and will improve the
skills and competencies of the current workforce. This will help support delivering
nationally agreed outcome measures for young people.
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New transformational CAMHS funding has been agreed by both Wolverhampton and
Sandwell CCG to support the transformation of CAMHS infrastructure and service
delivery.
Sandwell CAMHS have also recently been interviewed for the Primary Mental Health
Tender and are awaiting the outcome.

OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Junior Doctors Strike
Further junior doctor’s strikes went ahead from 8.00am on 9th March2016 to 8.00am
and on 11th March 2016, with only emergency cover being provided. All Consultants
and Associate Specialists/Speciality Doctors were also asked to provide support in
ensuring safe continuity and delivery of patient care during the time of action. The
Clinical/Associate Clinical Directors were also advised to support in reviewing the
teams planned activity over the day of action ensuring our patients remained safe.
All clinics scheduled for the above dates were cancelled.
The Trust was required to submit several returns to NHS England via the Unify
System before and after the day of action to provide assurance to NHS England that
appropriate mitigations and procedures were in place in relation to calling back junior
doctors in the event of an emergency.
No operational issues were experienced during the day of action.

Bed Usage
Surprisingly, bed usage has reduced considerably to the point we are able to offer
temporary spare capacity to Birmingham. This is being undertaken with some
caution as we as yet have no understanding of the cause.

CQC Update
As discussed at the Quality and Safety Committee, the draft report has been
analysed and the anomalies and factual inaccuracies have been notified to the CQC
by the required date.
It is now unlikely that the Quality Summit takes place before mid- April.
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Enc. 4

RISKS AND INTERNAL CONTROL

Monitor Update
Monitor undertook a 2 day assessment to complete their investigation of the
organisation. This included meeting with Executives, Directors and senior managers
throughout the Trust.
Their recommendation will go to a Committee on 22nd March 2016.

Delayed Transfers of care
The Trust is anticipating a 7.3% delay in transfers of care for quarter 4. This will be
just inside the target requirement of 7.5%.
It is extremely important that we achieve this result as to miss the target for 3
quarters in a row would put us in breach of our licence.
As reported at our last meeting, most of the delays are in Wolverhampton and
commissioners have put aside a fund to support our patients moving on to other
accommodation.

Contract Negotiations
Contract negotiations remain very difficult, particularly in Wolverhampton where the
original offer is less than we received last year.
We have been assured that all commissioners have received 2.5% growth monies
especially for mental health and NHS Improvement are expecting to see evidence of
this in our annual plans.

OTHER MATTERS OF INTEREST
New Chairperson
I enclose notification (Appendix 5) outlining the new Chairperson appointment to one
of our sustainability partners - Dudley and Walsall Partnership NHS Trust.
It will be important that we are able to ensure continuity of approach and maintain
our excellent relationships.
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Appendix 3a
Memorandum of Understanding
Between the following organisations
Birmingham City Council
Birmingham Community Health Care NHS Trust
Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
City of Wolverhampton Council
Dudley and Walsall Mental Health NHS Trust
Dudley Group of Hospitals NHS Trust
Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council
NHS Dudley CCG
NHS Sandwell and West Birmingham CCG
NHS Walsall CCG
NHS West Midlands
NHS Wolverhampton CCG
Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust
Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council
Walsall Hospital NHS Trust
Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council
This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) sets for the terms and understanding
between Birmingham City Council, Birmingham Community Health Care NHS Trust,
Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, City of Wolverhampton Council,
Dudley and Walsall Mental Health NHS Trust, Dudley Group of Hospitals NHS Trust,
Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council, NHS Dudley CCG, NHS Sandwell and West
Birmingham CCG, NHS Walsall CCG, NHS West Midlands, NHS Wolverhampton CCG,
Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust, Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS
Trust, Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council, Walsall Hospital NHS Trust and Walsall
Metropolitan Borough Council (“the partners”) to develop and agree a Sustainability and
Transformation Plan (“the STP”) for the Black Country Footprint.
1.

Background

1.1.

Following the publication of the Five Year Forward View in October 2014 and the
planning guidance for 2016/17 in December 2015, health and social care organisations
are required to work together to produce a place based STP. The STP will describe
how organisations will work together to accelerate delivery of the Five Year Forward
View.

1.2.

Organisations were asked to come together to develop proposals for a geographical
footprint for the STP based on natural communities and existing working relationships,
taking into account the scale needed to deliver the transformation required. A footprint
for the Black Country covering Dudley, Sandwell and West Birmingham, Walsall and
Wolverhampton has been agreed and the partners will be working together to produce
the STP.
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2.

Purpose

2.1.

This MOU sets out how the partners will work together in order to develop the STP. This
includes both the key principles to be followed and the governance and accountability
arrangements that will be in place.

2.2.

These arrangements will support the partners in ensuring that the STP is agreed and
submitted by the end of June 2016 in line with the required national timeline. In order
to achieve this, the partners will work together to ensure that the STP is agreed through
the internal governance processes of all the partners prior to submission.

3.

Key Principles

3.1.

The overarching principle of this MOU is that the work to develop the STP will be
undertaken jointly, with shared accountability for ensuring that it is agreed by all the
partners. This will include jointly funding any specific pieces of work or support required
to support the process andeach partner will ensure that they participate fully in the
process.

3.2.

The partners have also agreed the following key principles to guide the work to develop
the content of the STP:
The STP will recognise and build on existing local partnerships and commissioning
arrangements across the STP footprint.

The partners will work together to optimise opportunities to access development
funding to maximise individual and collective benefits.

The STP will recognise the key interrelationships individual partners have with
other STP footprints (including but not limited to Staffordshire, Wyre Forest and
Birmingham).

4.

Governance and Decision Making

4.1.

The partners have agreed that the work to produce the STP will be overseen by a
Sponsoring Group made up of leaders from each of the partners that will have overall
accountability for ensuring the STP is signed off in line with the required national
timescale. There will also be an Operational Group which will manage the day to day
work required to produce the plan and a Finance Group to oversee the financial
elements of the plan.

4.2.

The key roles undertaken by the Sponsoring Group will be:
To set the overall strategic aims and objectives for the STP;

To agree the overall resource level allocated to the development of the STP;

To discuss and agree how any financial risks and issues arising from the STP will
be managed;

To agree any joint communications arising from the development of the STP; and

To consider any other issues escalated from the operational group.
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4.3.

The key roles undertaken by the Operational Group will be:
To allocate specific tasks to organisations or individuals to support the
development of the STP;

To manage the delivery of work allocated to support the development of the STP;

To agree the allocation of resources within the overall levels agreed by the
Sponsoring Group;

To understand and manage any risks associated with the development of the STP;
and

To escalate to the Sponsoring Group any issues requiring decisions by Senior
Leaders.

4.4.

The key roles undertaken by the Finance Group will be:
To lead on the delivery of the financial analysis required to support the
development of the STP;

To develop assessments of how to meet the financial challenges outlined in the
STP; and

To support the alignment of planning assumptions across the partners.

4.5.

Detailed Terms of Reference for these groups, setting out membership and decision
making arrangements are appended to this MOU.

4.6.

Any decisions that are required in relation to the development of the STP that are
outside the boundaries defined in their terms of reference must be referred to the
internal governance arrangements of the partners. This includes the final agreement of
the STP prior to submission.

4.7.

Each of the partners will be responsible for making appropriate arrangements to report
back on the work to develop the STP through their internal governance arrangements.

5.

Duration and Review

5.1.

This MOU is initially established for the purpose of producing the STP in line with the
timetable set out in the national planning guidance and will be reviewed once the STP
has been agreed, submitted and agreed.

5.2.

Governance arrangements for the on-going management and delivery of the STP will
form part of its development and will be a key consideration of the review of this MOU.
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Signed for and on behalf of the partners

Organisation
Birmingham City Council

Name and Position of Signatory

Birmingham Community Health
Care NHS Trust
Black Country Partnership NHS
Foundation Trust
City of Wolverhampton Council
Dudley and Walsall Mental
Health NHS Trust
Dudley Group of Hospitals NHS
Trust
Dudley Metropolitan Borough
Council
NHS Dudley CCG
NHS Sandwell and West
Birmingham CCG
NHS Walsall CCG
NHS West Midlands
NHS Wolverhampton CCG
Royal Wolverhampton NHS
Trust
Sandwell and West Birmingham
Hospitals NHS Trust
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough
Council
Walsall Hospital NHS Trust
Walsall Metropolitan Borough
Council
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Date Signed

Appendix 3a
Master Sign Off Sheet
Contact Information

Partner name

Name of Signatory

Position

E-mail address

Signature

Date

Please return to xxx
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Appendix 1
Black Country Sustainability and Transformation Plan Sponsoring Group
Terms of Reference
1.

Purpose
The Sponsoring Group has been established to oversee the development of the
Sustainability and Transformation Plan for the Black Country on behalf of the
partner organisations. The group will have the overall accountability for ensuring
the STP is signed off in line with the timescales set out in the national planning
guidance.

2.

Membership
The Group will be made up of a nominated Senior Leader from each of the
following partner organisations:
Birmingham City Council

Birmingham Community Health Care NHS Trust

Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust

City of Wolverhampton Council

Dudley and Walsall Mental Health NHS Trust

Dudley Group of Hospitals NHS Trust

Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council

NHS Dudley CCG

NHS Sandwell and West Birmingham CCG

NHS Walsall CCG

NHS West Midlands

NHS Wolverhampton CCG

Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust

Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust

Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council

Walsall Hospital NHS Trust

Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council

3.

Key Responsibilities
The group will have the following key responsibilities: To set the overall strategic aims and objectives for the STP;
 To agree the overall resource level allocated to the development of the STP;
 To discuss and agree how any financial risks and issues arising from the
STP will be managed;
 To agree any joint communications arising from the development of the STP;
 To consider any issues escalated from the operational group; and
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4.

To determine issues that require referral back to partner organisations for
consideration.

Meeting Arrangements
Meetings of the group will be chaired by the Accountable Officer of NHS
Sandwell and West Birmingham CCG who will be responsible for arranging
appropriate administrative support for:
Arranging meetings and notifying attendees

Circulating Agendas and supporting papers

Producing and circulating actions following the meeting
In line with the expectation for full participation outlined in the MOU, members
must make every effort to attend meetings of the group however if they are not
able to attend, they will be able to nominate a substitute by informing the Chair
prior to the meeting beginning.
Meetings will be quorate provided that more than 50% of the members (or
nominated substitutes) are in attendance.

5.

Decision Making
In line with the principle of joint working, decisions made by the group must be
reached by consensus. For decisions requiring agreement of all partners (such
as financial issues or joint communications), consent must also be sought from
organisations not represented at the meeting.
Should urgent decisions be required outside of the meeting, the chair will be
responsible for ensuring the views of all organisations are sought via email.
Members of the group will be responsible for feeding back on any issues referred
by the group to the partner organisations for decision.
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Appendix 2
Black Country Sustainability and Transformation Plan Operational Group
Terms of Reference

1.

Purpose
The Operational Group has been established to support the development of the
Sustainability and Transformation Plan for the Black Country on behalf of the
Sponsoring Group and the partner organisations.

2.

Membership
The Group will be made up of a nominated representative from each of the
following partner organisations:
Birmingham City Council

Birmingham Community Health Care NHS Trust

Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust

City of Wolverhampton Council

Dudley and Walsall Mental Health NHS Trust

Dudley Group of Hospitals NHS Trust

Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council

NHS Dudley CCG

NHS Sandwell and West Birmingham CCG

NHS Walsall CCG

NHS West Midlands

NHS Wolverhampton CCG

Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust

Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust

Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council

Walsall Hospital NHS Trust

Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council

3.

Key Responsibilities
The group will have the following key responsibilities:
To allocate specific tasks to organisations or individuals to support the
development of the STP;

To manage the delivery of work allocated to support the development of the
STP;

To agree the allocation of resources within the overall levels agreed by the
Sponsoring Group;

To understand and manage any risks associated with the development of
the STP; and
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4.

To escalate to the Sponsoring Group any issues requiring decisions by
Senior Leaders.

Meeting Arrangements
Meetings of the group will be chaired by [TBC – ideally a member of the
Sponsoring Group] who will be responsible for arranging appropriate
administrative support for:
Arranging meetings and notifying attendees

Circulating Agendas and supporting papers

Producing and circulating actions following the meeting
In line with the expectation for full participation outlined in the MOU, members
must make every effort to attend meetings of the group however if they are not
able to attend, they will be able to nominate a substitute by informing the Chair
prior to the meeting beginning.
Meetings will be quorate provided that more than 50% of the members (or
nominated substitutes) are in attendance.

5.

Decision Making
In line with the principle of joint working, decisions made by the group must be
reached by consensus. In the event of the group being unable to reach a
consensus, the chair will refer the issue to the Sponsoring group.
Should urgent decisions be required outside of the meeting, the chair will be
responsible for ensuring the views of all organisations are sought via email.
The Chair will be responsible for feeding back on any issues referred by the
group to the Sponsoring Group for decision.
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Appendix 3
Black Country Sustainability and Transformation Plan Finance Group
Terms of Reference

1.

Purpose
The Finance Group has been established to oversee the development of the
finance components Sustainability and Transformation Plan for the Black Country
on behalf of the Sponsoring Group and the partner organisations.

2.

Membership
The Group will be made up of the Directors of Finance/Chief Finance Officers (or
their nominated representative) from each of the following partner organisations:
Birmingham City Council

Birmingham Community Health Care NHS Trust

Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust

City of Wolverhampton Council

Dudley and Walsall Mental Health NHS Trust

Dudley Group of Hospitals NHS Trust

Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council

NHS Dudley CCG

NHS Sandwell and West Birmingham CCG

NHS Walsall CCG

NHS West Midlands

NHS Wolverhampton CCG

Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust

Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust

Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council

Walsall Hospital NHS Trust

Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council
In addition, lead representatives from the Operational Group and from the
Vanguard projects will be invited to attend the group.

3.

Principles
In addition to the overall principles outlined in the Memorandum of Understanding
between the partners, the group has established the following additional
principles that will apply to its work:
Each partner will contribute to the work of the group in an open and
transparent manner; and

Each partner will respond to requests for information/ data to support the
work of the group within agreed timeframes to avoid causing delays.
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4.

Key Responsibilities
The group will have the following key responsibilities: To lead on the delivery of the financial analysis required to support the
development of the STP, including:o
A forecast of Income and Expenditure across all organisations within
the Black Country to 2020/21
o
Determination of the gross financial challenge
o
To understand and take account of options for closing the financial gap
that have already identified by the partners
 To develop assessments of how to meet the financial challenges outlined in
the STP;
 To support the alignment of planning assumptions across the partners;
 To allocate and oversee specific pieces of work required to develop the
financial elements of the STP; and
 To escalate any issues to the Operational or Sponsoring Groups as required.

5.

Meeting Arrangements
Meetings of the group will be held fortnightly at Wolverhampton CCG Offices and
will be chaired by [TBC] who will be responsible for arranging appropriate
administrative support for:
Circulating Agendas and supporting papers

Producing and circulating actions following the meeting

Arranging any additional meetings as required
In line with the expectation for full participation outlined in the MOU, members
must make every effort to attend meetings of the group however if they are not
able to attend, they will be able to nominate a substitute by informing the Chair
prior to the meeting beginning.
Meetings will be quorate provided that more than 50% of the members (or
nominated substitutes) are in attendance.

6.

Decision Making
In line with the principle of joint working, decisions made by the group must be
reached by consensus. In the event of the group being unable to reach a
consensus, the chair will refer the issue to the Operational group in the first
instance.
Should urgent decisions be required outside of the meeting, the chair will be
responsible for ensuring the views of all organisations are sought via email.
The Chair will be responsible for feeding back on any issues referred by the
group to the Operational or Sponsoring Group for decision.
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Chief Executive’s Board Report – 23rd March 2016
From:
Sent:
Subject:
Attachments:

Appendix 5

Axcell, Mark (Dudley & Walsall MHPT) <Mark.Axcell@dwmh.nhs.uk>
09 March 2016 20:53
ANNOUNCEMENT REGARDING THE CHAIR ROLE AT DWMHT
Chair annoucement press release V4.docx

Categories: Important
Dear Colleague
Please see attached and below an announcement made today regarding the Chair role of
Dudley and Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust.
Dudley and Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust (DWMH) and Walsall Healthcare NHS
Trust are pleased to confirm that the NHS Trust Development Authority (TDA) has appointed
Ben Reid to the role of Chair at DWMH and Danielle Oum to the role of Chair at Walsall
Healthcare NHS Trust.
Ben, who after a 12 year tenure as Chair, is required to step down from Walsall Healthcare NHS
Trust, will take up the post of Chair of Dudley and Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust
with effect from 8 April 2016.
Ben Reid said: “I have thoroughly enjoyed both the challenges and opportunities of this role.
With my tenure coming to an end being able to move to another NHS organisation in the Black
Country and continue to work collaboratively with key stakeholders across the local health
economy is an excellent opportunity. I can utilise the depth of experience which I have gained at
the Trust to continue chairing partnerships across agencies and partners for the benefit of
families in Walsall and Dudley.”
Danielle Oum, who is currently Chair of Dudley and Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS
Trust was until September 2014, a Non-Executive Director at Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust.
Danielle said: “Having a longstanding commitment to the people of Walsall, I am delighted to be
returning to Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust to support them through their improvement plan and
beyond. In particular, I am looking forward to working with colleagues and partners to ensure we
continue to provide high quality care to the communities we serve.”
Ben will be arranging to meet with many of you as part of his introduction to the Trust.

Mark Axcell
Acting Chief Executive
Dudley and Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust
Trafalgar House
Kings Street
Dudley
Email : Mark.Axcell@dwmh.nhs.uk
Telephone : 01384 324510
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Encl. 5.1

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23 March 2016

Subject:

Report from the Audit Committee

Presented by:

Dr Duncan Walker, NED – Chair of Audit Committee

Author:

Dr Duncan Walker, NED – Chair of Audit Committee

Purpose:

Information

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

x

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.

x

Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.

x

Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

x

Relationship to High Level Risks:
N/A

Recommendation(s):
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To note the report from the Committee meeting of 9th March 2016.

Equality & Diversity implications:
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
Monitor:
Care Quality
Commission:
x

Other:
None:

National requirements regarding local counter fraud

Previous consideration
Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Other

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None

x

Executive Summary
At its meeting on 9th March 2016, the Audit Committee:
1: Received some assurance in the following areas:


Local Counter Fraud (LCF): the Committee received some assurance via the
fraud work plan. The handover between the LCFS and the new personnel
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taking over this role appears to be on track.


External Audit: the External Audit Director indicated that the interim work had
not identified any major risks which had not been previously discussed as part
the External Auditors plan.



Internal Audit (IA): the Committee received 4 executive summaries for areas
audited in 2015/16 (2 graded as substantial, 1 requiring improvement and
another, with two parts to the audit, receiving substantial and insufficient for
the two separate parts). It reviewed the Internal Annual Report 2015/16 and
IA draft terms of reference for work to be carried out in the next few months.



Financial Reporting- the Finance team confirmed they were working to a plan
so the accounts and relevant schedules would be completed ready for the
final external audit.

2: Identified the following issues for further discussion:


Local Counter Fraud: the counter fraud work plan for the next year will be
reviewed at the next meeting.



External Audit- the issue of going concern will need to be re-visited: the Audit
Director said his assessment would be for at least a minimum of 12 months
from May 2016.



Internal Audit- the Committee is concerned about the assurance opinion of
the IA reports presented so far for 2015/16. It noted that the IT based audits
seem to be worse than any other area and sought assurance that adequate
resources are/would be committed to this area. It reviewed the first draft of
next year’s Internal Audit plan but noted that Executives need to be engaged
in the next phase and that the Internal Auditors needed to consider the extent
of their work: some of their audits seemed to take a large number of days.

3: Made the following decisions:


LCF- the Audit Committee will continue to monitor the progress in this area.



Internal Audit- the Committee asked the Internal Auditors to provide an
updated contract so the notice period terms could be changed. It asked them
to liaise with the Finance Director as there had been some concerns
expressed by the FD about the experience and expertise of some the Internal
Auditors completing the field work.



Financial Reporting- the Committee will discuss the issue of going concern at
Board level. It asked the External Auditors to provide a clear definition.
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Encl. 5.2

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Report from Chair of the Quality and Safety Committee
Held on 11th February 2016

Presented by:

Andrew Fry, Chair of QSC, NED

Author:

Andrew Fry, Chair of QSC, NED

Purpose:

Information

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

x

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.

x

We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.

x

Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

Relationship to High Level Risks:
Summary of high level risks to note and the responsibility of monitoring
groups/committee’s
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Recommendation(s):
To note the summary of proceedings from the meeting of the committee and
receive for information.

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has/has not been completed.
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
x

Monitor:

All aspects of governance assurance

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Other

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None
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Executive Summary
At its meeting on 11th February the Quality and Safety Committee :
Received an assurance report to note on the Southern Health NHSFT
Unexpected Deaths Process
Assurance was received that systems are in place to actively investigate all
unexpected deaths in a thorough and timely fashion. QSSG has agreed to
implement a number of recommendations from the report including greater liaison
with commissioners. This report has been shared with our commissioners. The trust
is considering use of a national tool for mental health to monitor mortality. Assurance
was also given that appropriate safeguarding referrals are made. The importance of
accurate record keeping was emphasised to minimise the errors which had
negatively distorted the data presented to the board.
Received an assurance report to note on Delayed Transfers of Care
The trust has exceeded the Monitor target for DTOC (not greater than 7.5% per
quarter) in the last two quarters. Failure to achieve target in this quarter will trigger a
response. However the trust is currently on track to be compliant.
The committee considered the degree to which the trust was able to control the
situation but was given assurance that more information is becoming available on
why delays are occurring and that systems are in place to focus on timely
discharges. It was noted that it may be appropriate for the trust to consider
becoming more involved in post discharge care as a means of establishing greater
control over discharge timings.
Received and noted the regular report from the Q&S Steering Group
There were no items for escalation from the last two meetings.
Received and noted a review of the mitigation plans for the High Level Risk
register
There are five risks for the committee on the high level register with one awaiting
ratification. Three are low and two are high level.
The two high are around conflict resolution training and managing incidents around
violence and aggression. A decision has been made that all staff will now receive
the required training at induction and procedures were outlined for the training of all
staff including bank and apprentices. It was confirmed that we have resources in
place to assist staff who are the victims of assaults.
It was confirmed that the risk register will be discussed at the next board strategy
day in terms of how best to use it for board members to analyse current risks.
Received and noted the Internal Audit Outcomes Summary Report
This report was presented at Audit Committee on 10th February and presented to
this committee for information.
The Patient User Experience received substantial assurance and it was stated that
there is substantive evidence that the trust will hit its targets. It was noted that
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governors receive updates on patient experience involvement.
Received and noted report on Annual Mandatory Training
Non achievement of the annual mandatory training target has been an ongoing issue
for the trust despite previous deep dives and focus on the issue by the committee.
Sheila Lloyd and Leslie Writtle have now taken over executive responsibility for the
HR department and are addressing this issue as a priority. Committee members
challenged robustly on the issues behind this problem and why it had not been
previously addressed.
A new training regime will be implemented and discussions are under way with
department heads and staff to ensure a more proactive approach. It was proposed
that mandatory training would be part of induction and that induction would be
compulsory at the beginning of the month an employee commenced with the trust,
i.e. before beginning work. However, this would need a degree of tailoring e.g. to
avoid expensive delays in consultants beginning work. A risk assessment would be
completed before a final decision was taken on this policy. The committee will
receive regular progress reports until a revised training programme is in place.
Received for approval the committee terms of reference and annual cycle of
business
Minor changes to the terms of reference are proposed from the last review in
September 2015. Amendments were debated and a final version will be presented to
the next meeting.
After minor revisions the cycle of business will go to the board for approval in March.

There were no matters for referral to other committees
AOB
Members were invited to add any amendments to the Annual Audit Plan outside the
meeting
Governors attendance
One public governor observer attended and a question and answer session took
place at the end of the meeting.
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Encl. 5.4

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23 March 2016

Subject:

Board Assurance Framework, High Level Risk Register and
Clinical Quality Dashboard

Presented by:

Sheila Lloyd, Executive Director of Nursing, Quality and
Governance

Author:

Gill Murphy, Associate Director Quality and Governance

Purpose:

To receive as assurance

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.
Relationship to High Level Risks:
As enclosed.

Recommendation(s):

To receive as assurance.
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X
X

X

X
X

Equality & Diversity implications:
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
X

Monitor:

X

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Other

Quality and
Safety
Steering
Group

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None
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Executive Summary
The Board Assurance Framework (BAF) has been updated to reflect the revised
BCPFT strategic objectives.
Column 1.
Column 2.
Column 3.

Column 4.
Column 5.
Column 6.
Column 7.

Column 8.

Each strategic objective has been described in more detail as to what it
specifically relates to.
The internal controls (KPI’s) are the indicators monitored to ensure the
objective is achieved.
Together with KPI’s several strategies, internal assurance reports are
in place to provide further assurance and narrative that each objective
is being met.
The trust has to provide assurance to other bodies both locally and
nationally
Describes the ongoing work to ensure objective is achieved.
Cites the executive lead(s)for the objective
Is the committee responsible to ensure the objective is implemented
and receives assurance from KPI’s, reports and strategies. It is also the
committee responsible for oversight of all risks currently on the risk
register relating to the objective.
This is the monthly self-assessment of compliance to the objective,
undertaken by the objective executive lead(s) having had sight of
relevant KPI’s, assurance reports and associated risks and mitigating
actions in place.

Summary of Risks
All risks are being linked to each strategic objective on Datix, but for the purpose of
this report only the High Level Risks are presented. Table 1. identifies the total
number of risks within the organisation which relate to each objective.
Table1
Objective
Risk Rating

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Very
low
Low
11
1
2
1
5

35
0
0
9
23

Moderate High
39
0
5
7
27

Awaiting Committee Ratification
1
0
0
5
9

As the rating of a risk changes, table 2 highlights the number of new, closed and
downgraded high level risks during February 2016.
Table 2
Objective
New
Closed
Regraded
Comments
High level
High level
High level
Risks
Risks
risks
1.
0
0
0
2.
0
0
0
3.
0
0
0
4.
0
0
0
5.
0
0
0
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11
2
3
4
22

Internal Controls (KPI’s)
The Clinical Quality Dashboard indicators, which monitor compliance, have been
attributed to each strategic objective and for the purpose of reporting the indicators
which are non-compliant, have been identified in month (February 2016) as RED on
the BAF.
Any issues in controls have been identified and are being managed by the relevant
executive lead and monitored by the identified sub-committee of the BOD.
Exception report
KPI

Progress

Performance - Year to Date

1.28 & 5.11

Performance in
February is 8.8% with
January being 6.6%
which to date gives
8.1% in Q3.

12.0%
10.0%

MH have reviewed
their compliance and
are planning for this to
be a Quality Goal for
16/17 to ensure
systems and
processes for MUST
screening are
embedded into the
physical health care
plans for all inpatients.

6.0%

Target(<7.5 %)

4.0%
2014/15 Out-Turn
(6.5%)

2.0%

Jan-16

Feb-16

Dec-15

Nov-15

Oct-15

Sep-15

Aug-15

Jul-15

Jun-15

0.0%

May-15

What has affected Feb
% is the reduced %
bed occupancy, 7 Jan
16 (175) to 3 March 16
(155), which has
shown a marked
decrease.
1.37
Nutritional needs MUST assessments
completed

Monthly

8.0%

Apr-15

Delayed Transfers of
Care (%)

120%
100%
80%
Actual

60%

Target (95%)
40%

2014/15 Out

20%
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Feb-16

Jan-16

Dec-15

Nov-15

Oct-15

Sep-15

Aug-15

Jul-15

Jun-15

May-15

Apr-15

0%

4.8
Specialist Training% of staff who have
completed yearly
specialist mandatory
training

All managers have
access to the training
database in order to
manage their staff
attendance.
A project is in place to
review statutory and
mandatory training.

2014/15 OutTurn (85.3%)

Feb-16

Jan-16

Dec-15

Nov-15

Oct-15

Sep-15

Aug-15

Jul-15

Target (95%)

Jun-15

Monthly reports of nonattendees are provided
to Directors.

Actual

May-15

2 additional days have
been arranged to allow
for the current number
of non-attendees

96.0%
94.0%
92.0%
90.0%
88.0%
86.0%
84.0%
82.0%
80.0%
78.0%
76.0%

Apr-15

4.7
Mandatory Training%of staff who have
completed mandatory
training

100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%

Actual

60.0%
50.0%
40.0%

2014/15 Out-Turn
(79.3%)

30.0%

Target (95%)

20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Q1

6.0%
5.0%
Actual

4.0%
3.0%

2014/15 Out-Turn
(5.9%)

2.0%

Target (<4.5%)

1.0%
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Feb-16

Jan-16

Dec-15

Nov-15

Oct-15

Sep-15

Aug-15

0.0%

Jul-15

Sickness cases
continue to be
proactively managed
by operational
managers with support
from Human
Resources. A health
and wellbeing group is
in place to develop
[plans to support the
wellbeing of staff going
forward.

Q3

7.0%

Jun-15

A new updated policy
for the managing of
attendance has been
agreed. The policy
has reviewed the
trigger points and has
simplified the process
for managers to follow.

May-15

4.21
Sickness and Absence

Q2

4.26
Bank usage in month

The substantive staff in
post is currently
measured as a
percentage against the
establishment.
The actual numbers of
WTE in post has
slightly increased on
last month.
Recruitment continues
to be a priority for the
Trust and the strategy
and actions are being
reviewed.

98.0%
96.0%
94.0%
92.0%
90.0%
88.0%
86.0%
84.0%
82.0%
80.0%
78.0%
76.0%

Bank use is monitored
on a monthly basis,
including the reasons
for use.

Actual
2014/15 Out-Turn
(85.3%)
Target (<8%)

Apr-15
May-15
Jun-15
Jul-15
Aug-15
Sep-15
Oct-15
Nov-15
Dec-15
Jan-16
Feb-16

20.0%
18.0%
16.0%
14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

Actual
2014/15 OutTurn (88.2%)

Feb-16

Jan-16

Dec-15

Nov-15

Oct-15

Sep-15

Aug-15

Jul-15

Jun-15

Target (92100%)

May-15

4.24
Substantive Staff in post

The vacancy rate
reduced slightly in
February. The rate
currently reflects the
difference between ‘in
post and
‘establishment’ Work is
currently being
undertaken to enable
reporting on a true
vacancy figure (May
reporting).
Recruitment to
vacancies continues to
be a priority.

Apr-15

4.22
Vacancy rate

20.0%
15.0%
Actual

10.0%

Target
(<13%)

5.0%
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Feb-16

Jan-16

Dec-15

Nov-15

Oct-15

Sep-15

Aug-15

Jul-15

Jun-15

May-15

0.0%

Apr-15

Recruitment to the
bank is ongoing with
the aim to reduce
Agency use.

Feb-16

Jan-16

Dec-15

Nov-15

Oct-15

Sep-15

Aug-15

Jul-15

Actual
Target (0%)

Apr-15

Work with operational
staff continues to
ensure shifts are
requested in a timely
manner.

20.0%
18.0%
16.0%
14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

Jun-15

Recruitment to the
bank is ongoing to
improve percentage fill
rates.

May-15

4.2
Unfilled in month

For exceptions relating to objective 5, please refer to the Director of Finance
monthly report.
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Glossary of Terms
AGM

Annual General Meeting

BOD

Board of Directors

CCG

Clinical Commissioning Group

CIP

Cost Improvement Programme

COSRR

Continuity of Services Risk Rating

CPA

Care Programme Approach

CQC

Care Quality Commission

DBS

Commissioning for Quality and Innovation. CQUINS are national targets that are linked to financial
incentives
Disclosure and Barring Service

DDA

Disability Discrimination Act

EDS2

Equality & Diversity System

FSA

Financial Services Authority

GAU

Governance Assurance Unit

GMC

General Medical Council

HBN

Health Building Notes

HCPC

Health and Care Professional Council

HONOS
HSC
HSCIC
HSE

Health of the Nation Outcome Scales

HTM

Health Technical Memoranda

IM

Intra Muscular

LEAN

an improvement approach to improve flow and eliminate waste

MAPA

Management of Actual or Potential Aggression

MERIT

Mental Health Alliance for Excellence, Resilience, Innovation and Training

NICE

National institute for Clinical Excellence

NMC

Nursing and Midwifery Council

NRLS

National Reporting and Learning Service

NSCIC

National Service Contract Insurance Company

PALS

Patient Advice and Liaison Service

PAM

Premises Assurance Model

PCT

Primary Care Trust

PICU

Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit

PLACE

Patient led Assessments of the Care Environment

POMHS-UK

Prescribing Observatory for Mental Health UK.

RAF

Risk Assessment Framework

RCA

Root Cause Analysis

RCPsych

Royal College of Psychiatrists

RIDDOR

Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrence Regulations

RTT

Referral to Treatment

SDIP
STAR
Chamber
STEIS

Service Delivery Improvement Plan

WMCRN

West Midlands Clinical Research Network

CQUINs

Health and Social Care
Health and Social Care Information Centre
Health and Safety Executive

Method used to review CIP to ensure no adverse effect on patient safety, experience, effectiveness
and equality.
Strategic Executive Information System, used to report Serious Incidents to CCGs
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Board Assurance Framework- 1.11.15- 31.03.16
Objective 1: We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive and well led services
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Description

Internal Controls (KPI’s)

Assurance Reports/
Strategies

External
Assurance

Issues in
Controls

Objective Lead

Responsible
Committee

Caring- patients are treated with
compassion, respect and dignity
and that care is tailored to their
needs.
Responsive – the health needs of
local people are met by ensuring
that patients get the treatment or
care at the right time, without
excessive delay, and are involved
and listened too.
Effective- patient’s needs are met
and care is in line with national
guidelines and NICE quality
standards and promotes the best
chance of getting better
Well led- there is effective
leadership, governance and clinical
involvement at all levels and a fair,
open culture exists which learns
and improves listening and
experience
Safe- patient safety is prioritised so
that they are safeguarded from
physical, psychological and
emotional harm or abuse

1. Physical healthcare
2. Falls
3. CPA 7 day follow up %) (Adults only)
4. CPA who have an up to date care plan
5. CPA formal review
6. Record Keeping
7. Safety thermometer
8. medication errors
9. C. Dificile
10. MRSA Bacteraemia
11. Number of incidents
12. Never events
13. STEIS
14. RIDDOR
15. Violence & Aggression
16. Restraint
17. Seclusion
18. Self-harm,
19. Absconds
20. Pressure sores
21. Duty of Candour
22. Crisis gatekeeping
23. Readmissions
24. Unexpected deaths
25. Admissions of Minors
26. Waiting times
27. Early intervention for new psychosis
28. Delayed transfer of care (%)
29. Nutritional needs
30. MH Clustering
31. Use of HoNos

Monthly Clinical
Reports
Weekly incident report
Quarterly GAU report
Lessons Learnt
Bulletin
RCA reports
72 hour reports
NRLS report

Monitored by:
CQC
(MHA- CQC)
CCG
Monitor
HSE
NHS England
(through NRLS)
WMQRS
Local Authority
Healthwatch
Safeguarding
Boards
NICE
Quality account
NHS Protect
Internal audit

Audit of
compliance to key
policies

Dr Stephen
Edwards, Medical
Director
Dr Jas Lidher,
Medical Director

Quality & Safety
Committee

Risk Management
Strategy
Patient Experience &
Involvement Strategy
Freedom to Speak Up
Safeguarding Strategy
Board Assurance
Escalation Framework
Clinical Audit Policy
Caring Counts
Strategy
Quality Strategy
(Clinical Strategy)
Physical Health
Strategy
Reducing Restrictive
Interventions Strategy
Public Sector Equality
Duty Information
Report
Play Fair Scheme
Equality impact
assessments

Objective
Lead
monthly
selfassessment

Amber

Associated risks:
ID

Opened

167 23/05/2014

Responsible Committee/Grou
Committee
p Providing
(Monitoring) Assurance
Quality and
Safety
Committee
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(sub)
Safeguarding
Steering Group

Group

Corporate
Services

Title

DART
risk
assess
ments

IF [Event], THEN
[Consequences]
If there remains to be
delays in sharing of
information between
teams and
safeguarding then this
could delay decision
making

Controls in place

Handler

Administrative staff within safeguarding
check on Care Plus and NHS spine to
check patient demographics but no
health related information is brought to
the meeting. In the absence of
electronic health records more detailed
health information cannot be brought to
the meetings due to the short

Darmon,
Tabetha

Risk
Risk
Rating
Review
Manager
level
level
(current)
date
(current) (Target)
Lloyd,
Sheila

16

High

Low

07/03/2016

Board Assurance Framework- 1.11.15- 31.03.16
turnaround time for gathering this
information. The need for electronic
health records was also highlighted by
Dudley CCG when they conducted a
quality visit to the DART in December
2014.
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Objective 2: We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to continually improve services we provide.
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Description

Internal Controls (KPI’s)

Assurance Reports/
Strategies

External
Assurance

Issues in Controls

Objective Lead

Responsible
Committee

The trust will deliver and support a culture that
places the quality of the patient, carers and
families experience at the heart of all that we do,
following the principle of ‘no decision made about
me, without me’
We are committed to ensuring that patients,
families and carers are involved in developing,
planning and monitoring services that meet the
health needs of the local communities.
We will ensure that our services are accessible
and available to all local communities. We will
handle any complaints about our services
respectfully and efficiently.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Monthly Divisional
Reports
Weekly incident report
Quarterly GAU report
Lessons Learnt Bulletin
Complaint responses
National MH Community
Patient Experience
Report

Monitored by:
NSCIC (KO41
Returns)
CQC
Monitor
CCG
Ombudsman
Local Authority
Healthwatch
Internal audit

Implement
recommendations
from the EDS2 ‘gap
analysis’ report

Sheila Lloyd,
Executive Director
of Nursing

Quality & Safety
Committee

Friends & Family Test
Compliments
PALS
Complaints
Involving service users
Patient stories
15 Steps challenge
PLACE

Objective
Lead
monthly
selfassessment

Amber

Patient Experience &
Involvement Strategy
Membership Strategy
Play Fair (Equality &
Diversity) Strategy
(incorporating EDS2)
Public Sector Equality
Duty Information report

Associated risks:
ID

Opened

Responsible Committee/Group
Committee
Providing
Group
(Monitoring) Assurance

Title

There are no high level risks currently associated with this objective
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IF [Event], THEN
[Consequences]

Controls in place

Handler Manager

Risk
Risk
Rating
Review
level
level
(current)
date
(current) (Target)
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Objective 3: We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop
our services building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the services we provide.
Description

Internal Controls (KPI’s)

Assurance Reports/
Strategies

External
Assurance

Issues in
Controls

Objective Lead

Responsible
Committee

We will actively work in partnership with healthcare
providers offering similar or complimentary
services including:

1. Research & innovation
activity
2. CQUIN’s
3. NICE
4. POMH-UK
5. SDIP’s
6. Crisis concordat
7. ‘time to shine’

Monthly Divisional
Reports
Quarterly GAU Report
Quality Report

Monitored by:
MONITOR
CQC
CCG
WMCRN
RCPsych
NHS England
Local Authority
Healthwatch
NICE
Internal audit

Appropriate
contract for Older
Adult services

Lesley Writtle, Director
of Operations

Business &
Performance
Committee

-

-

-

Sustainability Partners: We will work with our
chosen strategic partners Birmingham
Community Healthcare NHS Trust and Dudley
and Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS
Trust to develop joint clinically and financially
sustainable services.
MERIT Partners: We will work with our partners
in the MERIT vanguard to deliver
improvements to Adult Mental Health services
through the clinical work-streams (Crisis, 7 Day
working and Recovery) and enabling workstreams (including workforce, governance etc)
Other Partners: We will work with our partners
in the Dudley Vanguard (mainly focused on
children’s services from a Trust perspective);
We will actively increase our research activity;
and we will continually look for opportunities for
other partnerships which are aligned to the
above programmes

Operational Plans
Research & Innovation
Strategy
(Clinical Strategy)
Development /
transitional plan

Objective
Lead
monthly
selfassessment

Green

Associated risks:
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ID

Opened

Responsible Committee/Group
Committee
Providing
Group
(Monitoring) Assurance

Title

There are no high level risks currently associated with this objective
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IF [Event], THEN
[Consequences]

Controls in place

Risk
Risk
Rating
Review
Handler Manager
level
level
(current)
date
(current) (Target)

Board Assurance Framework- 1.11.15- 31.03.16
Objective 4: Attract and retain a well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued workforce.
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Description

Internal Controls (KPI’s)

Assurance Reports/
Strategies

External
Assurance

Issues in Controls

Objective Lead

Responsible
Committee

Develop an inclusive leadership style that
embeds the Trust Values, staff engagement
and the delivery of effective services
Ensure the profile of the organisation in terms
of diversity and skill mix meet organisational
requirements, addresses hard-to-fill roles and
delivers requirements for new pathways of care
Ensure that there are appropriate
strategies/activities in place to support staff,
improve their health, wellbeing and experience
Provide staff with learning and development
opportunities that support quality of care and
career aspirations
Ensure the development of a workforce plan
and supporting programmes that ensure a
systematic approach to workforce management
Provide a work environment free from
discrimination, abuse, bullying and harassment
and violence.

1. Safeguarding training
2. Mandatory training
3. Specialist mandatory
training
4. Staffing levels
5. Apprenticeship
6. Appraisals
7. Induction
8. Sickness & Absence
9. Vacancy Rate
10. Turnover rates
11. Substantive staff in post
12. Ethnicity profile
13. Bank/agency use for
nursing staff
14. Agency use price cap
15. Medical revalidation
16. Staff engagement
17. Staff Friends & Family Test
18. Staff survey results for:
Bullying and harassment of
staff, Discrimination of staff,
Equality of career
progression

Monthly Divisional
Reports
Weekly incident report
Quarterly GAU report
Lessons Learnt
Bulletin
Workforce Race
Equality Standard
Report
EDS2
Occupational Health
Annual staff survey
report

Monitored by:
CQC
Monitor
HSE
NHS England
HCPC
NMC
RC Psych
GMC
DBS
Safeguarding
Boards
CCG
Local Authority
Healthwatch
University / training
establishments
Staff side
organisations
Internal audit

LEAN processes to
support recruitment
function

Sheila Lloyd,
Executive Director of
Nursing
Lesley Writtle,
Director of
Operations

Business &
Performance
Committee

Workforce Strategy
Health & Wellbeing
Strategy
Apprenticeship
Strategy
Organisational
Development Strategy
Play Fair (Equality &
Diversity) Strategy

Appropriate and
accessible to leads,
staff training record
database

Objective
Lead
monthly
selfassessment

Communication
strategy
Implement
recommendations
from the EDS2 ‘gap
analysis’

Red

Associated risks:
ID

Opened

Responsible Committee/Group
Committee
Providing
Group
(Monitoring) Assurance

Business
and
332 10/10/2014
Performance
Committee

Quality and
434 25/09/2015 Safety
Committee
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(sub) Workforce
Development
Group

(sub) Health and
Safety Committee

Risk
Risk
Rating
level
level
(current)
(current) (Target)

Title

IF [Event], THEN
[Consequences]

Controls in place

Handler Manager

Review
date

Trust
Wide

Sickness

If we fail to reduce
sickness absence
levels, this will
impact on service
delivery and
increase costs for
agency use

Training for managers in place
HR advisers in place
Occupational health service available
Staff support advisers in place
Trust Policy in place
Reports to Board on sickness rates
Health & Well being Group set up to
develop strategy

Darby,
Julie

Writtle,
Mrs
Lesley

16 High

Moderate

30/12/2015

Trust
Wide

V&A
(Conflict
Res.
training)

If conflict resolution
training is not
completed by all
staff then staff may
not be suitably

MAPA training for clinical staff however
this is usually 4-6 weeks after staff have
been employed within the inpatient unit.
Limited controls in place for managing
the safety of housekeeping staff

Brooks,
Carlton

Lloyd,
Sheila

16 High

Moderate

07/01/2016
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equipped to deal
with V&A

Quality and
462 09/11/2015 Safety
Committee

Quality and
435 25/09/2015 Safety
Committee
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Business
and
327 10/10/2014
Performance
Committee
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(sub) Workforce
Development
Group

(sub) Health and
Safety Committee

(sub) Workforce
Development
Group

Trust
Wide

Trust
Wide

Trust
Wide

Staff
Survey

V&A
(Physical
assaults)

HR1

If we do not address
issues raised
through Staff
Survey this could
lead to increased
sickness and
turnover and
dissatisfaction

If the trust does not
effectively manage
incidents of violence
and aggression
then staff safety
may be
compromised

If we fail to recruit to
the number of
vacancies then this
will impact on safe,
effective and quality
care & increase
costs

Learning & Development are currently
reviewing how we implement this
training

OD Plan
Workforce Development Group Reports
Induction arrangements
Pulse surveys
Cultural Alignment programme
Action planning

MAPA Training.
Staff have secure environments within
inpatient wards.
Robust risk assessment process of
patients and history of violence and
placement of high risk patients in
appropriate settings.
Staff attack alarms and response teams.
Where a patient has a history of high
levels of violence and aggression
against people staff have a say int he
decision as to whether the patient is
admitted.

NHS Jobs advertising
Recruitment Policy
Links to University
Use of values based recruitment
Recruitment open days
Assessment Days
Task & Finish group in place with
actions in place
Focus on individual posts

Darby,
Julie

Writtle,
Mrs
Lesley

16 High

Low

Brooks,
Carlton

Lloyd,
Sheila

20 High

Moderate

07/01/2016

Darby,
Julie

Writtle,
Mrs
Lesley

20 High

Moderate

30/12/2015

Board Assurance Framework- 1.11.15- 31.03.16
Objective 5: Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable manner.
Internal Controls (KPI’s)

Assurance
Reports/
Strategies

External
Assurance

Issues in Controls

Objective Lead

Responsible
Committee

The trust aims to be in the top quartile for all performance
indicators. We will ensure integrated information sharing
is in place and have plans to provide an up to date,
accurate, accessible Health Record. We will operate
within our resources and have programmes of work to
ensure services are sustainable.

1. Better payment practice
code
2. Creditor days
3. Debtor days
4. FSRR
5. Liquidity ratio
6. % variance to financial
plan
7. PLACE
8. PAMs (Premises
Assurance Model)
9. RTT
10. 18 Weeks Pathway
11. Delayed transfer
12. STAR Chamber (CIP)
13. Contracts

Monthly Divisional
Reports
Monthly financial
position
Monthly Accounts
Cash forecast

Monitoring by:
CQC
CCG
Monitor
NHS England
Local Authority
Healthwatch
FSA
HSE
External audit
report
NHS protect
Internal audit

Electronic clinical
information systems

Tracey Cotterill,
Director of Finance

Investment
Committee
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Description

Group Performance
Reports
Financial Standing
Orders
Internal audits
Annual report

Objective
Lead
monthly
selfassessment

Data quality for
billing
Non-spine
compliant
‘Choose and book’
Red
IT infrastructure
Regulatory
documentation from
external landlords

IT Strategy
Estates Strategy
(Clinical Strategy)

Associated risks:
ID

Opened

Responsible Committee/Group
Committee
Providing
Group
(Monitoring) Assurance

144 03/03/2014

Business
and
Performance
Committee

(sub) IMandT
Project Board

Trust
Wide

442 14/06/2015

Investment
Committee

Business and
Performance

Corporate
Services
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Title

IF [Event], THEN
[Consequences]

If the Trust does
not have and
adequate IT
IT Strategy & infrastructure ,
Infrastructure then delivery of
effective clinical
services will be
compromised

BUS4

If cash held is
insufficient to pay

Controls in place

Handler

Manager

Rating
(current)

Risk
Risk
level
level
(current) (Target)

Review
date

Processes and controls in place,
finalisation will be implementation
per IT tender.
•IT Strategy produced
•Interim Head of IT Operations
brought in to support resolution of
operational issues, e.g.. Network
access, remote desktop connection
•Membership of Trust wide group
reviewing data access arrangements
with 3rd party suppliers
•Renegotiate contractual targets and
quality measures with
commissioners
•Ensure teams using correct
systems for data collection
•New IT structure in place.

Cotterill,
Tracey

Cotterill,
Tracey

16

High

Low

30/12/2015

Implemented daily cash forecasting
on 12 month rolling basis

Cotterill,
Tracey

Cotterill,
Tracey

16

High

Very low

30/12/2015
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Committee

421 14/06/2015

385 30/04/2015

204 01/04/2014

Investment
Committee

Business
and
Performance
Committee

Business
and
Performance
Committee

Business and
Performance
Committee

(sub) IMandT
Project Board

Divisional
Management
Board

Trust
Wide

Trust
Wide

Trust
Wide

Engaging with Monitor on a regular
basis to enable early warning of
cash support requirements if they
arise
Managing expenditure
Fortnightly cash meetings

Impairments
on
revaluation

If spend is not
appropriately
differentiated then
there may be
impairments on
revaluation

Monitoring spend to ensure it is
appropriately capitalised.
Flagging capital schemes that may
lead to impairment at business case
stage.

Cotterill,
Tracey

Cotterill,
Tracey

16

High

Low

30/12/2015

Airwatch

If airwatch
security
configuration
does not meet
HSCIC guidance
then the Trust
may breach
regulations

A mobile device management
solution 'Airwatch' has been
deployed enabling mobile access to
the Trust email system and data
held on shared drives. Access to
this data/ emails via a mobile device
is by a 4 digit PIN only.

Cotterill,
Tracey

Cotterill,
Tracey

16

High

Very low

30/12/2015

Estate

If the Trust does
not invest in its
estate, then our
clinical areas may
not be fit for
purpose

Regular review of capital programme
Rationalisation of estate as part of
Estates Strategy to ensure most
effective use of capital.
Mock inspections by Board of
Directors
Continued involvement in the Care
Clusters and pricing mechanisms
used for Mental Health

Kimberley,
Joe

Cotterill,
Tracey

16

High

Low

30/12/2015

Market

If the Trust is not
in a position to
compete with new
and existing
business, then
the Trust may
lose business that
is retendered

Commissioner relationship
management
Regular market analysis
Enhancement of service in line with
management to support commercial
awareness of Divisional & Clinical
mangers and understand the market
position on individual service lines.
Restructure of corporate services.

Cadman,
Jo

Cotterill,
Tracey

16

High

Low

30/12/2015

Capacity /
Capability

If there is
insufficient
capacity and
capability within
the Trust then the
Trust may not be

Implementation of resource plan
Enhanced PMO approach (see
section 5.1)
Improved governance and
accountability structure

Cadman,
Jo

Dowman,
Karen

16

High

Low

30/12/2015
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creditors then
payments could
be delayed
impacting on the
willingness of
creditors to trade

205 01/04/2014

Investment
Committee

206 01/04/2014

Business
and
Performance
Committee

Page 8 of 9
V7- 08.03.16 (March 16 data)

Business and
Performance
Committee

(sub) Workforce
Development
Group

Trust
Wide

Trust
Wide

Board Assurance Framework- 1.11.15- 31.03.16
sustainable

418 14/06/2015
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419 14/06/2015

Investment
Committee

Investment
Committee

Page 9 of 9
V7- 08.03.16 (March 16 data)

Business and
Performance
Committee

Business and
Performance
Committee

Trust
Wide

Trust
Wide

If the Trust is
unable to recover
from deficit then it
Sustainability may no longer be
sustainable and
we may be in
breach of licence

Breach of
Licence

If the Trust does
not improve the
financial position
then we may
breach our
licence and this
may lead to
enforcement
undertaking

Strategic solution to sustainability
being sought - partnership model
agreed
Collaboration with local providers to
reduce costs - including MERIT
Service development opportunities
to increase contribution
Comp Spending Review has
allocated further funding for MH.
Turnaround Board commenced
January 2015

Cotterill,
Tracey

Cotterill,
Tracey

20

High

Moderate 30/12/2015

Development of a reporting pack to
give clear visibility to the Board and
at management level.
Close management of the financial
position to identify key variance
drivers and enable managers to take
remedial action.
Grip and control measures.
Turnaround Board created.

Cotterill,
Tracey

Cotterill,
Tracey

20

High

Moderate 01/01/2016
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Indicator No Target Description

1

LD Benchmarking
Comments (taken
from Annual
Benchmarking
Projects)

Reporting

2014/15 OutTurn

Q3

Jan-16

Feb-16

Performance
Compared To
Previous
Month/RAG

No. of physical health examinations
completed on admission (as
appropriate) in MH services

80%

Quarterly

94.6%

93.9%

96.0%

96.0%



Minimum audit of 50% of
admissions at a point in time
within the month.

Audit samples: April: 80 (96%), May 78 (97%).June 72 (97.6%)Physical examinations carried out by medics
remains generally consistent.July 67 (94.7%),August 71 (93.0%),Sept 76(94.9%), October 75(95.8%),
November 79 (91%), December 75 (95%), January 78 (96%), February 68 (96%)

No. of physical health examinations
completed on admission (as
appropriate) in LD services

80%

Quarterly

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%



Minimum audit of 50% of
admissions at a point in time
within the month.

February data- Sandwell 1/1 , Walsall-1/1, Dudley-2/2, Wolverhampton-1/1

No target

Monthly

330

82

18

16

Lessons Learnt

Monthly

14

3

1

0

% of patients on CPA followed-up
within 7 days post discharge

95%

Quarterly

97.3%

98.8%

95.9%

96.0%



Investigation work has taken place within the group on the fails that have occurred. There have been data
inputting issues and also a number of cases that clinical staff had attempted to undertake follow ups on
numerous occasions. A review of team operational policies is being undertaken to ensure robust systems and
processes are in place to monitor and report this indicator. January : 70/73. February : 74/77.

Number of MH patients on CPA who
have an up to date care plan

95%

Monthly

76.2%

99.9%

78.8%

81.0%



February figures :651/804

% of CPA Patients with a formal
review within 12 months

95%

95%

99.9%

99.1%

98.9%



February figures: 784/793

Number of reported incidents relating
to record keeping

No target

Quarterly

325

81

25

14



This is a noticeable reduction on the 25 reported in Jan and 20 in December.

Number of reported incidents relating
to record keeping resulting in
Moderate harm or above

Lessons Learnt

N/A

0

0

0

% increase in harm free care across
the five harms

Maintain standard at 95%

98.34%

99.39%

98.80%

98.69%

Additional Notes & Comments

There were a total of 16 falls reported within Datix however two were re-categorised as patient did not fall but was
assisted to the floor and the other was a member of the public who found on the floor in the Outpatients Department
at Hallam Street Hospital. Both are being revisited on Datix

Falls
No. of recorded falls resulting in
moderate harm or above

3

No target due to low numbers.
However, RCA will be
undertaken for each fall resulting
in harm.

There were no falls with harm in Feb

CPA 7-day Follow-up (%)
(Adults only)
4

5

6

7

CPA Formal Review

Record Keeping

Safety Thermometer

No. of recorded medication errors

8

Commentary

Physical healthcare

No. of recorded falls
2

MH Benchmarking
Comments (taken
from Annual
Benchmarking
Projects)

15/16 Target

Detail

No Target

Monthly

Monthly

386

136

43

39

No incidents resulted in mod-Sev harm



February figures : 151/153

Benchmarking Network:
Per 100,000 MH bed
days
BCPFT: 400
Mean: 146
Median: 102
Upper Q: 173
Lower Q: 62



Medication Errors

Benchmarking Network:
Per 10,000 bed daysAdults (Children Not
available)
BCPFT: 1.09
Mean: 4.47
This is a further decrease on the 43 incidents reported in January and 52 in December. Further analysis by
Median: 1.27
category/sub category can be provided if required.
Dispensing error, escalated to NHS England.

No. of recorded medication errors
resulting in moderate harm or above

Lessons Learnt

1

0

0

1



9

C. Difficile

Notification of all clostridium difficile
cases to the CCG by next working
day. In all cases a PIR will be
undertaken within 7 working days

No cases

No cases

No cases

0

0

0



10

MRSA Bacteraemia

Notification of all MRSA, MSSA and ecoli bacteraemia cases to the CCG by
next working day. In all cases a PIR
will be undertaken in 7 working days

No cases

Monthly

1
E-coli

0

0

0



11

Number of incidents

All reported incidents in Month by
staff on Datix

No target

12

Never Events

Number of never events reported

13

STEIS

14

15

16

Benchmarking Network:
Per 100,000 MH bed
days
BCPFT: 69
Mean: 79
Median: 67
Upper Q: 113
Lower Q: 37

Benchmarking Network:
Per 10,000 bed daysAdults (Children Not
available)
This is a reduction on the 553 incidents reported last month however is in line with natural fluctuation in incident
BCPFT: 1.09
reporting trends.
Mean: 4.47
Median: 1.27

6148

1620

553

459

0%

0

0

0

0



No never events were reported

Number of serious incidents reported
on STEIS

Lessons Learnt

49

11

5

1



Only a single StEIS as a result of a patient - Patient assault at Hallam Street.

RIDDOR

Number of reported RIDDOR events

Lessons Learnt

38

1

0

1



Please refer to Health and Safety Manager for further insight into this case.

Violence and Aggression

Number of incidents on staff
experiencing physical assault from
patients, relatives or the public in the
last 12 months

Restraint

Number of incidents where restraint
was required

Lessons Learnt

Quarterly

No target due to low numbers.
However, RCA will be
undertaken for each medication
error resulting in harm.

Annually

Lessons Learnt

786

721

185

228

75

104

48

96



Count of number of incidents
rather than number of staff.

Benchmarking Network:
Per 100,000 MH bed
days
BCPFT: 376
Mean: 597
Median: 496
Upper Q: 702
Lower Q: 305

Benchmarking Network:
Per 10,000 bed daysAdults (Children Not
available)
This is an decrease from the 75 reported last month figures. A full breakdown by area/ group can be provided if
BCPFT: 16.82
required.
Mean: 69.04
Median: 43.18



Benchmarking Network:
Per 100,000 MH bed
days
BCPFT: 1,716
Mean: 834
Benchmarking Network:
Median: 677
Per 10,000 bed daysUpper Q: 983
Adults (Children Not
Lower Q: 382
available)
This is a decrease in the 104 incidents reported last month and would be proportionate to the decrease in
BCPFT: 16.28
assaults experienced this month. Further analysis by group/ward can be provided if required.
Facedown Restraint
Mean: 30.36
Per 1000,000 MH bed
Median: 24.41
days
BCPFT: 493
Mean: 237
Median: 163
Upper Q: 274
Lower Q: 80



Benchmarking Network:
Per 100,000 MH bed
days
BCPFT: 146
Mean: 198
Median: 158
Upper Q: 287
Lower Q: 60

17

Seclusion

Number of incidents where seclusion
was required

Lessons Learnt

197

41

22

21

18

Self Harm

Number of self harm incidents which
resulted in moderate harm or above

Lessons Learnt

18

6

1

0

19

Absconsions rate

Number of absconsions

Lessons Learnt

Monthly

133

16

8

5

20

Pressure sores

Number of acquired Grade 2 and
above pressure sores

0

Monthly

7

2

0

4

21

Duty of Candour

Duty of Candour reported via Datix

100%

Monthly

N/A

100%

100%

100%

22

Crisis Gatekeeping

Assessment by Crisis Team prior to
hospital admission

95%

Monthly

100%

100%

100%

100%



Adult mental health only.

January figures: 96/96

23

Readmissions

% of readmissions within 90 days of
discharge

20%

Quarterly

8%

10%



New indicator as of July 2015

Exclusions apply: Where patient is discharged to:NHS hosp,'Penal establishment, long term medium
secure,Scot. High Security Psychiatric hosp,high security psychiatric accommodation,those with a diagnosis of
personality disorder, those discharged to Home Treatment .January 60 Wolves Patients (4 readmissions) .
Sandwell- 59 Admissions, 6 readmissions. February 5 Wolves 8 Sandwell, 57 Wolves & 75 Sandwell.

24

Unexpected deaths

Number of unexpected deaths

25

Admission of Minors

Number of admissions of children to
adult wards

26

27

28

Waiting Times

Early Intervention for New
Psychosis

Delayed Transfers of Care (%)

Lessons Learnt

0

0

82/17

24

10

6

0

0

0

0

99.1%

100%

100.0%

100%

16

11

% Non admitted patients treated
within 18 weeks for consultant led
services

95%

98.9%

% Patients waiting <18 weeks for
consultant led services

92%

100.0%

97

114

Number of patients referred for Early
Intervention

Occupying a bed despite medical and
clinically ready for discharge

Less than 7.5%

Monthly

6.5%

23

7.0%

6.5%

9%

No target due to low numbers.
However, RCA will be
undertaken for each incident
resulting in harm.



Formally detained patients left
without permission.

Hospital acquired Grade 2+

1 grade 3 and 3 grade 2 reported, all inherited from another organisation

Duty of candour has been completed for all incidents where it was deemed necessary.

This is a decrease on the 10 deaths reported last month. None were Steis reportable, further
information/analysis can be provided if required.

117/117 Patients in June.129/129 Patients in July.107/108 Patients in August.116/117 Patients in
September.103/104 Patients in October.100/102 Patients in November.73/74 Patients in December.105/106
Patients in January. 121/121 Patients in February.
193/193 Patients in June.176/177 Patients in July.144/144 Patients in August.150/151 Patients in
September.159/159 Patients in October 167/168 Patients in November.183/184 Patients in December.176/176
Patients in January. 170/170 Patients in February.







Benchmarking Network:
Adult MH DTOC:
BCPFT: 4.8%
Mean: 4.1%
Median: 4.1%
Upper Q: 5.7%
Lower Q: 2.1%
Older Adult MH DTOC:
BCPFT: 4.1%
Mean: 6.9%
Median: 5.9%
Upper Q: 10.2%
Lower Q: 2.8%
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This is a slight decrease on last months figures with 16 episodes of seclusion occurring in MH (all on PIU) and 5
in LD (all on Gerry Simon)

Benchmarking Network:
Per 10,000 bed daysAdults (Children Not
available)
BCPFT:33%
Mean: 1.25% Median:
7.5%

January figures are 353 Patients out of a total of 5397.Weekly commentary and progress reports are provided
by clinical areas. A review of the mental health bed management meeting is being undertaken. Conference Call
relating to Wolverhampton Mental Health delays was completed with Local Authority, Commissioner, Medical
and Management involvement and an action developed to review process and escalation plans. Februaru figures
are 405 out of 4598.

Indicator No Target Description

29

30

31

Nutritional Needs

MH Clustering

Use of HoNoS

MH Benchmarking
Comments (taken
from Annual
Benchmarking
Projects)

LD Benchmarking
Comments (taken
from Annual
Benchmarking
Projects)

15/16 Target

Reporting

2014/15 OutTurn

Q3

Jan-16

Feb-16

Performance
Compared To
Previous
Month/RAG

95% of those eligible for
assessment have appropriate
assessments completed

Quarterly

85%

86%

74%

90%



% of relevant patients with a care
cluster

95%

Monthly

93%

96.0%

95.5%

96%



Target changed from 97% to 95% in line with LQR1 - Evidence of using HONOS: Proportion of patients with a
HONOS score. January figures- 7854/8225. February figures 7820/8163 taken from LQR1.

% of reviews completed within
recommended time period

75%

Monthly

65%

60.3%

75.0%



99 out of 217 (45.6%) were reviewed before maximum period allowed in January in Sandwell. 2881/3841 (75%)
passed within Wolverhampton . 129 out of 239 were reviewed before maximum period allowed in February in
Sandwell. 2940/3869 (76%) passed within Wolverhampton.

Backlog of cluster reviews overdue

To reduce

Monthly

2910

2644

2387



As at end February 1458 cluster reviews were overdue in Sandwell, and 929 in Wolverhampton

% of patients with a HoNoS score
(Adult MH only)

95%

Monthly

93%

96%

96%



Target changed from 97% to 95% in line with LQR1 - Evidence of using HONOS: Proportion of patients with a
HONOS score.January figures are 4744 out of a total of 4923 Patients.February figures

Detail

Number of MUST assessments
completed using MUST tool assessments undertaken within the
last 7 days-MH

93%

Additional Notes & Comments

Commentary

Audit samples:April: 57/80 (71.3%), Ward census 155. May: 75/78(96%) Ward census 151.June 68/72(94%)
Ward Census 122.July 63/67(94%) Ward Census 126. August 66/71(93%) Ward Census 137. September
62/76(81.6%) Ward Census 149 .October 72/75 (96%) Ward census 147. November 55/79 Ward census 136,
December 68/75 Ward census 167 (91%)January 58/78 Ward census 151 (74%), February 67/68 Ward
census 129 (90%)

Minimum audit of 50% of
admissions at a point in time
within the month. Mental Health
only.
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Indicator No Target Description

1

Friends and Family Test

2014/15
Out-Turn

Q3

Mental Health

To Improve

96%

93%

Quarterly



Learning Disabilities

To Improve

87%

100%

Quarterly

Community(CYP)

To Improve

95%

99%

Quarterly

No target

297

183

56

60



To see an increase

175

111

52

34



2

Compliments

No. of compliments

3

PALS

Number of PALS contacts

4

No of complaints

To see a decrease

133

No. of upheld/partially upheld
complaints in month

To see a decrease

78

To Improve

60%

78%

74%

19

Jan-16

Feb-16

Additional Notes & Comments

From July CYPS figures have
been incorporated into Mental
Health

MH Benchmarking Comments
(taken from Annual
Benchmarking Projects)
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Commentary

Quarterly- December figures: 20/23



0.993243243

Quarterly-December figures: 1/1



0.997506234

Quarterly-December figures: 66/67

Importance of submitting data to
PEI team to be communicated
to all areas

Benchmarking Network:
Per 100,000 MH bed days
BCPFT: 356
Mean: 177
Median: 170
Upper Q: 231
Lower Q: 120

5

36



5

13



14/15 out-turn is an up to date
total supplied at year end.
Upheld complaints= 27, Partially
upheld= 51

Annual



2015 National Community
Mental Health Service User
Survey Results.

2015 National Community
Mental Health Service User
Survey Results.
The National average is 74%.

Annual



2016 National Community
Mental Health Service User
Survey Results.

2015 National Community
Mental Health Service User
Survey Results.
The National average is 78%.

Benchmarking Network:
Per 10,000 bed days- Adults
(Children Not available)
BCPFT: 7.6
Mean: 28.84
Median: 7.49

13 Formal complaints/33 subjects within,10 Upheld/11 Partially Upheld/7
Not Upheld,5 No Outcome Stated

Involving Service Users
Medication Management:
-Patient who have had 12 months
review

LD Benchmarking
Comments (taken from
Annual Benchmarking
Projects)

0.917721519

Complaints

People who use mental health
services report that:
- Their views were taken into
account when deciding what was in
their care plan
5

Performance
Compared To
Previous
Month/RAG

15/16 Target

Detail

Target Description

Research and innovation
Activity

Indicator
No

1

Detail

Number of recruits

15/16 Target

120

Reporting

Monthly

2014/15
Out-Turn

128

Jan-16

59

Feb-16

44

YTD

213

Performance
Compared To
Previous
Month/RAG

Additional Notes &
Comments

MH Benchmarking
Comments (taken from
Annual Benchmarking
Projects)

LD Benchmarking
Comments (taken from
Annual Benchmarking
Projects)

Commentary

The BCPFT Research Team are proud to announce the launch day of
the brand new clinical trials research room at Penn hospital on 25th
September. This unit is essential for the trust to participate in
commercial ventures and is significant advancement that shows the
This figure puts BCPFT on
trust as a serious contender in the commercial arena.Recruitment has
course for achieving 171% of
increased 107% year on year. BCPFT is the highest recruiter for 2
our annual target.
studies. With the end of 2015/16 in sight over 50% of trusts within the
West Midland network are struggling to reach their target. BCPFT
have smashed their set target of 120 well within time and are working
at 210%.
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Indicator No Target Description

1

2

Detail

15/16 Target

7

Feb-16

Performance
Compared To
Previous
Month/RAG

96.9%

97.1%



- children level 2

85%

58.9%

92.8%

91.4%



- children level 3

85%

Monthly

73.2%

86.0%

87.6%

- adult level 1

95%

Monthly

85.3%

96.9%

97.1%

- adult level 2

85%

25.4%

88.9%

87.7%

- adult level 3

85% by December
2016

36.5%

35.7%

87.2%

88.4%

81.7%

78.4%

Safeguarding

Mandatory Training

%of staff who have completed
mandatory training

Monthly

25.3%

95% of eligible staff

85.3%

95%

79.3%

36.7%

82.8%

Additional Notes & Comments

MH Benchmarking
Comments (taken
from Annual
Benchmarking
Projects)

LD Benchmarking
Comments (taken
from Annual
Benchmarking
Projects)

Safeguarding awareness is
covered on Annual Mandatory
Training day

80%







The requirement for level 2 and 3 training in safeguarding
adults only commenced in January 2014. Therefore the target
for achievement of 95% compliance is by end of December
2015, and dates and bookings are in place accordingly to
achieve this.(October's figure has been revised)

January Figures 1594/1827



Appraisal

90.2%

89.3%

88.8%

Reaching the target has been a challenge. The quality and
safety committee have on behalf of the BOD been reviewing
compliance to gain assurance that systems and processes are
in place to reach and maintain the agreed targets. Local
assurance and delivery plans are provided through the monthly
divisional reports. Mandatory training Specialist January
figures 1013/1240. Mandatory training Specialist February
figures 991/1264.

Monthly

106%

107%

109%

Monthly

134%

141%

142%

Quarterly

44



Actual staffing as % of
establishment (planned staffing).
Based on sum of all wards, day
& night shifts added together
submitted to NHS England as
part of Hard Truths.

Sustain staffing
levels

Staffing Levels

Apprenticeship Strategy

73.2%

Increase number of apprenticeships

37

% of staff who have received an
appraisal in the last 12 months

95%

% of staff completing corporate
induction

95%

92%

98%

Quarterly

% of staff completing local induction

95%

68%

92%

Quarterly

Less than 4.5%

5.9%

5.3%

Less than 8%

11.8%

Monthly

98.7%

94.3%

Actual number of staff over planned number of staff. Registered
2728/2494 . Unregistered 4951/3480 for February 2016.

Targets amended by in October
by HEWM

Quarterly

18

Commentary

The requirement to reach 95% compliance in Dudley was
achieved. The team are now working towards 95% compliance
across the whole trust by December 2015 and a revised TNA
and training plan is in place to achieve this. This will continue to
be monitorede locally through the divisional monthly
reports.January figures 1805/1862 for Childrens Level1,
1247/1344 for Level2, 773/899 for level 3. Adults- 1805/1862,
Level2 1190/1339, Level 3 331/906

Specialist Mandatory Training

- unregistered

6

Jan-16

85.3%

- registered

5

Q3

95%

% of staff who have completed 3
yearly specialist mandatory training

4

2014/15
Out-Turn

- children level 1

% of staff who have completed
yearly specialist mandatory training

3

Reporting

The current annual appraisal period is due to end 31st May
2015. New starters and staff returning from maternity leave are
excluded from the calculation for up to 3 months from their start
date. During this time managers are expected to undertake
appraisals and set objectives. Performance has declined in
recent months as managers aren't carrying out/reporting these
appraisals.January figures 1599/1695. February figures
132/1684 - The Trust annual appraisal period runs from 1st Feb
to the 31st of May with all staff requiring an appraisal in that
period.

The Trust Appraisal period is
Feb to May, hence the YTD
figure reflects May's position.
The compliance rate is re set at
0 at the beginning of Feb with
the target being 95% by the end
of May.

7.8%



December 212/217



Reporting of induction checklist completions continues to be a
challenge across services. Following feedback from Divisions,
a streamlined approach to recording local induction checklist
completions is to be launched shortly, replicating the Trust
appraisal recording system. December figures: 213/232

5.8%



February figures- 3192/54822

16.3%

14.7%



February figures- 306/2081

Induction

8

Sickness and Absence

Sickness and Absence

9

Vacancy rate

Vacancy rate

10

Turnover rates

Turnover rates

Between 10% and
15%

14.3%

15.3%

15.5%



February figures- 317/2044

11

Substantive Staff in post

Substantive Staff in post

Between 92% and
100%

88.2%

83.7%

84.6%



February figures- 1775/2081

12

Ethnicity profile

Ethnicity profile

26.0%

28.1%

Bank usage in month

13

Bank/agency usage in month for
Agency usage in month
nursing staff

Unfilled in month

14

15

16

17

Quarterly

29.0%



Less than 13%
(with the use of
agency
reduced/eliminated)

15.2%

17.7%

12.0%

10.8%



0%

3.9%

1.2%



February data: total 12602 shifts. 1356 Agency , 2224 bank.

Payments made above price caps

207

20

303

Instances of agency nursing other
than via approved frameworks &
agencies

0

0

0

100%

100%

100.0%

Number of shifts where cap was exceeded by staff type- February
figures- Admin & Estates: 8, Medical & Dental: 160,
Scientific/Therapeutic/Technical: 135

New indicator introduced
following National guidelines
started 23rd November 2015

Agency usage - Price caps

Medical Revalidation

December figures-1767/6091

Non-white BME background



In line with the 5 year set by the GMC

Medical Revalidation

100%

Staff who report they were appraised
with a PDP in the last 12 months

95%

Monthly

95%

Annually

2014 Staff survey results. The National Average
is 88%

Staff who have had a well structured
appraisal within the last 12 months

58%

Monthly

46%

Annually

2014 Staff survey results. The National Average
is 41%

Staff recommendation of the Trust to
friends and family as a place to work

54%

If a friend or relative needed
treatment, staff would be happy with
the standard of care provided by this
organisation

60%

To Improve

Appriasal

Staff Satisfaction

Overall Staffing Engagement

How satisfied are you with the extent
to which the organisation values your
Work?

45%

43%

Quarterly



Quarter 3 released at the end of 2014 Staff survey results. The National Average
February 2016 (Quarter 2 - 56%) is 54%

Monthly

48%

50%

Quarterly



Quarter 3 released at the end of 2014 Staff survey results. The National Average
February 2016 (Quarter 2 - 43%) is 60%

Monthly

3.59/5

2014 Staff survey results. The National Average
is 3.72 out of 5

Annually



71%
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Q2 figure-31.2%

2014 Staff survey results. The National Average
is 71%

Pulse Survey Q23 Q4 (Q1 goingh forward)- 55 Q3
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Encl. 6.1

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Strategic Programme

Presented by:

Jo Cadman, Associate Director of Strategy

Author:

Jo Cadman, Associate Director of Strategy

Purpose:

Inform, Discuss

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

x

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.

x

We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.

x

Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.

x

Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

x

Relationship to High Level Risks:

Deliver sustainable services through partnership working

1
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Recommendation(s):

That the Board of Directors are asked to approve the Memorandum of
Understanding, Confidentiality Agreement and Terms of Reference for the
Partnership Board.

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has/has not been completed.
The following implications are considered:
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
x

Monitor:

Sustainability; and financial investigation

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
x

Board

x

Audit

x

Quality & Safety
Other

ST&FG

2

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None
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Executive Summary

The Board is asked to approve the Memorandum of Understanding, Confidentiality
Agreement and Terms of Reference for the Transforming Care Together (TCT)
Partnership Board.
The Strategy Task & Finish Group met on 22nd March to discuss the progress
against strategic plans in detail.

3
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1.0 Introduction
The Trust has a number of strategic priorities but has agreed that they should be
aligned to the Transforming Care Together Partnership (TCT) [formerly known as the
Sustainability Partnership]. Given that the work programme covers all of the Trust
business it is likely that other programmes will overlap, and in order to deliver the
maximum benefit to the quality of care and most efficient usage of resources it will
be critical to mitigate those risks.
The Strategy Task & Finish Group will ensure that the development of plans will
meet the needs of the Trust and provide detailed challenge on behalf of the Board of
Directors, particularly in relation to TCT and MERIT. As the programmes are further
developed the purpose of the group will be reviewed on a regular basis.
The Business & Performance Committee oversee the strategic programme and
ensure that inter-dependencies are managed effectively and that the strategic
programme is aligned to the operational programme of work.

2.0 Transforming Care Together Partnership Programme
[Partnership between Birmingham Community Healthcare NHS Trust (BCHT),
Dudley and Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust (DWMH) and Black
Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust (BCP)]
The Partnership Board for TCT have made good progress, and met for the second
time on 17th March and reviewed and agreed to propose the Terms of Engagement
to their respective Boards, so they are attached for approval (appendices 2.1.1 to
2.1.3).
4
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The latest draft communication is also attached for information in appendix 2.3, the
final version will be shared with stakeholder prior to the planned engagement events
during April.
3 Recommendation
The Board are asked to approve the Memorandum of Understanding, Confidentiality
Agreement and Terms of Reference for the Partnership Board.

5
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Appendix 2.1.1

Date: ________________

Memorandum of Understanding
Transforming Care Together
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Appendix 2.1.1
Memorandum of Understanding – Transforming Care Together
Partnership working between:
Birmingham Community Healthcare NHS Trust, whose head office address is Priestley
Wharf 3, Holt Street, Birmingham, B7 4BN; and
Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, whose head office address is Delta
House, Delta Point, Greets Green Road, West Bromwich B70 9PL; and
Dudley & Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust, whose head office address is
Trafalgar House, 47-49 King St, Dudley DY2 8PS
And who are collectively referred to as “the parties” within this document.

Whereas the parties have agreed to work together to identify opportunities to enhance
the qualitative and economic sustainability of the services they currently separately
provide and manage, including the consideration of alternative and jointly provided
models of care and the most effective form of delivery.

1:

Partnership Working and Programme Principles

The parties will deliver the optimum benefit to patients through delivery of the objectives set
out in (2) based on the programme principles:
Being Patient Centred reviewing and co-producing services to deliver the best quality
care fit for the future;
Engaging Staff to design, implement and change services that deliver high quality care
for our patients;
Implementing Best Practice, respecting and learning from our shared experience;
Retaining, developing and recruiting the Best People.

Delivered through the agreed principles of partnership working:
to act in an open and transparent manner, with full disclosure where appropriate;
to communicate a consistent vision and messages;
to demonstrate a collaborative approach to identifying opportunities for
redesign/efficiency where joint action can be more productive that individual effort and
avoid seeking undue advantage organisationally;
to embrace the potential for changes to services, resources and systems that benefit
wider partnership working; and
to be mindful of the impact of other partnership working and programmes and open
discussion of these ensuring that appropriate prioritisation and resourcing is assigned
to this partnership working.
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2:

Objectives of partnership working

a: to identify and explore opportunities for the enhancement of current NHS commissioned
service provision;
b: to develop qualitative and economically sustainable service care models for the benefit of
service users and the public at large;
c: to identify and explore opportunities, and subsequently develop solutions for the most
efficient delivery of indirect and support services to each party and/or to the parties
collectively; and
d: to determine the most appropriate organisational form to ensure maintenance of
responsibilities as providers of NHS commissioned services.

3:

Individual responsibilities of each party

a: to commit sufficient resource to meet the objectives in (1) and (2) above;
b: to share relevant and appropriate information and data with the other parties in
furtherance of the objectives, providing that such information and data is shared within the
terms of the Confidentiality Agreement and/or Information Sharing Protocol agreed between
the parties;
c: to contribute resources for the initiation, leadership and governance arrangements of the
agreement;
d: to ensure that partnership working does not inhibit compliance with any statutory and
regulatory requirements placed upon it;
e: to meet any outstanding obligations made within partnership working upon termination of
the memorandum of understanding;
f: to approve any agreements fundamental to its operation;
g: to comply with this memorandum of understanding and any other associated agreements
fundamental to its operation;

4:

Collective responsibilities of the parties:

a: to develop and agree the governance arrangements to support this agreement, including,
but not limited to the following:
- the overall governance structure for partnership working - the terms of reference
required within the governance structure;
- the accountability and reporting requirements;
- the confidentiality agreement;
3|Page
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- the information sharing protocol;
- the allocation of resources between the parties and within the agreement; and
- the communication and stakeholder engagement strategy ;
b: to agree the arrangements for the delivery of the objectives in paragraph 1 above; and
c: to maintain compliance with any statutory and regulatory obligation in pursuing the
objectives.

5:

Other conditions

a: Intellectual Property - any intellectual property rights created in the course of this
agreement shall vest either :
i: in the party whose employee created them; or
ii: by agreement between the parties in the case of any intellectual property rights
created jointly.
In either case the party in whom the rights are vested shall grant an irrevocable
licence to the other parties to use that intellectual property for the purposes of the
agreement.
b: Charges and liabilities:
i: except as otherwise provided, each party shall bear their own costs and expenses
incurred in complying with their obligations under this agreement; and
ii: each party shall indemnify and keep indemnified the other parties for any loss or
compensation sought in consequence of any breach of this agreement or
associated agreements arising from the action or omission of it or its
representatives.

6:

Term and termination

a: If either party decides not to become, or continue to be involved in the Purpose with the
other party it shall notify the other party in writing immediately. The obligations of each party
shall, notwithstanding any earlier termination of negotiations or discussions between the
parties in relation to the Purpose, continue for a period of three years from the date of this
agreement or if longer until the later of (a) the third anniversary of the last date on which
Confidential Information was disclosed under this agreement and (b) the third anniversary of
the date of the last discussion between the parties regarding any part of the purpose.
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b: Termination or expiry of this agreement shall not affect any accrued rights or remedies to
which either party is entitled.

7:

Status of agreement

a: this agreement is not intended to be legally binding, and no legal obligations or legal rights
shall arise between the parties, however the parties enter into the agreement with the
intention to fulfil the objectives;
b: Nothing in this agreement is intended to, or shall be deemed to, establish any partnership
or joint venture between the parties, constitute either party as the agent of the other party,
nor authorise any of the parties to make or enter into any commitments for or on behalf of
the other parties (unless the prior and explicit agreement of the other parties is provided).
c: For the avoidance of doubt, this agreement shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with English law and each party agrees to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the courts of England and Wales.

8:

Notice

a: Any notice or other communication required to be given under this agreement, shall be in
writing and shall be delivered personally, or sent by pre-paid first class post or recorded
delivery or by commercial courier, to each party required to receive the notice or
communication at its address as set out below:
i)

Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust: Karen Dowman, Chief
Executive, Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, Delta
House, Delta Point, Greets Green Road, West Bromwich B70 9PL

ii)

Birmingham Community Healthcare NHS Trust: Tracy Taylor, Chief
Executive, Birmingham Community Healthcare NHS Trust

iii)

Dudley & Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust: Mark Axcel,
Acting Chief Executive, Dudley & Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS
Trust

iv)

or as otherwise specified by the relevant party by notice in writing to each
other party.

b: Any notice or other communication shall be deemed to have been duly received:
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i)

if delivered personally, when left at the address and for the contact
referred to in this clause; or

ii)

if sent by pre-paid first class post or recorded delivery, at 9.00 am on the
second Business Day after posting; or

iii)

if delivered by commercial courier, on the date and at the time that the
courier’s delivery receipt is signed.

A notice or other communication required to be given under this agreement shall not be
validly given if sent by e-mail.

9:

Authorised signatures
This agreement has been entered into on the date stated at the beginning of it.

Signed by KAREN DOWMAN, duly
Authorised for and on behalf of
BLACK COUNTRY PARTNERSHIP
NHS Foundation Trust

Signed by TRACY TAYLOR, duly
Authorised for and on behalf of
BIRMINGHAM COMMUNITY
HEALTHCARE NHS TRUST

Signed by MARK AXCEL, duly
Authorised for and on behalf of
DUDLEY & WALSALL MENTAL
HEALTH PARTNERSHIP
NHS TRUST
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DATED________________________

Transforming
Care Together
BLACK COUNTRY PARTNERSHIP
NHS FOUNDATION TRUST

(1)

and
BIRMINGHAM COMMUNITY
HEALTHCARE NHS TRUST

(2)

and
DUDLEY & WALSALL MENTAL
HEALTH PARTNERSHIP NHS TRUST

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT
(MUTUAL)
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(3)
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THIS CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT is made on 3rd March 2016
BETWEEN:
(1)

BLACK COUNTRY PARTNERSHIP NHS FOUNDATION TRUST a public benefit
corporation whose principal address is Delta House, Delta Point, Greets Green
Road, West Bromwich B70 9PL; and

(2)

BIRMINGHAM COMMUNITY HEALTHCARE NHS TRUST whose principal address
is 3 Priestly Wharf, Holt Street, Aston, Birmingham B7 4BN; and

(3)

DUDLEY & WALSALL MENTAL HEALTH PARTNERSHIP NHS TRUST whose
principal address is 47-49, King Street, Dudley, DY2 8PS

Each a “party” and together the “parties”.
WHEREAS:
Each party wishes to disclose to the other party Confidential Information in relation to the
Purpose. Each party wishes to ensure that the other parties maintain the confidentiality of its
Confidential Information. In consideration of the benefits to the parties of the disclosure of
the Confidential Information, the parties have agreed to comply with the following terms in
connection with the use and disclosure of Confidential Information.
IT IS AGREED:
1

Definitions and interpretation

1.1

The following definitions and rules of interpretation in this clause apply in this
agreement:
“Business Day” means a day (other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday)
when banks in London are open for business;
“Commercially Sensitive Information” shall mean any and all trade secrets,
confidential financial information and confidential commercial information, including
without limitation, copyright material supplied under restrictive licence, business
plans, product development details, methodologies, application solutions, software
specifications, software code, software design and development details, names and
sensitive information pertaining to Disclosing Party's customers and prospects and
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marketing information, information relating to the terms of actual or proposed subcontract arrangements (including bids received under competitive tendering), future
pricing, business strategy and costs data, as may be utilised, produced or recorded
by either Party, the publication of which a corporate entity in the same business
would reasonably be able to expect to protect by virtue of business confidentiality
provisions;
“Confidential Information” means all confidential information (however recorded,
preserved or disclosed) disclosed by a party or its Representatives to the other
parties and those parties’ Representatives including but not limited to:
- Commercially Sensitive Information and sensitive information pertaining to
Disclosing Party's service users and employees;
- the fact that discussions and negotiations are taking place concerning the Purpose
and the status of those discussions and negotiations;
- the existence and terms of this agreement;
- any information that would be regarded as confidential by a reasonable business
person relating to:
(a)

the business, affairs, customers, clients, suppliers, plans, intentions, or
market opportunities of the Disclosing Party; and

(b)

the operations, processes, product information, know-how, designs, trade
secrets or software of the Disclosing; and

- any information or analysis derived from Confidential Information;
but not including any information that:
- is or becomes generally available to the public other than as a result of its
disclosure by the Recipient or its Representatives in breach of this agreement or of
any other undertaking of confidentiality addressed to the party to whom the
information relates (except that any compilation of otherwise public information in a
form not publicly known shall nevertheless be treated as Confidential Information); or
- was, is or becomes available to the Recipient on a non-confidential basis from a
person who, to the Recipient’s knowledge, is not bound by a confidentiality
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agreement with the Disclosing Party or otherwise prohibited from disclosing the
information to the Recipients; or
- was lawfully in the possession of the Recipients before the information was
disclosed to it by the Disclosing Party; or
- the parties agree in writing is not confidential or may be disclosed; or
- is developed by or for the Recipient independently of the information disclosed by
the Disclosing Party; or
- is trivial, obvious or useless.
“Disclosing Party” means a party to this agreement which discloses or makes
available directly or indirectly Confidential Information;
“Purpose”

means

those

objectives

within

the

Memorandum

of

Agreement/Understanding between the parties, repeated here as follows:
- a: to identify and explore opportunities for the enhancement of current NHS
commissioned service provision;
- b: to develop qualitative and economically sustainable service care models for the
benefit of service users and the public at large;
- c: to identify and explore opportunities, and subsequently develop solutions for the
most efficient delivery of indirect and support services to each party and/or to the
parties collectively; and
- d: to explore and agree on the establishment of a single organisation to succeed
each party and assume their responsibilities as a provider of NHS commissioned
services.
“Recipient” means a party to this agreement which receives or obtains directly or
indirectly Confidential Information;
“Related Persons” shall mean, in respect of the relevant Party, that Party's
directors, officers, employees, advisers, agents, consultants or contractors and
includes persons who, at the time they or any Party performs an act under this
Agreement, occupy any of these positions in relation to that Party.
“Representative” means employees, agents, directors and advisers of a party.
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1.2

Clause, schedule and paragraph headings shall not affect the interpretation of this
agreement.

1.3

A person includes a natural person, corporate or unincorporated body (whether or
not having separate legal personality) and that person’s legal and personal
representatives, successors and permitted assigns.

1.4

The schedules form part of this agreement and shall have effect as if set out in full in
the body of this agreement. Any reference to this agreement includes the schedules.

1.5

Unless the context otherwise requires, words in the singular shall include the plural
and in the plural include the singular.

1.6

A reference to a statute or statutory provision is a reference to it as it is in force for
the time being, taking account of any amendment, extension, or re-enactment, and
includes any subordinate legislation for the time being in force made under it.

1.7

Any obligation in this agreement on a person not to do something includes an
obligation not to agree or allow that thing to be done.

1.8

References to clauses and schedules are to the clauses and schedules of this
agreement; references to paragraphs are to paragraphs of the relevant schedule.

2

Obligations of confidentiality

2.1

The Recipient shall keep the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information confidential
and, except with the prior written consent of the Disclosing Party, shall:
2.1.1

not use or exploit the Confidential Information in any way except for the
Purpose;

2.1.2

not disclose or make available the Confidential Information in whole or in
part to any third party, except as expressly permitted by this agreement;

2.1.3

not copy, reduce to writing or otherwise record the Confidential
Information except as strictly necessary for the Purpose (and any such
copies, reductions to writing and records shall be the property of the
Disclosing Party);
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2.1.4

not use, reproduce, transform, or store the Confidential Information in an
externally accessible computer or electronic information retrieval system
or transmit it in any form or by any means whatsoever outside of its usual
place of business;

2.1.5

keep the Confidential Information separate from all documents and other
records of the Recipient; and

2.1.6

apply the same security measures and degree of care to the Confidential
Information as the Recipient applies to its own confidential information,
which the Recipient warrants as providing adequate protection from
unauthorised disclosure, copying or use.

2.2

The Recipient may disclose the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information to those
of its Representatives who need to know this Confidential Information for the
Purpose, provided that:
2.2.1

it informs its Representatives of the confidential nature of the Confidential
Information before disclosure;

2.2.2

it procures that its Representatives shall, in relation to any Confidential
Information disclosed to them, comply with this agreement as if they were
the Recipient; and

2.2.3

it keeps a written record of these Representatives and the information
shared,

and it shall at all times be liable for the failure of any Representative to comply with
the terms of this agreement.
2.3

Notwithstanding any other provision of this agreement, prior to making any disclosure
of Confidential Information directly or indirectly to a third party or to any of the
Recipient’s governors, the Recipient shall agree with the Disclosing Party the
information to be disclosed, the content of the disclosure and the timetable and
approach to disclosure. In addition, the obligations of the Recipient set out in Clause
2.2 shall apply to such disclosure as if the third party were a Representative of the
Receiving Party.
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2.4

A party may disclose Confidential Information to the extent such Confidential
Information is required to be disclosed by law, by any governmental or other
regulatory authority (including Monitor and the NHS Trust Development Authority), or
by a court or other authority of competent jurisdiction provided that, to the extent it is
legally permitted to do so, it gives the other party as much notice of this disclosure as
possible and, where notice of disclosure is not prohibited and is given in accordance
with this clause 2.3, it takes into account the reasonable requests of the other party in
relation to the content of this disclosure.

2.5

The Recipient may, provided that the Recipient has reasonable grounds to believe
that the Disclosing Party is involved in activity that may constitute a criminal offence
under the Bribery Act 2010, disclose Confidential Information to the Serious Fraud
Office without first notifying the Disclosing Party of such disclosure.

2.6

The Recipient shall establish and maintain adequate security measures (including
any reasonable security measures proposed by the Disclosing party from time to
time) to safeguard the Confidential Information from unauthorised access or use.

2.7

No party shall make, or permit any person to make, any public announcement
concerning this agreement, the Purpose or its prospective interest in the Purpose
without the prior written consent of the other party (such consent not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed) except as required by law or any governmental or
regulatory authority (including Monitor and the NHS Trust Development Authority) or
by any court or other authority of competent jurisdiction.

3

Competition Law Guidelines

3.1

The parties acknowledge that the parties shall take special care to comply with the
terms of this Agreement regarding any sharing or disclosure of Commercially
Sensitive Information to avoid any competition law concerns.

3.2

The parties agree to comply with the guidelines set out in this clause.

3.3

No party shall disclose to another party any information that constitutes Commercially
Sensitive Information, except where:
3.3.1

the relevant Commercially Sensitive Information relates to activities in
which the parties do not currently compete and where there is no
reasonable expectation that they will in future compete; or
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3.3.2

if the Commercially Sensitive Information relates to activities in which the
parties are actual or potential competitors, the disclosure of the relevant
Commercially Sensitive Information would not affect the Receiving party's
commercial strategy or is made only to Related Persons who are not
directly involved in obtaining contracts relating to such activities; or

3.3.3

the parties have considered that the competition or licence issues
potentially arising in relation to the disclosure of such Commercially
Sensitive Information are outweighed by the interests of patients or
commissioners and go no further than necessary in that regard.

3.4

Each Party must continue to act, make bids and try to win new business in exactly
the same way that it would have done in the absence of partnership working.

3.5

The parties are separate competitors and they will continue to make decisions on
such matters as bidding strategies and entry into new contracts independently of one
another and negotiate separately with their respective actual and potential
customers.

3.6

If circumstances arise where the parties participate in the same competitive tendering
process, the parties agree that their representatives shall not be permitted to be, and
measures shall be put in place to prevent any representative being, involved in any
capacity in the same tender process on behalf of all parties.

3.7

If circumstances arise where there is, or may be, a transaction between the parties,
the parties agree that their representatives who have relevant information about the
other parties shall not be permitted to be involved for their own Trust in any capacity
in any competitive tendering process in which their Trust and the other parties are
participating. Any information acquired by a party in the context of an actual or
possible transaction must not be disclosed by the party’s Related Persons receiving
the information except as agreed with the other parties and must not be used for any
purpose other than the evaluation and planning of the transaction.

3.8

All parties must carry out their obligations and conduct all acts pursuant to this
Agreement in a way that protects Commercially Sensitive Information.
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3.9

Measures shall be put in place to prevent Related Persons transferring one party's
Commercially Sensitive Information to the other parties without express consent to
do so.

4

FOIA

4.1

The parties acknowledge that they are subject to legal duties under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 (the "FOIA") which may require them to disclose, on request,
information relating to this Agreement and that they are also subject to the Code of
Practice on Openness in the NHS (4 August 2003).

4.2

If any party receives a Request for Information (as defined in FOIA) relating to
Confidential Information disclosed to them by the other parties, then, prior to any
disclosure of information to which an exemption to FOIA may apply (the "Potentially
Exempt Information"), it will:
4.2.1

immediately notify the other parties of such Request for Information;

4.2.2

discuss the Request for Information with the other parties and the parties
shall consider together whether or not an exemption to FOIA applies and
the public interest factors both for and against disclosure (if applicable
depending upon the potential exemption) in accordance with FOIA to
determine whether the public interest in maintaining the exemption
outweighs the public interest in disclosing such Potentially Exempt
Information;

4.2.3

take into account any representations made by the other parties in
relation to the Request for Information and any possible exemptions; and

4.2.4

consult with the other parties in relation to any proposed disclosure as to
whether any further explanatory material or advice should also be
disclosed with the information in question.

5

Return of information

5.1

At the request of the Disclosing Party, the Recipient shall:
5.1.1

destroy or return to the Disclosing Party all documents and materials (and
any copies) containing, reflecting, incorporating, or based on the
Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information;
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5.1.2

erase all the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information from its computer
systems or which is stored in electronic form (to the extent possible); and

5.1.3

certify in writing to the Disclosing Party that it has complied with the
requirements of this clause, provided that a Recipient may retain
documents and materials containing, reflecting, incorporating, or based on
the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information to the extent required by
law or any applicable governmental or regulatory authority and to the
extent reasonable to permit the Recipient to keep evidence that it has
performed its obligations under this agreement. The provisions of this
agreement shall continue to apply to any documents and materials
retained by the Recipient.

6

Reservation of rights and acknowledgement

6.1

All Confidential Information shall remain the property of the Disclosing Party. Each
party reserves all rights in its Confidential Information. No rights, including, but not
limited to, intellectual property rights, in respect of a party’s Confidential Information
are granted to the other party and no obligations are imposed on the Disclosing Party
other than those expressly stated in this agreement.

6.2

Except as expressly stated in this agreement, no party makes any express or implied
warranty or representation concerning its Confidential Information, or the accuracy or
completeness of the Confidential Information.

6.3

The Recipient acknowledges that damages alone would not be an adequate remedy
for the breach of any of the provisions of this agreement. Accordingly, without
prejudice to any other rights and remedies it may have, the Disclosing Party shall be
entitled to the granting of equitable relief (including without limitation injunctive relief)
concerning any threatened or actual breach of any of the provisions of this
agreement.

7

Warranty and indemnity

7.1

Each Disclosing Party warrants that it has the right to disclose its Confidential
Information to the Recipient and to authorise the Recipient to use such Confidential
Information for the Purpose.
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7.2

Each Recipient shall indemnify and keep fully indemnified the Disclosing Party at all
times against all liabilities, costs (including legal costs on an indemnity basis),
expenses, damages and losses (including any direct, indirect or consequential
losses, loss of profit, loss of reputation and all interest, penalties and other
reasonable costs and expenses suffered or incurred by the Disclosing Party) arising
from any breach of this agreement by the Recipient and from the actions or
omissions of any Representative of the Recipient.

8

Term and termination

8.1

If either party decides not to become, or continue to be involved in the Purpose with
the other party it shall notify the other party in writing immediately. The obligations of
each party shall, notwithstanding any earlier termination of negotiations or
discussions between the parties in relation to the Purpose, continue for a period of
three years from the date of this agreement or if longer until the later of (a) the third
anniversary of the last date on which Confidential Information was disclosed under
this agreement and (b) the third anniversary of the date of the last discussion
between the parties regarding any part of the purpose.

8.2

Termination or expiry of this agreement shall not affect any accrued rights or
remedies to which either party is entitled.

9

Entire agreement and variation

9.1

This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and
supersedes and extinguishes all previous drafts, agreements, arrangements and
understandings between them, whether written or oral, relating to its subject matter.

9.2

Each party agrees that it shall have no remedies in respect of any representation or
warranty (whether made innocently or negligently) that is not set out in this
agreement. Each party agrees that its only liability in respect of those representations
and warranties that are set out in this agreement (whether made innocently or
negligently) shall be for breach of contract.

9.3

No variation of this agreement shall be effective unless it is in writing and signed by
each of the parties (or their authorised representatives).
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10

No waiver

10.1

Failure to exercise, or any delay in exercising, any right or remedy provided under
this agreement or by law shall not constitute a waiver of that or any other right or
remedy, nor shall it preclude or restrict any further exercise of that or any other right
or remedy.

10.2

No single or partial exercise of any right or remedy provided under this agreement or
by law shall preclude or restrict the further exercise of that or any other right or
remedy.

10.3

A party that waives a right or remedy provided under this agreement or by law in
relation to another party, or takes or fails to take any action against that party, does
not affect its rights in relation to any other party.

11

Assignment

11.1

Except as otherwise provided in this agreement, no party may assign, sub-contract or
deal in any way with, any of its rights or obligations under this agreement or any
document referred to in it.

12

Notices

12.1

Any notice or other communication required to be given under this agreement, shall
be in writing and shall be delivered personally, or sent by pre-paid first class post or
recorded delivery or by commercial courier, to each party required to receive the
notice or communication at its address as set out below:
12.1.1

Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust: Karen Dowman, Chief
Executive, Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, Delta
House, Delta Point, Greets Green Road, West Bromwich B70 9PL

12.1.2

Birmingham Community Healthcare NHS Trust: Tracy Taylor, Chief
Executive, Birmingham Community Healthcare NHS Trust

12.1.3

Dudley & Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust: Mark Axcel,
Acting Chief Executive, Dudley & Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS
Trust
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12.1.4

or as otherwise specified by the relevant party by notice in writing to each
other party.

12.2

Any notice or other communication shall be deemed to have been duly received:
12.2.1

if delivered personally, when left at the address and for the contact
referred to in this clause; or

12.2.2

if sent by pre-paid first class post or recorded delivery, at 9.00 am on the
second Business Day after posting; or

12.2.3

if delivered by commercial courier, on the date and at the time that the
courier’s delivery receipt is signed.

12.3

A notice or other communication required to be given under this agreement shall not
be validly given if sent by e-mail.

13

No partnership

13.1

Nothing in this agreement is intended to, or shall be deemed to, establish any
partnership or joint venture between any of the parties, constitute any party the agent
of another party, nor authorise any party to make or enter into any commitments for
or on behalf of any other party.

14

Third party rights

14.1

A person who is not a party to this agreement shall not have any rights under or in
connection with it.

15

Governing law and jurisdiction

15.1

This agreement and any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with it or its
subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) shall be
governed by and construed in accordance with English law.

15.2

The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England and Wales shall have
exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or claim that arises out of or in connection
with this agreement or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual
disputes or claims).
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16

Signatures
This agreement has been entered into on the date stated at the beginning of it.
Signed by KAREN DOWMAN, duly
Authorised for and on behalf of
BLACK COUNTRY PARTNERSHIP
NHS Foundation Trust

Signed by TRACY TAYLOR, duly
Authorised for and on behalf of
BIRMINGHAM COMMUNITY
HEALTHCARE NHS TRUST

Signed by MARK AXCEL, duly
Authorised for and on behalf of
DUDLEY & WALSALL MENTAL
HEALTH PARTNERSHIP
NHS TRUST
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Appendix 2.1.3
Transforming Care Together Partnership Board
Terms of Reference
1. Purpose
1.1

Programme Principles

The programme principles have been agreed by all parties:
Being Patient Centred reviewing and co-producing services to deliver the best quality
care fit for the future;
Engaging Staff to design, implement and change services that deliver high quality care
for our patients;
Implementing Best Practice across the partnership, respecting and learning from our
shared experience;
Retaining, developing and recruiting the Best People.

1.2

Objectives

The Partnership Board is created by agreement of each party with the overall duty to
provide oversight and direction to the achievement of the objectives of the Partnership, as
contained in the agreed Memorandum of Understanding, those being:
a: to identify and explore opportunities for the enhancement of current NHS
commissioned service provision;
b: to develop qualitative and economically sustainable service care models for the
benefit of service users and the public at large;
c: to identify and explore opportunities, and subsequently develop solutions for the
most efficient delivery of indirect and support services to each party and/or to the parties
collectively; and
d: to determine the most appropriate organisational form to ensure maintenance of
responsibilities as providers of NHS commissioned services

1.3

Principles of Partnership

Delivered through the agreed principles of partnership:
to act in an open and transparent manner, with full disclosure where appropriate;
to communicate a consistent vision and messages for partnership;
to demonstrate a collaborative approach to identifying opportunities for
redesign/efficiency where joint action can be more productive that individual effort and
avoid seeking undue advantage organisationally;
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to embrace the potential for changes to services, resources and systems that benefit
the wider partnership; and
to be mindful of the impact of other partnerships and programmes and open discussion
of these ensuring that appropriate prioritisation and resourcing is assigned to this
partnership.

1.4

Duties

The Partnership Board in particular will:
develop and oversee the effective governance of partnership working;
oversee ongoing compliance with the Memorandum of Understanding and
associated agreements, including, but not limited to the Mutual Confidentiality
Agreements;
develop and oversee the implementation of a Programme Plan within agreed
resources as delegated and approved by the parties; through the Programme Plan,
the Partnership Board will:
o provide the strategic overview and direction of the programme in order to
deliver the agreed objectives; consider key strategic issues and risks emerging
from the programme and make relevant recommendations for the resolution
of such matters to each party for approval;
o develop relevant business cases in support of service and as necessary
organisational reform for approval of each party;
o oversee the development and consistent implementation of an engagement
and communication plan for the programme
2. Accountability
The Partnership Board is accountable to the Boards of Directors of each Party. The Sponsor
Group will be a mechanism to ensure that this is managed in the most effective manner.
Other than that specifically and consistently delegated by the Boards of Directors of each
party, the Partnership Board does not have any executive authority.
The Partnership Board will report to the Board of Directors of each Party on the proceedings
of its meetings, including but not limited to any decisions taken, recommendations made
and any disagreements that cannot be resolved by the Partnership Board.
The high-level programme governance framework is depicted in Appendix 1.
3. Membership
Membership of the Partnership Board will consist of the Chairs and Chief Executive Officers
of the three partner organisations, and the Programme Director. Other directors/officers
may be invited to attend meetings of the Partnership Board as and when required.
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Programme and communication leads from each partner organisation will attend all
meetings.
To ensure consistency the Chair of the Partnership Board will be the Chair from Dudley and
Walsall Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust, until otherwise agreed by the Partnership
Board members.
In the absence of the Chair, for whatever reason, the Partnership Board members will agree
a nominated Chair from either the Chair of Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
or Birmingham Community Healthcare NHS Trust.
4. Quorum
The quorum shall be three members, which must include one of either the Chair or Chief
Executive Officer of each party, but cannot be only the three Chairs or three Chief
Executives.
Decisions will be reached on the basis of unanimous agreement of those present The
Partnership Board may on occasion, take a decision by email provided that each member is
provided the opportunity to respond and the decision is agreed unanimously by quorum of
the Board as set out above. This provides for urgent escalation for decision making between
scheduled meetings. Any decision taken by email must be reported to the next meeting and
recorded in the notes. All emails reflecting the decision must be copied to all members of
the Partnership Board, appended to the notes and retained appropriately.
A duly convened meeting that is quorate shall be competent to exercise all or any of the
authorities, powers and discretions vested in or exercisable by the Partnership Board.
5. Declarations and Management of Interests
Members are required to declare any interest, pecuniary or otherwise, in any matter,
relevant to the function of the Partnership Board and in accordance with the Memorandum
of Understanding and any associated Confidentiality Agreements, and any item under
discussion at its meetings.
Members declaring any interest in agenda items will not be able to participate in discussion
and the Chair will have the power to request that member to withdraw from the meeting
until the matter has been completed.
Any declared conflict of interest will be recorded in the minutes of the meeting.
Where the Chair declares a conflict of interest, the Vice Chair (as nominated by the
Partnership Board members described in (3) above) will chair that part of the meeting.
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6. Meeting arrangements, administration and frequency
The Partnership Board shall meet every month, or at other times as agreed by the
Partnership Board.
The Programme Director will be responsible for ensuring appropriate administration of
meetings of the Partnership Board, including the preparation and agreement of agendas,
the formation and distribution of meeting papers, the recording and approval of minutes
and the proper retention of all meeting documentation to accord with any legal obligations,
including compliance with the Freedom of Information Act, and Confidentiality Agreements
and relevant procedures within the hosting organisation, i.e. that partner organisation
which employs the Programme Director and provides associated programme and
Partnership Board administrative support. In the absence of any agreed administrative
processes the host party will make cover arrangements to ensure the meeting is
appropriately supported.
The Sponsor group will meet monthly (offset with the Partnership Board to ensure that
Sponsors meet on a fortnightly basis) and action notes will be collated and distributed by
the host party of the meeting.
7.

Review

Terms of Reference will be reviewed within six months of their adoption, or as required.
8. Approval
This agreement has been entered into on the _____________________.

Signed by KAREN DOWMAN, duly
Authorised for and on behalf of
BLACK COUNTRY PARTNERSHIP
NHS Foundation Trust

Signed by TRACY TAYLOR, duly
Authorised for and on behalf of
BIRMINGHAM COMMUNITY
HEALTHCARE NHS TRUST

Signed by MARK AXCEL, duly
Authorised for and on behalf of
DUDLEY & WALSALL MENTAL
HEALTH PARTNERSHIP
NHS TRUST
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Appendix 1 – Programme Governance Framework

Board of Directors Birmingham Community
Healthcare NHST

Board of Directors Black Country
Partnership NHSFT

Board of Directors Dudley and Walsall
Mental Health
Partnership NHST

Sponsor Group
3 x CEOs and Chairs

Experts by Experience

Partnership Board

Programme Support (tbc)

Membership: 3 x CEOs and Chairs,
Programme Director;
Attendees: 3 x Programme Leads,
3 x Communication Leads

Programme Director; 3 x
organisational leads; 3 x
Communication Leads; tbc by
Programme Director

Child and
Adolescent
Mental
Health

Children’s
Early Years,
Physical
Health and
Health
Visiting

Learning
Disabilities

Older
Adult
Mental
Health

Adult
Mental
Health
(MERIT)

Adult
Mental
Health
(NonMERIT)

Enabling Workstreams

Information
& IT
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Transforming Care Together | Patient centred approach
Transforming Care Together is the name for a new partnership agreement between three NHS Trusts in the
Birmingham and Black Country area: Birmingham Community Healthcare NHS Trust (BCHC), Black Country
Partnership NHS Foundation Trust (BCPFT), and Dudley and Walsall Mental Health Partnership Trust (DWMH).
The partnership was announced in December 2015.
We have chosen the name Transforming Care Together because it reflects our vision and approach to working
together.
We want to take a creative and innovative
approach to transforming our services. We
want to improve the care we deliver to our
communities, and we keep an open mind, listen
and learn, being bold where we feel change is
needed.

Our vision - to improve the care we give - is
at the heart of everything we do. We want to
increase the range of services we offer, improve
choice and access, and make the most efficient
use of our resources so we can reinvest in patient
care.

Not only are we three Trusts working together,
but we share a passion for involving patients,
carers, families, governors, members, staff, and
health and social care professionals in helping us
design the services we provide. We want people
to be involved, and we value your opinion.

Our decision to work together was based, in
large part, on us sharing similar organisational
culture and values. Simply put, this means ‘how
we do things around here’ and we believe that a
partnership based on sharing similar culture and
values is more likely to be successful.

We have also agreed some guiding principles for
our partnership. These reflect how we will approach
working together, and will guide us in everything we
do.
Being patient-centred, reviewing and
producing services together, so we
can deliver the best quality care fit
for the future
Engaging staff to design, change and put in 		
place services that deliver high quality care

Our objectives for Transforming Care Together are
simple.
To enhance and improve our current services
To develop high-quality, affordable services for
the benefit of our communities
To ensure our support services are efficient
and cost effective
To decide an appropriate organisational form
to provide our services

Implementing best practice across the 		
We are now at the beginning of Transforming Care
partnership, respecting and learning from
Together and Our Journey shows our plans over
our shared experience
the next year. We will make sure there are lots of
opportunities for you to hear from us, and more
Retaining, developing and recruiting the
importantly, to be involved.
best people
We want you to join us on this important journey and help us Transform Care Together.

We understand that you may have more questions about Transforming Care Together. Please read What this
means for me and Your questions for more information, or get in touch if you have a question, or would like to
be more involved.  
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Transforming Care Together | Our journey
How did we arrive at the decision to work together in partnership?
We all understand that the health and care system is under pressure, and like many healthcare organisations,
Black Country Partnership Foundation Trust (BCPFT) was concerned about the future and protecting the
services it delivers to patients. The Trust Board and staff spent time considering different options before
deciding to talk to other NHS Trusts in the West Midlands about the potential of working together.  
During September 2015, BCPFT asked these local NHS Trusts to consider this idea and if
interested to submit a proposal for partnership. We shared information between Trusts
so we learnt more about each organisation and how we might be able to work together.
Birmingham Community Healthcare NHS Trust (BCHC) and Dudley and Walsall Mental
Health (DWMH) Partnership Trust decided that they would like to work together on
a joint proposal and in November 2016 they shared this with BCPFT who spent time
reviewing it. Part of this review involved inviting patients, carers and staff to hear directly
from the two Trusts about how they would work in partnership with BCPFT.
In December 2015, the BCPFT Executive Board made the decision to accept the proposal
from BCHC and DWMH, and together the three Trust’s announced this to everyone.

Who are the partners?
Birmingham Community
Healthcare NHS Trust
provides high quality,
accessible and responsive
community and specialist
services within Birmingham
and the West Midlands.
We deliver over 100 clinical
services, out in people’s
homes and in over 400
hospitals, health centres and
clinics. We provide services
for adults, children, people
with learning disabilities,
those with rehabilitation
needs and also dental
services.  

Black Country Partnership
NHS Foundation Trust are
a major provider of mental
health, learning disability
and community healthcare
services for people of all ages
in the Black Country.
We provide:
• mental health and
specialist health learning
disabilities services to people
of all ages in Sandwell and
Wolverhampton
• specialist learning
disability services in Walsall,
Wolverhampton and Dudley
• community healthcare
services for children, young
people and families in Dudley.

Dudley and Walsall Mental
Health Partnership NHS
Trust provide a wide range
of integrated mental health
services to children, adults
and older people across the
communities of Dudley and
Walsall.
We employ around 1,000
staff and provide care for
more than 20,000 people
each year, across 29
community sites and three
acute hospitals.

What’s next?
Our journey timeline shows our plan for the partnership journey. This will be regularly updated to show our
progress.
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January - February 2016

We will set up a Partnership Board to oversee our work and
establish how we will govern the work we do, including how we
will work together to develop sustainable services for the future.
We will also agree a name for the partnership programme,
our key objectives, the areas of work we will focus on and our
priorities for communicating with and involving people.

March - April 2016

We will agree what resources are needed to manage our
partnership work and sign our Memorandum of Understanding.
We will develop a plan that sets out how we will work towards
partnership and set up workstreams for the different areas of
work that we will focus on. These will be launched at a number
of engagement events in April. We will also
hold an event for our clinical staff to explore
areas of partnership working. We will be
involving people such as commissioners,
staff, patients and local organisations in
helping us shape the future of our services.

July - August 2016

Our workstreams and pilot areas of work will continue to
develop and this work will help us to review our partnership
strategy. We will evaluate the assessments of our organisations
alongside our plan for change, and our Boards will start
to define the more detail about our partnership, including
potential challenges.

May - June 2016

Our workstreams will be busy with their areas of work and we
will continue to involve people in helping us to shape the future
of our services. We will establish priority areas of work, and start
to explore and test the potential for joint working in these
areas. We will also assess each of our partner
organisations to understand our operational and
financial position.

September - October 2016

We will start to explore in detail some of our larger plans for
transforming services to ensure our plans contribute positively
to improving access, quality and patient experience. We will
begin planning the implementation of some of these larger plans
and continue to talk to, and involve, a variety of people.

November - December 2016

Looking at the activity of each area of work, our Boards will start
to review the potential impact that the partnership may have on
the future of local services. They will also consider the impact
each workstreams’ area of work has on other workstreams and
any other partnerships we are involved in.
This will shape the future of our partnership.

January - February 2017

By this time our Boards will have collated a series of plans and
information about our potential to transform services and
deliver high quality services fit for the future. They will consider
a number of options and scenarios, and decide on a preferred
option which they will build a formal business case.

March - April 2017

Our Boards will review, challenge and gain opinion on the
preferred option. If approval is supported we will begin the
process of planning and implementation.

Our journey timeline will be
regularly updated to show our
progress.

April 2017 onwards

We will begin any formal processes that are necessary such as
public consultation or regulatory approvals.
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Transforming Care Together | What this means for me
as a service user, or carer or family member of a service user

you will see no immediate impact on your current care. If you have any questions about this you
should speak to the members of staff who help you manage your care.
We really want to involve patients, carers and family members in helping us shape our future
services. Please come along to one of our engagement events or get in touch if you would like to
be involved.
In our future partnership we want to increase the range of services we offer, improve choice
and access, and make the most efficient use of our resources so we can reinvest in patient care.
Keeping a patient-centred approach in all that we do will ensure that our future partnership
arrangement will show real patient benefits.

as a governor

you will continue to be part of the body of governors for your organisation, representing your
constituency. There will be no immediate change to current governance arrangements.
You will play an important role in Transforming Care Together, both helping us to shape our
future services, but also in talking to the people in your constituencies to share our plans and
encourage people to become more involved. We will also encourage our governors to come
together at engagement events and other opportunities to share your experience and work
together where possible.
At such an early stage of our journey, we do not know the specifics of the governance
requirements of our future partnership arrangement, but we will keep you involved and
informed throughout the process.

as a member of staff

there will be no immediate impact on your role or working arrangements. Any questions about
your role should be discussed with your line manager in the usual way.
We want to encourage all our staff to be involved in Transforming Care Together, helping to
shape the future of our services. There will be plenty of opportunities to do so, whether that is
giving feedback or sharing ideas, getting involved in one of the workstreams, talking to patients,
carers and families, or coming along to one of our engagement events. We will look at priority
areas of work and it may be that some members of staff will start to work collaboratively across
organisations during our journey.
This is an exciting time to be part of our future partnership and we will continue to value the
vital role you have in delivering high quality care to our communities. There will be increased
opportunities for development and we will be able to learn from our shared experience.
The areas of work we will focus on (our workstreams) are:  
Clinical
•
•
•
•
•
•

Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Children’s Early Years, Physical Health and Health
Visiting
Learning Disabilities
Older Adult Mental Health
Adult Mental Health (MERIT)
Adult Mental Health (Non-MERIT)

Communications and engagement
Governance/Clinical Oversight and Due Diligence
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Enabling
•
•
•
•
•

Information and IT
Finance and Efficiency
Estates and Facilities
Human Resources and Workforce
Culture and Organisational Development

Transforming Care Together | What this means for me
as a commissioner of our services

we will continue to provide high quality services based on our contracts. Your knowledge of how
communities interact with health and wellbeing services will be valuable to develop the right
services. We will work in partnership with you where changes to service require consultation,  
and will only develop plans that improve the services for our communities, making sure we
make the best use of resources.
We would like representatives from our commissioners to attend our stakeholder engagement
events, where we will share our current plans and ask you to contribute ideas of how to develop
market leading services fit for the future. Our plans will form a key part of the joint long term
plans currently being developed in the Black Country and Birmingham.

as a GP or other referrer into our services

there will be no change to how you refer into services. Our aim will be to improve your
experience and make sure the process is as simple as possible, and you have access to the right
people when you need them. We will of course include you in how we develop these proposals
and would welcome any views you have about meeting your needs.
Our vision is to offer you a high quality service with better opportunities to access specialist care
closer to home when it is required, but reduce the demand for crisis through a model focused
on early intervention and prevention. These partnership plans will work hand in hand with the
improvements through the MERIT (Mental Health Alliance for Excellence, Resilience, Innovation
and Training) vanguard which is already developing best practice approaches to crisis, seven day
working and recovery models for adults with mental health needs.

as a health organisation or partner we work with

Transforming Care Together will enhance opportunities and build on our existing relationships.
We believe that this offers us the opportunity to concentrate on developing services that are
fit for the future and will enable us to deliver the best services we can. We are determined to
deliver the best services we can for our current users, carers and families, but also improve
experiences for people who have or will access our services. We will hold stakeholder events
where we aim to involve a wide range of stakeholders to ensure that it is clear how this work fits
in with all of the other plans across our region.

as a member of the public, or a group who represents us

we know you may have seen the information in the media about the NHS, particularly in relation
to the pressures and money. Our work will ensure that we can make the best use of public
money so that if you, friends or family need to access our services that they can get the best
quality care, delivered by the best people in a way that is best for them. To meet people’s needs
we need to listen to your stories and opinions, understand what went well and what could have
been improved, and involve you in designing the future of our services. Please get invovlved.
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Transforming Care Together | Keeping in touch
How can I find out more about the plans, or become involved?
We have a website www.transformingcaretogether.nhs.uk where we will post news and updates on our
progress. Each organisation will also share news on our own websites, so if you’re more used to using these,
you’ll be able to find information there.
We will also use our existing social media accounts, magazines, newsletters, email updates, posters and events
to share news about the partnership. There are links to some of these here.
Birmingham Community
Healthcare NHS Trust

Black Country Partnership
NHS Foundation Trust

Dudley and Walsall Mental
Health Partnership Trust

birminghamcommunity.nhs.uk
@bhamcommunity
facebook.com/bhamcommunity

bcpft.nhs.uk
@bcpft
facebook.com/bcpft

dwmh.nhs.uk
@dwbetter2gether

You can also come along to one of our engagement events. These are events set up to give you an update, gain
your feedback, and actively work with you to help design our services.
We want your involvement because our partnership is built on our desire to transform care together.
Our engagement events will be advertised through our websites, social media, magazines, newsletters, email
updates and more.

What if I have a question that’s not answered here?
Get in touch with us. We want to hear from you and if you’re thinking about a particular question, maybe
someone else is too. We will keep Your Questions updated online, and add your question and our answer to it.
We’ll also contact you directly to reply.
Because we know you may want to talk to the Trust you are normally in contact with, we have contact points
at each. Of course,  you are more than welcome to contact any of the Trusts with your question and the
process will be the same for each. Our contacts are:
Birmingham Community
Healthcare NHS Trust

Black Country Partnership
NHS Foundation Trust

Dudley and Walsall Mental
Health Partnership Trust

@
0121

transformingcare@bcpft.nhs.uk
0121 612 8032

communication@dwmh.nhs.uk
01384
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Encl. 7.1

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

2015 National Staff Survey Results

Presented by:

Sheila Lloyd, Executive Director of Nursing, AHPs, Governance
and Organisational Development

Author:

Sheila Lloyd/Caroline Marshall

Purpose:

Information, assurance and approval

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

x

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.
Relationship to High Level Risks:
Number 462: ‘if we do not address issues raised through the staff survey this
could lead to increased sickness, turnover and staff dissatisfaction’.
Recommendation(s):
Approve the Enhancing Staff Experience plan of action, and to note key priorities.
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x

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has not been completed.
The following implications are considered:
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
x

Monitor:

x

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

NHS Constitution staff pledges EDS2, WRES

Previous consideration
x

Board

Strategy
Day

Audit

x

Quality & Safety
Other

Workforce
Committee

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None

Planned
Assembly of
Governors
postponed
from March
See Appendix 1 for other committees
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x

Executive Summary
The Staff survey paper was circulated to the Board in February and was under
embargo until February 23rd. The board requested further assurance through the
provision of a detailed plan of action and clarity in respect to the escalation reporting
processes and timelines.
An assurance plan is attached at Appendix 1 and outlines the proposed reporting
arrangements in conjunction with a staff communication and engagement plan
outlining the Key Priority areas that the Trust will focus on this year, at appendix 2.
The Trust Board are asked to note the content of this report and to approve the plan
of action.
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to provide:




A plan of action for the Trust to ensure a robust and timely response to the
2015 National Staff Survey results and appropriate performance improvement
monitoring.
To summarise the key priorities for the Trust.

Plan of Action
An assurance plan has been developed to provide clarity in respect to next steps
which incorporates the assurance and performance improvement monitoring
processes. (Appendix 1).
Divisions have been asked to develop improvement plans based on the key priorities
that have been agreed following discussions with a range of staff via committees
such as the Workforce Development Committee, Quality and Safety Committees and
staff forum. The plans will be developed and agreed by each division for reporting
and monitoring purposes through Workforce Committee. Initial plans are due to be
submitted for approval at the April Workforce Committee with subsequent quarterly
status reporting. In addition monthly reporting will be conducted via the divisional
Quality and Safety meetings with escalation through Quality and Safety Committee,
through to Trust Board, as appropriate. The relevant dashboards now include the
priority KPIs and are linked to the Shaping our Future work that has recently been
carried out (staff engagement, motivation and wellbeing, and confidence in raising
concerns).
The assurance process is shown below in diagrammatic form for clarity.
Figure 1 Assurance Committee Structure
Board of Directors
Quality and Safety Committee (QSC)
(BAF/HLRR/clinical quality dashboard)

Quality and Safety Steering Group (QSSG)
(BAF/HLRR/clinical quality dashboard)
Monthly exception reporting against
Dashboard KPIs)

(BAF/HLRR/clinical
quality dashboard)
Divisional Quality and Safety
meetings

Workforce Committee
Divisional Performance
improvement plans submitted and
progress reported quarterly

(Monthly monitoring)
Page 4 of 5
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Key Priorities
The results indicate that there are significant areas where we need to improve to fully
engage staff and change the culture. Rather than focusing on the lowest performing
scores, efforts will be prioritised, based on evidence based research, to address the
areas of dissatisfaction that have the greatest impact on patient experience and
quality outcomes. One of the clear actions taken by the Trust has been the work
carried out via the Shaping our Future - every voice counts initiative. The qualitative
data and outcomes have also been included as part of the improvement plans and
are outlined as follows:


Overall Staff engagement levels – this is measured through a range of
questions e.g. staff responses regarding recommendation of BCPFT as a
place to work or receive treatment, staff motivation at work, (ability of staff to
be able to suggest/implement improvements). Performance against this KPI
has been linked to patient satisfaction as well as staff absenteeism and
turnover levels. The more engaged the workforce, the better the outcomes for
patients and the difference between an average and a good trust would be
the equivalent to around a 5% decrease in absenteeism.



Team working: when individuals work in real teams (clear objectives,
members working closely together, meet regularly etc.) they are less likely to
witness errors, experience less illness, injury or aggression. This has also
been substantiated by feedback the range of focus groups and workshops
held with our nursing workforce, who have stated team working is a powerful
indicator of staff retention.



Raising Concerns: building staff confidence and security in reporting unsafe
clinical practice. Although no research links this directly to patient outcomes it
is a priority concern for the Trust and we will be building on the robust plans
and processes that have already progressed with our Freedom to Speak up
Campaign.



Improving staff wellbeing: an essential element to improving staff
experience is to ensure we continue to support our wellbeing programme. The
Trust has also received notification of a CQUIN indicator outlining targets for
Staff health and wellbeing that will support this work going forwards.



Equality Delivery System (EDS2) (staff goals) and the Workforce Race
Equality Standard (WRES). The actions to address the issues will also form
part of the performance improvement plans. These are being considered as
part of a parallel piece of work under the remit of the newly named Equality
and Inclusion Board.

Recommendation
The Trust Board are asked to note the content of this report and to approve the plan
of action.

Page 5 of 5
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Appendix 1
Staff Survey - Enhancing Staff Experience
Assurance Monitoring Process 2016
Key
√

required
Complete

Meeting type

Purpose

April

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Monthly exception reporting via
Quality and Safety Committee

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

To provide assurance that actions
are being implemented and
effectiveness is being monitored
Initial report with results and
approval of governance/escalation
process
Divisions to report progress in
relation to plans via their monthly
Quality & Safety reports
Initial report with results and
approval of governance/escalation
process. Enhancing Staff
Experience reports to be added to
agendas. Update on initial plans to
be reported to April Workforce
Development meeting. Then
ongoing progress reports

√

For assurance and escalation and
trust priorities for action

March
√ complete

Board of Directors (BOD)
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Quality & Safety
Committee
Quality Safety Steering
Group

Quality & Safety
Committee MH/LD/CYPF

√ complete

√ complete

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

1

Meeting type

Purpose

March

Workforce Committee

Initial report with results and
approval of governance/escalation
process.

√ complete

Trust Staffside Lead
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Staff Forum

Assembly of Governors

To receive detailed divisional plans
owned by Group Directors.
Divisions to report progress in
relation to plans via their monthly
Quality & Safety Reports for
support and approval
To discuss initial findings of report
and to form a partnership approach
with staffside to ensure planned
interventions are appropriate for
needs of staff
Initial report with results and
approval of governance/escalation
process and agreement about
planned progress and agree key
priorities
To add this as a standing agenda
item and receive regular progress
reports on actions being taken to
enhance staff experience
To receive initial report and to
provide assurances and progress of
implementation plans

April

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√ complete

√ complete

postponed

√

2

Appendix 2
Staff Survey - Enhancing Staff Experience
Communication and Engagement Plan
Key
√

required
Complete

CP
GP
PC
HRBP
SL
GD
OD
JG
EL

Candy Passmore, Head of Communications
Gail Parry, Staff Engagement and Development Manager
Phil Cole, Trust Staffside Lead
HR Business Partners
Sheila Lloyd, Executive Director of Nursing, AHPs, Governance and OD
Group Directors
Organisational Development Lead(vacant post)
Judy Griffiths, Head of Operational Workforce
Head of Diversity and Spirituality
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Action
Inform staff of survey results via
briefing paper and summary of
results to be published.

Responsibility

Method

March

CP

Team Brief

√ complete

CP

Intranet

√ complete

CP

April

e-bulletin

√

Prepare article outlining agreed
key priorities and action
planning in collaboration with
HRB and PC
Powerpoint presentation of
results at future leading for
quality events
Inform Governors of survey
results and next steps

CP/GP

Grapevine

√

GP/SL

Presentation

√

CP

Briefing paper

Development of communication
plan in consultation with PC to
ensure staff are kept informed of
progress

CP/GP

√ complete

√

May

June

July

√

√

Aug

Sept

Oct

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

1

Owner

Method

Prepare article outlining agreed
key priorities and action
planning in collaboration with
HRB and PC to publish in May
Meeting to engage staffside to
determine partnership working
arrangements
Divisional performance
improvement for Enhancing
Staff Experience plans to be
shared with staffside and GP
Quarterly progress updates
against performance
improvement plans
Divisional results presented to
senior divisional management
teams at Group Q&S meetings
Meet with HRBP to agree key
priorities and methodology for
action planning and review
ongoing work being undertaken
and feedback from Shaping our
Future, appreciative enquiry and
solution focused processes in
place.
Hold regular meetings with
HRBP and PC to check on
progress and to establish what
support/engagement, focus
groups are required
Ensure specific targeted actions
are taken for staff to raise
concerns, such as embedding
the national requirements such
as the appointment of a freedom
to speak up guardian.

CP/GP

Grapevine

SL

Meeting and
attendance at
Staff forum
Reports to WFD
and QSSG
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Action

HRBP/GD

March

April

May

June

July

√

Aug

Sept

Oct

√

√ complete
√

√

HRBP/GD

Reports

GP

Reports

√ complete

GP/HRBP

Meeting/template,
priority plans and
systems and
processes already
in place

√ complete

GP/HRBP/PC

Meeting

SL/OD

Task and finish
group

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Ongoing work

2

Owner

Method

March

April

May

June

July

Aug

Launch the newly named
Equality and Inclusion Meeting
to address and progress/and
monitor issues within the WRES
(workforce race equality
standard) and Equality and
Diversity System (EDS2)
Strengthen the Wellbeing
initiatives to improve staff’s
wellbeing which will be linked to
the newly received CQUIN
target
Continue communications and
engagement with staff on all of
these targets

EL

Meeting/Strategy
and objectives

development
of plans
√ complete

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

JG

Wellbeing group,
newsletter, events
and initiatives

SL/GP/CP

Range of
communication
methods

In progress
and
development
plans on going
√
Ongoing
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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Action

Sept

Oct

3
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Encl. 7.2

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Shaping our Future: Every Voice Programme

Presented by:

Rudi Page on behalf of Sheila Lloyd, Executive Director of
Nursing, AHPs, Governance & OD

Author:

Rudi Page, Enhanced Leadership Insights

Purpose:

Update on progress
Approve Recommendations

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

x

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.

x

We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

Relationship to High Level Risks:
Risk 462 Objective 4 Staff Survey
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x

Recommendation(s):
 Maintain the momentum and further implementation of the SOFP including,
developing the teambuilding and problem-solving skills of managers and
leaders. There should be a scaling up of the wider engagement of staff,
specifically the medical workforce and frontline teams.
 Frontline teams should be empowered to explore innovative ways to
improve care models and re-configure the system based on their insight
and experience. With the intention of promoting a culture of cohesive,
productive and effective teams.
 Support the development of regular cross-division collaboration and team
working mechanisms as an integral part of service improvement. This will
provide a platform for participants to share experiences and service
delivery feedback with patient voices being a regular agenda item. It will
also allow for developing shared solutions.
 Consider a bespoke programme to provide intensive support to clinical
medical leaders to manage their services and lead improvement for the
benefit of patients and the organisation. The Staff-led Boards and Forums
should receive further Leadership Development support to become a
platform for sharing good practice and ensuring further inclusion of the
workforce in supporting the Trust in providing high quality care and easily
accessible services.
 The Executive Board are requested to consider the question “How do we
know that we have made a difference for staff”? It is suggested that the
barometer for improved staff experience will be evidenced by an
improvement in the 2016 Annual Staff Survey.
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Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has been completed.
There are no implications to consider as per the EqIA guidance.

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
Monitor:
X

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
X

Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Other

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None
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Executive Summary
This report summarises the progress of the Shaping our Future Programme (SOFP)
over the 52 days between September 2015 and April 2016, based on a proposal
with Diversity & Equality, as the baseline submitted to the Trust by Rudi Page, Chief
Executive (CE), Enhanced Leadership Insights.
The SOFP has been designed as a bespoke programme with its primary focus on
staff wellbeing and managing performance as these two key elements are a catalyst
for engagement and development at all levels.
The SOFP facilitation process began with the concept of “As One” to mean
inclusion, team-building and effective teams as the most effective way of achieving
personal and organisational objectives.
• System leadership is needed. Serving populations with a joined-up approach and
aligned with national policies to meet local needs, across a geographical area,
comprising integrated health economies of Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall,
Wolverhampton and West Birmingham. A values-led and relationships-based
approach by motivated individuals and partners, engaging all stakeholders.
• Empowered clinicians embracing the principles of sustainable commissioning and
multi-agency systems by working and thinking together As One system. To
deliver new care models - making best use of the organisational memory,
expertise, insight and relationship networks through a shared vision and strategy
for achieving high quality, easily accessible, sustainable services.
• Well-led and high performing teams at all levels enabled by operations and
support services with capability and capacity to devise workable plans as the best
route to achieving the Trust's strategic objectives and the executive board priority
for improving staff retention.
A series of semi-structured dialogues were conducted with staff at all levels, with
an “all voices must be heard” approach.
The semi-structured dialogues covered key questions:
• What action needs to be taken to improve your feeling of wellbeing at BCPFT?
• What are your ideas for service improvement for enhancing patient experience,
access and involvement?
• What is your role and do you understand what the organisation expects from
you? - Appraisal
As a result of feedback from over 100, 1-2-1 dialogues and attendance at team
meetings, forums, roundtables and away-days, involving over 400 staff across the
Trust, four key deliverables were identified:
•
•
•

Alignment & Governance
Clinical Quality Framework
Staff-led Boards, Forums & Task Groups
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•

Equalities & Inclusion

The dialogues with clinical staff led to the identification of triple high levels goals for
system leadership; high quality, easily accessible, sustainable services. Clinical
leaders should have enough management skills and system knowledge to be
effective leaders.
The SOFP's achievements can be clearly articulated by Executive Board members
on how tightly linked actions are to strategic objectives and corporate priorities.
Interventions have focussed on achieving system clarity, consistency and a shift in
mind-sets and behaviour in order to improve the processes that historically have
been a barrier to change.
The recommendations are designed to maintain the momentum and further
implementation of the Shaping our Future Programme including, developing the
team-building skills and problem-solving skills of managers and leaders.
1.
Introduction
1.1 This report summarises the progress of the Shaping our Future Programme
over the 52 days between September 2015 and April 2016, based on the
proposal submitted to the Trust by Rudi Page, CE, Enhanced Leadership
Insights.
1.2 The Shaping our Future Programme has been designed as a bespoke
programme with its primary focus on staff wellbeing and managing
performance as these two key elements are a catalyst for engagement and
development within teams at all at all levels.
1.3 The Trust endorsed an external intervention to devise a Staff Wellbeing
Programme, Facilitation Framework and Action Plan (Shaping our Future
Programme), which would focus on Trust values and a key NHS policy relating
to equality mandated in 2015,- (the Equality Delivery System 2), and comply
more comprehensively with the NHS Workforce Race Equality Standard,
therefore supporting the Trust in complying with their duties under the Equality
Act 2010.
1.4 There are 4 expected outcomes for the Shaping our Future Programme:
• enabling environment,
• improved morale and motivation,
• integrated and collaborative workforce and
• management behaviour change.
2. Methodology
2.1 A series of semi-structured dialogues were conducted with staff at all levels,
with an “all voices must be heard” approach.
The semi-structured dialogues covered key questions:
• What action needs to be taken to improve your feeling of wellbeing at this
Trust?
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• What are your ideas for service improvement for enhancing patient
experience, access and involvement?
• What is your role and do you understand what the organisation expects from
you?
2.2

The feedback sessions also provided an opportunity for staff groups to freely
express their views and evidence to senior staff how their delegation and
decision-making impact on their roles and responsibilities.

2.3 This qualitative data was utilised to identify barriers to progress and the means
and mechanisms for addressing these issues, including reports and metrics
from previous attempts to improve service delivery and staff satisfaction.
3. Feedback from Dialogues with Staff
3.1 As a result of over 100, 1-2-1 dialogues and attendance at team meetings,
forums, roundtables and away-days, involving over 400 staff across the Trust,
4 key deliverables were identified:
• Alignment & Governance
• Clinical Quality Framework
• Staff-led Boards, Forums & Task Groups
• Equalities & Inclusion
(Appendix 1- Shaping our Future Implementation Framework)
3.2 The dialogues with staff were treated as confidential. Staff valued external
expertise and experience and felt they could be honest about their feelings.
There were many staff who felt that given the opportunity and support they
would get more involved to improve the working lives of their peers and
enhance patient care.
Many of the issues to be addressed from the staff’s perspective were raised at
Programme Board or directly with executive board members who on some
occasions took followed-up directly or provided an explanation of the historic
facts/custom and practice.
( Appendix 2 - Dialogues Locations)
A few quotes from staff relating to their working environment include:
“The Trust is not concerned about our wellbeing as there is no staff room or
changing facilities”
“The temperature within our working area is either freezing or 35 degrees”
“staff security is not taken seriously as some patients know that as fact and
take advantage”
“I spent a week on the ward and nobody spoke to me” – student nurse
“There is a lack of effective supervision”
“There should be a Family Friendly Policy to support staff with childcare and
maternity cover”.
“Staffing levels are to low and the working area is too small and this causes
agitation and frustration amongst patients and puts staff at risk”
3.3

There is a significant level of ongoing concern that requires detailed analysis
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relating to the "commissioning impact" on clinical services, patient experience
and staff wellbeing. Improved working relationships and communication
between clinicians and operations is required at all levels.
4.
4.1

Transformational Leadership
Shaping our Future is designed to support a Transformational Leadership
approach to change in both organisational culture and structures. This is
critical to making progress on improving the operational lines of communication
and accountability with clear roles, responsibilities and relationships to develop
teams that work cooperatively and have worked out ways of solving conflicts
when they occur.

4.2

A close working relationship with Executive Board members has provided
additional leadership capacity and supportive feedback through a coaching
and mentoring style. The Senior, Mid, Junior levels and frontline teams would
also benefit from similar support.

4.3

The Shaping our Future Programme's achievements can be clearly articulated
by Executive Board members on how tightly linked actions are to strategic
objectives and corporate priorities. Interventions have focussed on achieving
system clarity, consistency and improvement in processes that historically
have been a barrier to change.

4.4 Three high Level goals and principles were produced; high quality, easily
accessible, sustainable services, aligned directly with the Trust’s strategic
objectives.
4.5 The high level goals and key deliverables have been utilised to promote team
working amongst all levels of senior clinical, operations and corporate services
staff as a platform for measuring their influence and personal impact on
leadership development, management skills, quality, wellbeing and role clarity.
4.6 The Shaping our Future Programme has yielded both hard and soft evidence
as a valuable source of information for measuring outcomes that reflect the
complexity and realities facing staff in the current climate.
4.7 The key outcomes from this facilitation model have been achieved by brokering
relationships and developing confidence-building measures to improve
collaboration, trust and co-operation.
4.8

A recent Shaping our Future Programme facilitated Psychological Therapists
Board away day generated the following feedback:
“I just wanted to let you know that the feedback from staff about the away day
is that they really enjoyed it and were excited about being able to make a
contribution to the Trust around team working. Your input was really helpful to
me Rudi to help me keep them on track and motivated. We had an 89%
attendance which indicates people really value the chance to meet as a senior
psychological professions group to share our skills in helping move things on”
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5.
5.1

Equalities & Inclusion
A report "Next steps on the Diversity challenge" was presented to the Trust
Board on 29th April 2015 by the HR Director, with the purpose of providing an
update on progress in relation to work around ethnicity within recruitment.
Ethnicity breakdown figures were produced with findings from the audit group
highlighting areas for concern.

5.2

This paper did not identify any regulatory and compliance equality matters,
specifically, there was no of mention the Equality Act 2010 nor the Human
Rights Act 1998, both of which place a duty on public bodies to proactively
tackle discrimination, provide equal access to services, and eliminate barriers
to inclusion and service delivery.

5.3

The introduction of As One Network to promote inclusion amongst BME and all
staff was accepted as a positive move as the Equality Delivery System (EDS2)
was now mandatory and the workforce race equality standard (WRES) was
now a Trust obligation from April 2015. The WRES is designed to “ensure
employees from black and ethnic minority (BME) backgrounds have equal
access to career opportunities and receive fair treatment in the workplace”.
The move follows recent reports which have highlighted disparities in the
number of BME people in senior leadership positions across the NHS, as well
as lower levels of wellbeing amongst the BME population”.

5.4 A selection of staff feedback from As One Network meeting held at Edward St
on Wednesday 23rd September 2015:
“There is lack of Trust action on Bullying & Harassment from service-users”
“Band 2’s are leaving, that has an impact on patient care as they are core
frontline staff - lack of career progression and support with an atmosphere of
fear and low morale”
“There is lack of support for BME staff (work is allocated unfairly)”
“What type of support for BME staff are they receiving Temporary injury
allowance”
“Lack of management dialogue on race & equality”
“Staff need protected time to attend network meetings and get involved in the
steering group”.
“There should be a zero tolerance policy towards discrimination”
“There is lack of recognition of BME for their contribution to service and
patient”
“There is high a level of stress, tension, unhappiness, staff on edge and not
feeling valued”
“ Staff not clear on who their line manager is”
“Learning & development activities should be off site”
5.5

A full analysis of HR and Equality Objectives has been undertaken to review
and prioritise activities with support from a subject matter expert and
recommendations were made to the Trust. As a result the Board Assurance
Framework (BAF) has been strengthened with the inclusion of the NHS EDS2
and WRES.
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5.6 The “As One” Network still faces significant challenges to become a "credible"
voice amongst staff from all backgrounds and management at all levels.
However, the As One working in teams approach should build confidence and
inspire progress.
6.

Recommendations
The Executive Board are requested to consider the following recommendations:
 Maintain the momentum and further implementation of the SOFP including,
developing the teambuilding and problem-solving skills of managers and
leaders. There should be a scaling up of the wider engagement of staff,
specifically the medical workforce and frontline teams.
 Frontline teams should be empowered to explore innovative ways to
improve care models and re-configure the system based on their insight and
experience. With the intention of promoting a culture of cohesive,
productive and effective teams.
 Support the development of regular cross-division collaboration and team
working mechanisms as an integral part of service improvement. This will
provide a platform for participants to share experiences and service delivery
feedback with patient voices being a regular agenda item. It will also allow
for developing shared solutions.
 Consider a bespoke programme to provide intensive support to clinical
medical leaders to manage their services and lead improvement for the
benefit of patients and the organisation. The Staff-led Boards and Forums
should receive further Leadership Development support to become a
platform for sharing good practice and ensuring further inclusion of the
workforce in supporting the Trust in providing high quality care and easily
accessible services.
 The Executive Board are requested to consider the question “How do we
know that we have made a difference for staff”? It is suggested that the
barometer for improved staff experience will be evidenced by an
improvement in the 2016 Annual Staff Survey.

Report by Rudi Page, Facilitator
Shaping our Future Programme
23 March 2016
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High Quality

Easily
Accessible

Sustainable
Services

We will nurture a culture which provides: Safe, Effective, Caring, Responsive and Well Led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and families experience to continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist Mental Health, Learning Disability and Children’s Services, proactively seeking
opportunities to develop our services building partnerships with others to strengthen and expand the services we provide.
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System leadership s needed. Serving populations with a joined-up approach and aligned with national policies to meet local needs,
across a geographical area, comprising integrated health economies of Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall, Wolverhampton and West
Birmingham. A values-led and relationships-based approach by motivated individuals and partners, engaging all stakeholders.
Empowered clinicians embracing the principles of sustainable commissioning and multi-agency systems by working and thinking
together AS ONE system . To deliver new care models - making best use of the organisational memory, expertise, insight and
relationship networks through a shared vision and strategy for achieving high quality, easily accessible, sustainable services.
Well-led and High Performing Teams at all levels enabled by operations and support services with capability and capacity to
devise workable plans as the best route to achieving the Trust's strategic objectives and the executive board priority for improving
staff retention.
Key Themes:
Accountability, Clinical Leadership Development, Inclusion, Quality Improvement, Relationship-building, Trust ,
Wellbeing & Performance Dialogues

Rudi Page, Facilitator

V.5.0

Honesty and
Transparency

Integrity

Empowerment

Compassion &
Kindness

23/03/16

Dignity &
Respect

Shaping Our Future Programme:
Implementation Framework for Organisational Change

Clarity
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Consistency

Team Performance

Attract and retain a well –trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued workforce

Alignment & Governance:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board Assurance Framework
Division and Service Plans
Clinical Case for Change/
Service Redesign
Lines of communication and
accountability

Clinical Quality
Framework Service Line
Management & Reporting,
Clinical Performance
Indicators
Medical Workforce
Involvement

Staff-led Boards, Forums
& Task Groups: Managing

Process

Quality & Leadership
Prioritise Prevention
Empower Individuals and
Communities
Improve Value
Carbon Reduction

Equalities & Inclusion: As
ONE Integrated and
collaborative workforce

Clinical Teams /Operations/Administration/ Corporate Support Services
Staff Development & Training : Relationship-building for inspiring High Performing Teams
Executive Board
Management Teams : Senior, Middle, Junior
Ward Leaders/ Community Team Leaders
Service Leads (Widening Talent Pool and Succession Planning)
Frontline Teams

• Clinical Leadership Development: Mental Health /Learning Disabilities /Children, Young
People & Families /Older Adults
• Medical Director
• Divisional Clinical Directors
• Clinical Leads
• Consultants / SAS Doctors
• Junior Doctors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allied Health Professionals Forum
Equalities & Inclusion Board
LLEAD NHS Leadership Academy Group
Nursing Board
Older Adults Forum
Psychological Therapists Board
Safeguarding Forum
Frontline Teams Development Forum

• Equality and Delivery System (EDS2) - Goals & Outcomes
• Workforce Race Equality Standard (WRES) - Progression
• Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) - All voices must be heard
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable manner
Honesty and
Transparency

Integrity

Empowerment

Compassion &
Kindness

Dignity &
Respect

Appendix 2

Dialogues Locations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delta House
Gem Centre
Hallam St
Health & Social Care Centre
Heath Lane
Edward St
Lodge Rd
Penn Hospital
Pond Lane
Ridge Hill
Steps to Health
Quayside
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Equality Impact Assessment
Screening Form & Guidance
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Equality impact Assessments (EqIAs) Screening Form Guidance
EqIAs are a way of thinking about the impact that a policy, strategy, project or service may
have on different groups within the community including staff, service users and carers.
The Equality Act 2010 identifies nine Personal Protected Characteristics that must be
given due consideration, these are: Age, Disability, Gender Reassignment, Marriage and
Civil Partnership, Pregnancy and Maternity, Race, Religion or Belief, Sex and Sexual
Orientation.
An EqIA consists of two stages: an initial screening process and, when necessary, a full
impact assessment if the initial screening has identified a possible high negative impact.
We will use the word ‘proposal’ to mean all policies, strategies, projects and services.

This Screening Form is used to highlight any changes that could be made as a result of
the assessment. It is also used to determine whether a full equality impact assessment is
required. The form also gives opportunity to record and celebrate positive impacts that the
proposal might have.
The first section asks for basic details on who is completing the form, purpose and aims of
the proposal, and who will benefit from it. The second section takes the form of a table
listing the different groups or issues which may be impacted on as a result of the proposal.
There is a column to add comments on how you think a particular group may be impacted
upon either positively or negatively. The third section of the form is for recording the overall
level of impact and details of the decision of whether to proceed to a full impact
assessment.
A negative impact is when one particular group does not receive the same level or quality
of services as other groups, or are left at a disadvantage compared to other groups.
Example: An event that was held in a building with no induction loop facilities would have a
negative impact on some attendees with a hearing impairment.

A positive impact is when a proposal could have a positive effect on one or more groups or
communities, or improve equal opportunities and/or relationships between communities.
Example: A targeted training programme for black and minority ethnic women would have a
positive impact on black and minority ethnic women compared with its impact on white
women and men. It would not, however, necessarily have a negative impact on white
women and men.

The EqIA process requires either a good awareness level of the discrimination faced by
different groups or support from a wider group of people to carry out of the screening. The
process may be confusing to begin with and it is not the intention that one individual
should complete the form first time without the support and advice of others. The Head of
Diversity is also able to provide support.
The best way to find out if a proposal is likely to impact negatively or positively on sections
of the community likely to experience discrimination or social exclusion, is to find out if
data or research already exists or to directly consult representatives of those groups or
relevant organisations.
When you’ve completed the screening tool form please send a copy to the Head of
Diversity at EqualityImpact.Assessment@bcpft.nhs.uk, along with a copy of the proposal.
Any resulting actions then need to be incorporated into Divisional planning and monitored
on a regular basis.
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Equality Impact Assessment Screening Form
Title of proposal:

Shaping our Future

Person Completing Form:

Sheila Lloyd

Role in Organisation:

Exec Director of Nursing, AHPs, Gove

Division:

Corporate

Service Area:

Corporate

Date Submitted (dd/mm/yy):

16/03/16

Main purpose and aims of the proposal and how it fits in with the wider strategic aims and objectives of the organisation
(see Equality Impact Assessment Framework, Appendix 3: The Trust’s Vision, Values & Goals):
This bespoke programme has a primary focus on staff wellbeing and managing performance as these two key elements
are a catalyst for engagement and development at all levels.

Who will benefit from the proposal?
All staff

Impacts on different equality groups
Helpful Questions: Does this proposal promote equality of opportunity? Eliminate discrimination? Eliminate harassment?
Eliminate victimisation? Promote good community relations? Promote positive attitudes towards disabled people?
Consider more favourable treatment of disabled people? Promote involvement and consultation? Protect and promote
human rights?

Please click in the relevant impact box or leave blank if you feel there is no particular impact.
Potential
for
positive
Impact

Potential
for
negative
Impact

Please list details or evidence of why there might be a positive
and/or negative impact

Age
Including children and those
over 65
Disability
Including those with
physical or sensory
difficulties, those with
learning disabilities and
those with mental health
issues
Marriage and Civil
Partnerships
Civil partners must be
treated the same as
married couples on a wide
range of legal matters
Pregnancy & Maternity
This includes women
having a baby and women
just after they have had a
baby
Race
Including Gypsy or Roma
people, Irish people, those
of mixed heritage, asylum
seekers and refugees
Religion or Belief
Including humanists and
non-believers
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Sex / Gender
Reassignment
This can include male and
female or someone in the
process of transitioning
from one gender to another
Sexual Orientation
Including gay men, lesbians
and bisexual people
Human Rights
This could include any other
issues around how we treat
each other as human
beings e.g. privacy and
dignity.
Additional Impacts
Are there any other groups
of people or issues which
this proposal may impact
on? E.g. carers or socioeconomic status.

Patients
Hopefully enhance patient experience

Level of Impact
If a negative or disproportionate impact has been identified in any of the key areas would this difference be illegal? I.e.
Would it be discriminatory under anti-discrimination legislation. (The Equality Act 2010, Human right Act 1998)

Yes

No

What do you consider the level of negative impact to be?

High

Medium

Low

If the impact could be discriminatory in law, please contact the Head of Diversity immediately to determine course of
action. If the negative impact is high a full impact assessment will be required.
If you are unsure how to answer the above questions, or if you have assessed the impact as medium, please seek
further guidance from the Head of Diversity before proceeding.
If the proposal is not relevant to any of the above equality issues, and any negative impact is considered low, i.e.
reasonable or justifiable, then please complete the rest of the form below with any actions, and forward to the Head of
Diversity.

Action Plan
How could you minimise or remove any negative impact identified even if this is of low significance?
N/A

How will any impact or planned actions be monitored and reviewed?
N/A

Please save and keep one copy and then send a copy with a copy of the proposal to the Head of Diversity at
EqualityImpact.Assessment@bcpft.nhs.uk. The results will then be published on the Trust’s website. Please
ensure that any resulting actions are incorporated into Divisional or Service planning and monitored on a
regular basis.
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Encl. 7.3

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23 March 2016

Subject:

Hard Truths Commitments Regarding the Publicity of Staffing
Data - January data

Presented by:

Sheila Lloyd, Executive Director of Nursing, AHP’s, Governance
and OD

Author:

Joyce Fletcher, Deputy Director of Nursing

Purpose:

To note the contents of this report

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

x

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.

x

Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

x

Relationship to High Level Risks:
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Recommendation(s):

To note the contents of this report.

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has/has not been completed.
The following implications are considered:
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
Monitor:

x

Care Quality
Commission:

x

Other:
None:

Previous consideration
Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Other
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Quality and
Safety
Steering
Group

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None
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Executive Summary
The report presents the most recent upload to the National Unify System for planned
v actual staffing of Registered Nursing and Unregistered Health Care Support
Workers (HCSWs) for the month of January 2016.
The report provides a detailed comparison of actual v planned staffing including bank
and agency use. It includes the bed occupancy levels for each of the wards/units
aggregated for the month of January to aid analysis of staffing levels/ establishments
based on numbers of beds occupied.
A data set of five patient safety related incidents has also been included to support
analysis of impacts upon clinical care that may be correlated with staffing levels;
medication errors, falls, absconds, patient to patient assaults and patient assaults to
staff.
Appendix 1 provides a summary which has been improved to highlight (yellow font
on green cells) higher than planned staffing levels during the month for each unit in
excess of 150%. The majority of higher than planned staffing levels are to cover
increased clinical/patient safety management needs but each exception is explained
in more detail in the appendix.
Appendix 2 provides an in depth analysis of each ward/unit for the month of January
2016 including the use of bank and agency staff.
It has been identified that the ‘planned’ nursing establishment figures within the
business intelligence reporting system for Abbey, Charlemont, Friar and Meadow
units had not been updated to reflect the current nursing establishment of 5, 5, 4.
Although clinically, staffing numbers have not been affected the report will show that
actual staffing was higher than planned because of this anomaly.
There are no risks for the safety of patients. A review is now underway to ensure that
the Unify and Ward reports for February 2016 reflects the most up to date
establishment figures. This will be presented in the more detailed six monthly nursing
establishment review that will come to BoD in April 2016 alongside the usual monthly
exception reports.
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Safe Staffing Summary For Board Reports - January 2016
Appendix 1

WTE
Day
Incidents

Specialty
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Adult Mental Illness
Adult Mental Illness
Adult Mental Illness
Adult Mental Illness
Adult Mental Illness
Adult Mental Illness
Old Age Psychiatry
Old Age Psychiatry
Old Age Psychiatry
Learning Disability
Learning Disability
Learning Disability
Learning Disability
Learning Disability
Learning Disability

Site

Ward

Hallam Street Hospital
Hallam Street Hospital
Hallam Street Hospital
Heath Lane
Penn Hospital
Penn Hospital
Edward Street Hospital
Edward Street Hospital
Penn Hospital
Hallam Street Hospital
Heath Lane
Heath Lane
Orchard Hills
Pond Lane
Ridge Hill

Abbey
Charlemont
Friar
PICU
Brook
Dale
Chance
Salter
Meadow
The Larches
Gerry Simon
Penrose
Daisy Bank
Pond Lane
Ridge Hill

Total (All Wards)

Beds Occupancy Absconds

Falls

Medication

Registered
Assaults on Assaults on
Planned
Staff
Patients

10% Tolerance
Fill Rate

Night
Unregistered

Registered

HCSW

Day

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Night

Registered Unregistered Registered Unregistered

18
18
18
12
20
16
18
22
16
14
15
10
8
5
9

82%
86%
84%
83%
92%
75%
83%
71%
81%
64%
100%
60%
48%
84%
54%

5
1
3
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
2
1
1
1
1
7
0
0
0
2
0
0

0
4
0
0
14
4
2
0
9
2
0
0
0
0
1

0
4
4
22
0
11
11
0
9
11
5
12
1
0
8

1
2
1
8
7
5
7
0
6
4
4
0
0
0
0

124
124
124
186
186
186
124
124
124
124
186
62
62
31
124

133
129
125
150
186
191
137
151
182
152
218
63
66
32
104

124
124
124
248
124
124
248
186
155
186
310
124
124
62
310

214
205
249
412
176
126
369
164
292
277
461
198
110
114
225

62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
31
62
62
31
31
31
31

63
62
62
65
62
63
62
62
76
62
62
31
31
32
31

62
62
62
124
62
62
62
62
93
31
124
93
93
31
124

71
76
100
200
89
67
167
63
148
70
137
162
119
79
103

107%
104%
101%
81%
100%
103%
110%
122%
147%
123%
117%
102%
106%
103%
84%

173%
165%
201%
166%
142%
102%
149%
88%
188%
149%
149%
160%
89%
184%
73%

102%
100%
100%
105%
100%
102%
100%
100%
245%
100%
100%
100%
100%
103%
100%

115%
123%
161%
161%
144%
108%
269%
102%
159%
226%
110%
174%
128%
255%
83%

219

79%

12

16

36

98

45

1891

2019

2573

3592

775

826

1147

1651

107%

139%

106%

145%

Allied Health Professional Staff
Whilst nationally, safe staffing reporting requirements focuses on registered nursing and HCSWs, it is important to ensure that the value and
contribution of AHPs and psychology in the delivery of safe staffing levels on our inpatient wards and units is recognised.
Mental Health Services - Occupational therapy, physiotherapy and speech and language therapy staff are fully integrated into ward teams,
undertaking relevant training i.e. MAPA and psychology staff provide direct patient support on the wards/units.
Learning Disabilities Services - Partial integration of AHP staff into ward teams as staff working between inpatient and community

Abbey:173% Unregistered Day Staff - to provide cover for staff sickness and to support patients who required1:1 observations
Charlemont :165% Unregistered Day Staff - were used to backfill qualified vacancies

Friar: 201% Unregistered Day Staff and 161% Unregistered Night Staff - to support patients who required mainly 1:1 but some 2:1
observations to help their recovery
Macarthur (PICU): 81% Qualified Staff ; 166% Unregistered Day Staff and 161% Unregistered Night Staff - due to two Band 5 nurses
leaving in December and January which were covered by unregistered staff together with observations throughout the month
Chance: 269% Unregistered Night Staff people with dementia often have problems sleeping or increases in behavioral problems that begin at
dusk and last into the night (known as sundowning) .Night shift commences at night at 19.30 when observations remain high. Patient(s)
required three/four staff to support personal care due to their complex needs.
Salter 88% Unregistered Day Staff - the ward currently has two unregistered staff on long term sick so these shifts were covered by band 5’s
Meadow: 188% Unregistered Day Staff : 245% Registered Night Staff and 159% Unregistered Night Staff - due to the continued high level
of observations to support patients throughout the month
The Larches: 226% Unregistered Night Staff - to support patients with increasedobservations. During the day more observations were able
to be covered within normal staffing levels as the unit was not full.
Penrose: 160% Unregistered Day Staff and 174% Unregistered Night Staff - because high observation levels were in place to manage the
acuity of some patients on the ward with 2 patients on 2 to 1 observation level 3 and 2 patients on 1 to 1 level 3 observations

Orchard Hills: 89% Unregistered Day Staff - due to reduced patient numbers on the ward (48%).
Pond Lane: 184% Unregistered Day Staff : 255% Unregistered Night Staff - to continue supporting a particular patient who requires level 3
observation due to the risk posed to others, which increases the night staff to 3 per night from an establishment of 2. During the day more
observations were able to be covered within normal staffing levels as the unit was not full.
Ridge Hill: 84% Registered Day Staff : 73% Unregistered Day Staff ; 83% Unregistered Night Staff - due to reduced occupancy (54%)
which allowed staff to take annual leave

Key
<90%
90-99%
>100%

126%
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Appendix 2

Hard Truths Commitment - Safe Staffing Monthly Survey

Summary of planned versus actual staffing levels
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January 2016

Page 1 of 17 - January 2016

WTE

Adult Mental Health Services - Sandwell
WARD/
UNIT
ABBEY

SITE/
LOCATION

BEDS

Hallam Street

18

OCCUPANCY
LEVELS

82%

Number of Incidents during January

Day
Qualified Staff
Planned Actual

124

133

Night

HCSW Staff
Planned Actual

124

Qualified Staff
Planned Actual

214

62

63

HCSW Staff
Planned Actual

62

71

Absconds

Falls

Medication

Assaults
on Staff

Assaults on
Patients

5

0

0

0

1

Total Incidents: 6

Fill Rate

107%

173%

102%

115%

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
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Actual staffing levels for HCSW were
higher overall than planned in January
because of the need to support patients
with 1:1 and 2:1 observations

Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was to cover
sickness of HCSWs during January

3 x Band 5 Vacancies

Observations as explained above
Other - ward escort duties not coded to
correct category

Incidents
Incidents reported were a slight
increase on last month but were not
linked to staffing levels
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WTE

Adult Mental Health Services - Sandwell
WARD/ UNIT
CHARLEMONT

SITE/
LOCATION

BEDS

Hallam St.

18

OCCUPANCY
LEVELS

86%

Day
Qualified Staff
Planned Actual

124

129

Number of Incidents during January
Assaults Assaults on
Absconds Falls Medication
on Staff
Patients

Night

HCSW Staff
Planned Actual

124

Qualified Staff
Planned Actual

205

62

62

HCSW Staff
Planned Actual

62

1

1

76

4

4

2

Total Incidents: 12

Fill Rate

104%

165%

100%

123%

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
Actual staffing levels for HCSW in the Day were
higher than planned in January because HCSWs
have been used to backfill qualified vacancies.
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Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to
cover seven band 5 vacancies

Sickness to cover HCSWs off sick during the
month of January

Incidents
Incidents reported were an increase on last
month but were not linked to staffing levels.
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WTE

Adult Mental Health Services - Sandwell
WARD/ UNIT

SITE/
LOCATION

BEDS

OCCUPANCY
LEVELS

FRIAR

Hallam St.

18

84%

Day
Qualified Staff
Planned Actual

124

125

Number of Incidents during January
Assaults Assaults on
Absconds Falls Medication
on Staff
Patients

Night

HCSW Staff
Planned Actual

124

Qualified Staff
Planned Actual

249

62

62

HCSW Staff
Planned Actual

62

3

0

100

0

4

1

Total Incidents: 8

Fill Rate

101%

201%

100%

161%

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
Actual staffing levels for HCSW were higher than
planned in January because of increased clinical
observations , sickness absence and vacancy cover
requirements
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Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to
cover Vacancies
1 x Band 3 vacancy
6 x Band 5 vacancies
Observations – 5 patients on 1:1 in the month of
January
Other = Sickness:
1 x HCSW on long term sick – first 3 weeks of
January. Staff have also used their annual leave
which requires cover to ensure safe staffing on
the ward

Incidents
Incidents reported were about the same as last
month and were not linked to a reduction in
staffing levels
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WTE

Adult Mental Health Services - Sandwell
WARD/ UNIT

SITE/
LOCATION

BEDS

Day

OCCUPANCY
LEVELS
Qualified Staff

MACARTHUR
(PICU)

Heath Lane

12

83%

Number of Incidents during January

Night
HCSW Staff

Qualified Staff

Absconds

Falls

Medication

Assaults
on Staff

Assaults
on
Patients

1

2

0

22

8

HCSW Staff

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

186

150

248

412

62

65

124

200

Total Incidents: 33

Fill Rate

81%

166%

105%

161%

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
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Actual staffing levels for Qualified staff in the day
were lower than planned while HCSWs were higher
than planned in January because two band 5 staff
nurses left the Trust (one December and one January).
Where staffing levels of qualified fell below minimum
establishement qualified bank/agency would be
requested if unable to fill then shift deficit was filed
with HCSWs.

Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly for
Vacancies as explained above

High level Observations required during the month of
January

Incidents
Incidents reported were a sharp increase on last
month but staffing levels had no direct connection to
the level of incidents recorded.
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WTE

Adult Mental Health Services - Wolverhampton
WARD/
UNIT

BROOK

SITE/
LOCATION

BEDS

OCCUPANCY
LEVELS

Penn Hospital

20

92%

Day
Qualified Staff
Planned Actual

186

186

Night

HCSW Staff
Planned Actual

124

Qualified Staff
Planned Actual

176

62

62

Absconds

HCSW Staff
Planned Actual

62

0

89

Number of Incidents in January
Assaults Assaults on
Falls Medication
on Staff
Patients

1

14

0

7

Total Incidents: 22

Fill Rate
100%

142%

100%

144%

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
Actual staffing levels for HCSWs were higher than
planned levels in January because they were needed
to support escorts of patients that were admitted
to New Cross for physical healthcare, and high
observation levels on the ward
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Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to cover
6 staff nurse vacancies

Escort Duties as explained above

Observations as explained above

Incidents
Incidents reported were a sharp increase on last
month but this was not linked to staffing levels
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WTE

Adult Mental Health Services - Wolverhampton
WARD/
UNIT

DALE

SITE/
LOCATION

BEDS

OCCUPANCY
LEVELS

Penn Hospital

16

75%

Day
Qualified Staff
Planned Actual

186

191

Night

HCSW Staff
Planned Actual

124

Qualified Staff
Planned Actual

126

62

63

Absconds

HCSW Staff
Planned Actual

62

2

67

Number of Incidents in January
Assaults Assaults on
Falls Medication
on Staff
Patients

1

4

11

5

Total Incidents: 23

Fill Rate

103%

102%

102%

108%

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
Actual staffing levels were about the same as
planned levels in January - no commentary required
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Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to cover
6 RMN vacancies

Incidents
Incidents reported were a sharp increase on last
month, however this was not linked to reduced
staffing. The majority of the incidents were linked to
one patient.
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WTE

Older Adult Mental Health Services - Sandwell
WARD/
UNIT

CHANCE

SITE/
LOCATION

BEDS

Edward Street
Hospital

18

OCCUPANCY
LEVELS

83%

Number of Incidents in January

Day
Qualified Staff

Night
HCSW Staff

Qualified Staff

Absconds

Falls

Medication

Assaults
on Staff

Assaults on
Patients

0

1

2

11

7

HCSW Staff

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

124

137

248

369

62

62

62

167

Total Incidents: 21

Fill Rate

110%

149%

100%

269%

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
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Actual staffing levels for HCSWs in January were
higher than planned and twice as high at night
because of high observation levels. The shift
commences at night at 19.30 when observations
were high with 5 level three observations. Patients
can require three/four staff to support personal
care due to complex needs. Documented sun
downing for numerous patients diagnosed with
advanced dementia. People with dementia often
have problems sleeping or increases in behavioural
problems that begin at dusk and last into the night,
known as ‘sundowning.’

Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to
cover observations, which remain high on Chance
due to the complex needs of the patients. Both
physical and mental deterioration observed for a
number of patients. Patients admitted with a
number of previously arranged outpatient
appointments that required escort and transport.
Appointments at Birmingham Queen Elizabeth and
Womens Hospital.

Incidents
Incidents reported were an increase on last month,
but were not linked to staffing levels
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WTE

Older Adult Mental Health Services - Sandwell
WARD/
UNIT

SALTER

SITE/
LOCATION

BEDS

Edward Street
Hospital

22

OCCUPANCY
LEVELS

71%

Day
Qualified Staff

Night
HCSW Staff

Qualified Staff

Absconds

Number of Incidents in January
Assaults Assaults on
Falls Medication
on Staff
Patients

HCSW Staff

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

124

151

186

164

62

62

62

63

0

1

0

0

0

Total Incidents: 1

Fill Rate

122%

88%

100%

102%

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
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Actual staffing levels for Qualified Staff in the
Day were higher than planned levels in January
and HCSW staff in the Day were lower than
planned because Salter ward presently has 2
HCSW on long term sick, whilst the qualified
used is within the establisment but maintains
the basic staffing levels for this 20 bedded
ward.

Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to
cover sickness as the ward currently has 2 staff
members on long term sick which is being
managed and should shortly be resolved but
will result in the requirment for recruitment.

Vacancies the ward presently has 1 qulaified
vacancy and will potenitally have 2 HCSW
vacancies.

Incidents
Incidents reported were a decrease on last
month, for the one that did occur this was
notlinked to a reduction in staffing levels.
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Older Adult Mental Health Services Wolverhampton
WARD/
SITE/
BEDS
OCCUPANCY
UNIT
LOCATION
LEVELS

WTE

Day
Qualified Staff

MEADOW

Penn
Hospital

16

81%

Number of Incidents in January

Night
HCSW Staff

Qualified Staff

Absconds

Falls

Medication

Assaults
on Staff

Assaults on
Patients

0

7

9

9

6

HCSW Staff

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

124

182

155

292

31

76

93

148

Total Incidents: 31

Fill Rate

147%

188%

245%

159%

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
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Actual staffing levels were higher overall than
planned in January because of the high demand for
observations (4 patients on 1:1 or 2:1) and to
provide escorts for physical health interventions

Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to
cover Vacancies. We have had 4 more band 5
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nurses start since January.
Observations as explained above

Incidents
Incidents reported were a decrease on last month
but those that did occur were not related to
staffing levels.

WTE
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Learning Disabilities Services - Sandwell
WARD/
SITE/
BEDS
OCCUPANCY
UNIT
LOCATION
LEVELS

THE
LARCHES

Day
Qualified Staff

Hallam Street
Hospital

14

64%

Night
HCSW Staff

Qualified Staff

Absconds

Number of Incidents in January
Assaults Assaults on
Falls Medication
on Staff
Patients

HCSW Staff

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

124

152

186

277

62

62

31

70

0

0

2

11

4

Total Incidents: 17

Fill Rate

123%

149%

100%

226%

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
Actual staffing levels for HCSWs were higher
than planned in January because we had 2
patients on level 3 (1:1) observations. These
observations were carried out by HCSWs..
Particularly higher at night because 2 patients
were on level 3 observations.

Bank and Agency Use
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Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to
support observations as described above

Incidents
Incidents reported in January were an increase
on the previous month, . No incidents were
linked to a reduction in staffing level.

WTE
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Learning Disabilities Services - Sandwell
WARD/
SITE/
BEDS
OCCUPANCY
UNIT
LOCATION
LEVELS

GERRY
SIMON

Day
Qualified Staff

Heath Lane
Hospital

15

100%

Night
HCSW Staff

Qualified Staff

Absconds
HCSW Staff

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

186

218

310

461

62

62

124

137

Fill Rate

117%

149%

100%
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Number of Incidents in January
Assaults Assaults on
Falls Medication
on Staff
Patients

110%

0

0

2
Total Incidents: 9

5

4

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
Actual staffing levels for HCSWs were higher than
planned during the day in January because of the need
to support 3 x patients on Level 3 observations during
the daytime and 2 x patients on Level 2 observations

Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was in fact predominantly to
cover observations as described above and not
vacancies (coded incorrectly)
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Incidents
Incidents reported were a decrease on last month, for
those that did occur, there was no link between
incidents and staffing levels

WTE

Learning Disabilities Services - Sandwell
WARD/
UNIT

PENROSE

SITE/
LOCATION
Heath Lane
Hospital

BEDS
10

OCCUPANCY
LEVELS

60%

Day
Qualified Staff

Night
HCSW Staff

Qualified Staff

Absconds
HCSW Staff

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

62

63

124

198

31

31

93

162

Fill Rate

102%

160%

100%

Page 13 of 17 - January 2016

Number of Incidents in January
Assaults Assaults on
Falls Medication
on Staff
Patients

174%

0

0

0

12

Total Incidents: 12

0

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
Actual staffing levels for HCSWs were higher than planned
in February because of high observation levels in place for
acuity of patient needs. 2 patients on 2 to 1 observation
level 3, 1 patient on 1 to 1 level 3 observations

Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to cover
Observations as explained above
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Incidents
Incidents reported were a decrease on last month but for
those that did occur there was no link with the numbers
of staff on duty

WTE

Learning Disabilities Services - Walsall
WARD/
UNIT

DAISY
BANK

SITE/
LOCATION

BEDS

Orchard Hills,
Walsall

8

OCCUPANCY
LEVELS

48%

Day
Qualified Staff

Night
HCSW Staff

Qualified Staff

Absconds
HCSW Staff

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

62

66

124

110

31

31

93

119

Fill Rate

106%

89%

100%

Page 14 of 17 - January 2016

Number of Incidents in January
Assaults Assaults on
Falls Medication
on Staff
Patients

128%

0

2

0
Total Incidents: 3

1

0

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
Actual staffing levels for HCSW during the Day were
lower than planned in January because of reduced bed
occupancy.

Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to cover
Observations due to staff sickness, staff vacanices.
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Incidents
incidents reported were a slight increase on last month,
but they were not linked to a reduction in staffing levels

WTE

Learning Disabilities Services - Wolverhampton
WARD/
SITE/ LOCATION BEDS
OCCUPANCY
UNIT
LEVELS

Day
Qualified Staff

POND
LANE

Wolverhampton

5

84%

Night
HCSW Staff

Qualified Staff

Absconds
HCSW Staff

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

31

32

62

114

31

32

31

79

Fill Rate

103%

184%

103%

Page 15 of 17 - January 2016

Number of Incidents in January
Assaults Assaults on
Falls Medication
on Staff
Patients

205%

0

0

0
Total Incidents: 0

0

0

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
Actual staffing levels for HCSWs were higher overall
than planned in January because two patients were on
high level 1:1 observations.

Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to cover
observations as explained above
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Vacancies – 2 x band 5 vacancies and 2 Band 3 HCSW.

Sickness – 2 x qualified on long term sickness

WTE

Learning Disabilities Services - Dudley
WARD/
UNIT

RIDGE
HILL

SITE/
LOCATION
Dudley

BEDS
9

OCCUPANCY
LEVELS

54%

Day
Qualified Staff

Night
HCSW Staff

Qualified Staff

Absconds
HCSW Staff

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

Actual

124

104

310

225

31

31

124

103

Fill Rate

84%

73%

100%

Page 16 of 17 - January 2016

Number of Incidents in January
Assaults Assaults on
Falls Medication
on Staff
Patients

83%

0

0

1
Total Incidents: 9

8

0

Commentary – Ward Response
Staffing levels
Actual staffing levels were lower overall than
planned in January because patient discharges
allowed staff to take annual leave without increasing
any risk to the unit.

Bank and Agency Use
Bank and Agency usage was predominantly to cover
three staff members on long term sickness

Observations - one patient remains on level 3
observations
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Vacancies - one Band 2 vacancy and three Band 3
vacancies

Incidents
Incidents reported were an increase on last month
but were not linked to the reduction in staffing levels
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Encl. 7.4

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23 March 2016

Subject:

Revalidation

Presented by:

Sheila Lloyd, Executive Director of Nursing, AHPs, Governance
and OD

Author:

Joyce Fletcher, Deputy Director of Nursing

Purpose:

To update the Board

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.

X

Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

X

Relationship to High Level Risks:

BAF Objective 4.
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Recommendation(s):

That the Board receives and notes the content of this report.

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has/has not been completed.
The following implications are considered:
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
X

Monitor:

X

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
Board
Audit

X

Quality & Safety
Other

Page 2 of 5

QSSG and
CQRM

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None
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1.0

Executive Summary

In April 2016 the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) the professional regulatory
body for Nurses and Midwives will introduce a new process of revalidation.
Revalidation is the process by which registered nurses and midwives are required to
demonstrate to the NMC on a 3 yearly basis that they comply with the revalidation
requirements of the NMC to provide confidence to the public, employers and fellow
professionals that nurses and midwives are up to date with their practice.
Revalidation not only promotes greater professionalism amongst nurses and
midwives but also improves the quality of care that patients receive by encouraging
reflection on the revised Code and Standards.
Revalidation replaces the completion of a self-declaration form completed every
three years. However this new guidance sets out a clear criteria for this and requires
this evidence of practice achievement and development to be discussed with and
signed off by a third party. The process includes:
Continuing professional development
Nurses and midwives need to show evidence of undertaking 40 hours of
continuing professional development (CPD) relevant to their scope of practice
as a nurse or midwife, over the three years prior to revalidation. Of those 40
hours of CPD, 20 must include evidence of participatory learning.
Practice-related feedback
Nurses and midwives must obtain at least five pieces of practice-related
feedback over the three years prior to revalidation.
Reflection and discussion
Nurses and midwives must record a minimum of five written reflections on the
Code, their CPD, and practice-related feedback over the three years prior to the
revalidation.
Health and character
Nurses and midwives must provide a health and character declaration.
They must declare if they have been convicted of any criminal offence or issued
with a formal caution over the three years prior to their revalidation.
Professional indemnity arrangement
Nurses and midwives must declare that they have, or will have when practising,
appropriate cover under an indemnity arrangement.
Confirmation from a third party
For the purposes of revalidation nurses and midwives will be asked to make a
declaration that they have demonstrated to an appropriate third party that they
have complied with the revalidation requirements.
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2.0

Summary of Project Status

A project group was established early 2015 chaired by the by the Deputy Director
of Nursing with representation from human resources, staff side and other key
clinical staff taking a project management office approach. The project is on track
with most of the planned actions already completed.
3.0

Achievements to Date

3.1 Readiness review and Stakeholder analysis






Project set up was completed including project mandate, project plan,
governance structure and initial assessment of risks and issues. Project
documentation is regularly updated and reports submitted to relevant
committees.
Stakeholder Analysis was undertaken and a communications plan drafted.
Regular communications have been taking place with BCPFT staff via ebulletin, emails to nursing staff and Intranet page.
A return to Monitor was completed as requested, detailing the Trust’s
readiness towards Revalidation.
Regular written communication to all staff due to revalidate has been
maintained to assure all staff are aware of dates of revalidation.

3.2 Staff engagement and awareness raising
A range of staff engagement events have taken place over the last 12
months to include:





Roadshows for nursing staff were set up, led by the Matrons, to raise
awareness amongst staff. Additionally two events led by Royal College of
Nursing speakers were hosted at the Trust.
These events were attended by approximately 177 staff.
Staff have been signposted to regional revalidation events which are being led
by Walsall Healthcare on behalf of Health Education West Midlands.
Following the internal roadshows, FAQs were developed which are available
on the Trust Intranet.

4.0 Revalidation and the Appraisal System
The Trust Professional Registration Policy and Appraisal policy has been reviewed
and updated to reflect this and a Standard Operating Procedure for nursing
revalidation. It is recommended that for the majority of nurses and midwives this
third party confirmation will be undertaken by their line manager as part of the annual
appraisal process.


Options for nurse portfolios have been scoped and an in-house system has
been developed by the Trust IT Development Team. This piece of work is
currently being tested prior to being made available for staff use via the Trust
Intranet.
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5.0

The system has been shared with Information Governance and a revised
Privacy Impact Assessment has been submitted and approved.
Good practice and information on Revalidation has been shared with
neighbouring Trust – Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health Trust.
Trust workforce data has been analysed and revalidation dates of nurses
identified over the next three years. This data has been shared with Group
Directors and Service Managers. A summary of the workforce data is
attached as appendix 1.
19 registered nursing staff were identified from a recent data analysis who did
not have PIN numbers or ESR. This is being addressed. A system for ongoing
data cleansing analysis has now been agreed.
Activities for Next Period

Trust workforce data has been analysed and revalidation dates of nurses identified
over the next three years. This will be refreshed on a monthly basis. However it is
the duty and personal accountability of the registrant to ensure that they revalidate.
The above data has been discussed at the Workforce Committee and shared as
appropriate to ensure capacity risks are managed at the times of year when there
are higher numbers of staff that will be revalidating.
Support measures have been put in place for staff to make the process as simple as
possible. This is to ensure minimisation of risk impacts such as nursing workforce
depletion, and business continuity. For example staff who would continue to work on
a temporary basis following retirement.
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Appendix 1
Nursing Revalidation Data as at February 2016

Number of Nurses Requiring
Revalidation Per Month
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Number of Nurses Requiring
Revalidation Per Month

Number of Nurses Requiring
Revalidation Per Month

Apr16

May16

Jun16

Jul16

Aug16

Sep16

Oct16

Nov16

Dec16

Jan17

Feb17

Mar17

15

5

8

13

8

45

17

18

7

14

9

22

Apr17

May17

Jun17

Jul17

Aug17

Sep17

Oct17

Nov17

Dec17

Jan18

Feb18

Mar18

19

6

7

10

9

74

4

14

8

12

4

56

Apr18

May18

Jun18

Jul18

Aug18

Sep18

Oct18

Nov18

Dec18

Jan19

Feb19

Mar19

18

3

8

18

7

42

18

16

6

13

1

11
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Encl. 8.1

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Integrated Performance Report

Presented by:

Tracey Cotterill, Director of Finance

Author:

Angus Hughes, Deputy Director of Finance
Paul Smith, Financial Planning and Project Accountant
Julie Darby – Head of Workforce
Hywel Morris – Head of Business Intelligence

Purpose:

Information/Update

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

X

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.
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X

Relationship to High Level Risks:

Failure to meet financial and key performance indicators

Recommendation(s):

The Board are to note the contents of this report

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has/has not been completed.
The following implications are considered:
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
X

Monitor:

Monitor Risk Assessment Framework – CoSRR

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
X

Board

Audit
Quality & Safety
Other

Previous
Trust
Boards

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None
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Executive Summary

Financial, Information Performance and Workforce performance for the period
ending 29th February 2016.
Finance
This paper summarises the financial position of the Trust for February 2016.

The key points to note are as follows:

(i)

The income and expenditure position for the Trust is a deficit of £804k compared
to an expected surplus of £194k year to date. The forecast deficit for the full year
to 31st March 2016 is £1,460k, compared with the original planned surplus of
£302k. The plan does not include any costs associated with sustainability,
currently forecast at £111k.

(ii)

MH is reporting a YTD contribution of £13,251k (£1,576kA), and is being
adversely impacted by pay costs.

(iii)

LD is reporting a YTD contribution of £3,788k (£952kA), and is being adversely
impacted by pay costs and loss of revenue streams.

(iv)

CYP&F is reporting a YTD contribution of £5,295k (£156kA), and is adversely
impacted by loss of revenue streams.

(v)

Corporate Trust costs are £18,917k YTD (£316kA), attributable to a number of
over and under spends across the Corporate functions.

(vi)

References to overspend against agency relate to the budget in the ledger rather
than the annual plan. This difference arises as posts are not disestablished in the
ledger, thus the agency budget is lower than the anticipated spend. The annual
plan included £4.36m for agency, forecast spend is £5.6m.

(vii)

Patient related income stands at £90,624k year to date, against a budget of
£91,280k. An adverse variance of £656k.

(viii)

The cash balance at 29th February 2016 was £4,011k (£3,920k at 31st January
2016).

(ix)

The balance sheet for 29th February 2016 shows net current liabilities of
£4,586k, a decrease of £441k from 31st January 2016 (£5,027k).

(x)

The debtor’s position now stands at £4,958k gross (£5,215k at 31st January
2016), with creditors at £8,895k including accruals but excluding PDC creditor
(£8,480k at 31st January 2016).

(xi)

Capital Expenditure incurred year to date is £3,345k, and is underspent against
plan by £473k. Following approval of the Newton House business case at Board,
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the forecast capital spend was increased.
(xii)

With the inclusion of the £1.5m contract variation, and a further £1.2m service
development income and associated costs of delivery, the Trust’s financial
sustainability risk rating has remained the same as previous month, with the full
year forecast showing two out of the four measures scoring a 2, with liquidity and
I&E Margin scoring a 1. Scoring 1 on any metric caps the maximum weighted
score at 2, but no longer causes a default to 1. If the Trust can demonstrate that
the level of risk is material but stable, and not prone to deterioration, it may be
possible to secure a 2* rating and avoid greater scrutiny. However, this would be
predicated on the internally generated cash being sufficient to meet the
organisation’s needs, with no recourse to distressed funding, as it is not possible
to apply for distressed funding unless the Trust is under enforcement
undertakings.

Performance
- CPA 7 Day Follow up: February performance was 97.1% against a target of 95%.
- CPA 12 Month Formal Review: February performance 99% against a target of
95%.
- Early Intervention New Cases: Annual target of 97 for 2015/16 has already been
achieved.
- Delayed Transfers of Care - February performance was 8.8% against a target of
<=7.5%. Quarter 4 performance to date is 8.1%. Whilst the number of patients
delayed has remained approximately the same since Q3, the bed occupancy has
decreased which has therefore resulted in an increase in the percentage of patients
delayed. The Mental Health Division has a weekly bed management meeting where
delays are discussed, but also potential delays are identified to ensure more timely
action is taken. There is now an enhanced presence form Wolverhampton Adult
Social Care and Commissioners to support decision making.
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FINANCIAL REPORT FEBRUARY 2016- BOARD ELEMENTS DASHBOARD

1.

Income and Expenditure Summary

The Trust is reporting a year to date deficit of £804k compared to a planned surplus of £194k (£998kA).
INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING 29th February 2016
Favourable Variance + \ Adverse Variance (-)

4

5

6

Month 11 Month 11 Month 11
Actual
Budget
Variance
£'000
£'000
£'000

YTD
Actual
£'000

7
YTD
Budget
£'000

5
YTD
Variance
£'000

F'cast
Actual
£'000

4
F'cast
Budget
£'000

6
F'cast
Variance
£'000

F'cast at
Mth 11

Chge to
Prev F'cast F'cast

Income
Cost and Volume
Community
High Cost Low Volume
Sec 31/Other clinical income f
Education and Training
Catering Income
Other income
Research and Development

6,681
879
481
426
189
18
145
10

6,367
890
641
345
214
13
21
13

314
(11)
(160)
81
(25)
5
124
(3)

68,831
9,235
4,861
4,459
1,876
184
1,069
109

68,751
9,483
6,172
3,853
2,346
139
392
144

80
(248)
(1,311)
606
(470)
45
677
(35)

76,527
10,068
5,353
4,883
2,068
199
1,121
119

75,118
10,372
6,812
4,198
2,560
151
413
157

1,409
(304)
(1,459)
685
(492)
48
708
(38)

76,527
10,068
5,353
4,883
2,068
199
1,121
119

75,321
10,020
5,315
4,829
2,082
197
1,014
119

1,206
48
38
54
(14)
2
107
0

Total Income

8,829

8,504

325

90,624

91,280

(656)

100,338

99,781

557

100,338

98,897

1,441

Expenditure
Pay
Pay (Agency)
Non-Pay

(6,088)
(438)
(1,582)

(6,569)
(25)
(1,350)

481
(413)
(232)

(66,949) (70,741)
(5,024)
(330)
(16,460) (15,061)

3,792
(4,694)
(1,399)

(73,750)
(5,594)
(18,477)

(77,309)
(355)
(16,410)

3,559
(5,239)
(2,067)

(73,750) (73,238)
(5,594) (5,245)
(18,477) (18,087)

(512)
(349)
(390)

Total Op Expenditure

(8,108)

(7,944)

(164)

(88,433) (86,132)

(2,301)

(97,821)

(94,074)

(3,747)

(97,821) (96,570)

(1,251)

721

560

161

2,191

5,148

(2,957)

2,517

5,707

(3,190)

2,517

2,327

190

(14)
0
0
(165)
1
(34)
(135)

(83)
0
0
(191)
3
(43)
(136)

69
0
0
26
(2)
9
1

641
0
154
(1,753)
14
(461)
(1,490)

(948)
0
0
(2,072)
33
(469)
(1,498)

1,589
0
154
319
(19)
8
8

619
(600)
154
(1,917)
15
(512)
(1,625)

(1,032)
0
0
(2,263)
36
(512)
(1,634)

1,651
(600)
154
346
(21)
0
9

619
(600)
154
(1,917)
15
(512)
(1,625)

811
(600)
154
(1,907)
15
(512)
(1,625)

(192)
0
0
(10)
0
0
0

Surplus/(Deficit) before Sustainability

374

110

264

(704)

194

(898)

(1,349)

302

(1,651)

(1,349)

(1,337)

(12)

Sustainability

(11)

0

(11)

(100)

0

(100)

(111)

0

(111)

(111)

(111)

0

Total Surplus/(Deficit)

363

110

253

(804)

194

(998)

(1,460)

302

(1,762)

(1,460)

(1,448)

(12)

EBITDA
Trust Reserves
Impairment (Losses) / Reversal
Gain/(loss) on asset disposals
Depreciation and Amortisation
Interest Income
Interest Payable
PDC dividend expense

Financial Risk Register and Year End Forecast 2015/16
As at 29th February 2016
Worst Case
Scenario 1
£'000

Most Likely Best Case
Scenario 2 Scenario 3
£'000
£'000

Forecast surplus / (deficit)

(1,461)

(1,461)

Total Income Adjustments

(374)

(348)

Items in reserves
Discretionary controls
Other Expenditure Items
Total Expenditure Adjustments

(25)
0
(251)
(276)

0
0
1,000
1,000

(1,461)
29
0
0
1,900
1,900

Adjusted EBITDA

(2,111)

(809)

468

TOTAL SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) 2015/16 RANGE

(2,111)

(809)

468
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The year to date deficit is made up of a contribution from the core business streams of £2,194k (£2,953kA),
depreciation costs of £1,753k (£319kF), PDC expense of £1,490k, Sustainability costs of £100k (£100kA),
net interest payable of £447k (£11kA), and other non-operating income of £795k. Included in the nonoperating items is £641k within Trust Reserves (relating to release of provisions/accruals, and realisation of
prior year income), and £154k of gains on revaluation reserve transfers for assets disposed of in prior
years.

Service
Income
Corporate
Facilities Management
CYP&F
Learning Disabilities
Mental Health
Operational Management
Expenditure
Corporate
Facilities Management
CYP&F
Learning Disabilities
Mental Health
Operational Management

EBITDA
EBITDA %

Month 11
Actual £'000

Month
Month 11
Variance
Budget £'000 £'000

YTD Actual
£'000

YTD
YTD Budget Variance
£'000
£'000

F'cast
F'cast Actual F'cast
Variance
£'000
Budget £'000 £'000

Chge to
F'cast

597
181
1,830
1,638
4,577
5
8,828

212
176
1,814
1,720
4,575
5
8,502

385
5
16
(82)
2
0
326

2,983
2,239
19,224
17,159
49,001
21
90,627

2,420
2,010
19,583
17,909
49,336
22
91,280

563
229
(359)
(750)
(335)
(1)
(653)

3,258
2,417
22,197
18,822
53,619
26
100,339

2,631
2,186
21,397
19,629
53,912
27
99,782

627
231
800
(807)
(293)
(1)
557

113
(11)
1,256
49
33
0
1,440

(1,151)
(982)
(1,278)
(1,238)
(3,286)
(173)
(8,108)

(1,106)
(955)
(1,303)
(1,225)
(3,193)
(162)
(7,944)

(45)
(27)
25
(13)
(93)
(11)
(164)

(12,848)
(11,291)
(13,929)
(13,371)
(35,750)
(1,244)
(88,433)

(12,514)
(10,517)
(14,132)
(13,169)
(34,509)
(1,292)
(86,133)

(334)
(774)
203
(202)
(1,241)
48
(2,300)

(14,057)
(12,332)
(16,328)
(14,556)
(39,159)
(1,389)
(97,821)

(13,621)
(11,472)
(15,430)
(14,394)
(37,704)
(1,455)
(94,076)

(436)
(860)
(898)
(162)
(1,455)
66
(3,745)

14
(25)
(1,039)
(21)
(152)
(27)
(1,250)

720
8%

558
7%

162

2,194
2%

5,147
6%

(2,953)

2,518
3%

5,706
6%

(3,188)

190

Total income is £653k adverse year to date, and total operating expenditure is £2,300k adverse.
The adverse income variance (0.71% of planned income) is due to under-performance in the clinical
divisions, whilst the Corporate and Facilities divisions have favourable variances.
The adverse operating expenditure variance (2.7% of planned expenditure) arises from: adverse total pay
costs of £902k. (Favourable pay costs of £3,792k are offset by adverse agency pay costs of £4,694k);
adverse non-pay costs of £1,399k.
Agency pay costs are £5,024k year to date. The adverse variance is 24% greater than the favourable
movement on internal pay costs. The incremental cost of agency versus substantive staff varies between
20-40%. An element of the adverse variance is due to staffing over establishment (e.g. Observations).
The adverse pay costs are primarily attributable to the Mental Health and Learning Disabilities divisions.
Adverse non-pay costs arise within the Mental Health, Corporate and Facilities Management cost centres.
In terms of overall divisional performance, the year to date adverse position is driven by: Mental Health
division (£1,576kA), Learning Disabilities (£952kA), Corporate (inc Facilities) (£316kA) and CYPF (£156kA).

Service
Corporate
Facilities Management
CYP&F
Learning Disabilities
Mental Health
Operational Management
EBITDA
EBITDA %

Month 11
Actual £'000

Month
Month 11
Variance
Budget £'000 £'000

YTD Actual
£'000

YTD
YTD Budget Variance
£'000
£'000

F'cast
F'cast Actual F'cast
Variance
£'000
Budget £'000 £'000

Chge to
F'cast

(554)
(801)
552
400
1,291
(168)

(894)
(779)
511
495
1,382
(157)

340
(22)
41
(95)
(91)
(11)

(9,865)
(9,052)
5,295
3,788
13,251
(1,223)

(10,094)
(8,507)
5,451
4,740
14,827
(1,270)

229
(545)
(156)
(952)
(1,576)
47

(10,799)
(9,915)
5,869
4,266
14,460
(1,363)

(10,990)
(9,286)
5,967
5,235
16,208
(1,428)

191
(629)
(98)
(969)
(1,748)
65

127
(36)
217
28
(119)
(27)

720
8%

558
7%

162

2,194
2%

5,147
6%

(2,953)

2,518
3%

5,706
6%

(3,188)

190
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Forecast Out-turn
At the end of February the full year forecast out-turn is a deficit of £1,460k, an adverse variance of £1,762k
from the planned surplus of £302k, and has deteriorated by £12k from the previously reported full year
forecast out-turn. The current full year forecast out-turn incorporates a £600k forecast impairment of
assets. This has been assessed on the basis of impairment rates from previous years. The forecast
impairment is offset by a £154k benefit to the income statement for funds transferred from the revaluation
reserve for assets disposed of in previous years. The full year forecast also includes a £200k contribution
within Children’s services for additional service requests from Sandwell and Wolves CCG’s.
Forecast divisional contribution has improved from the previously reported £2,327k.
•
Income: £1440kF - improvement of £1,256k within Children’s, £102k within Corporate & Facilities,
£49k Learning Disabilities and £33k Mental Health.
•
Expenditure: £1,250kA – adverse movements within Children’s £1,039k, Mental Health £152k. The
total pay cost movement is £861kA, and non-pay expenditure is £390kA
Agency pay costs are forecast at £5,594k compared to the original budget of £355k (annual plan - £4.36m).
Sustainability costs associated with the ongoing Partnership Proposal are collated separately and reported
below Net Surplus/(Deficit), as it was agreed to exclude these costs from the annual plan.


2.

Note – there are small rounding adjustments between some of the tables
Balance Sheet
Financial Position

Fixed Assets
Receivables, Total
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Liabilities, Current, Total
Net Current Assets/(Liabilities)
Liabilities, Non-Current
Total Assets Employed

Prior month Current month
Actual
Actual
£k
£k

Variance
Actual
£k

Current month
Plan
£k

Variance
Plan
£k

63,286
5,744
3,920

63,187
5,902
4,011

(99)
158
92

63,366
4,503
7,572

(179)
1,399
(3,560)

(14,692)
(5,028)

(14,499)
(4,586)

193
442

(15,617)
(3,542)

1,118
(1,043)

(5,603)
52,655

(5,584)
53,018

19
363

(5,620)
54,204

36
(1,186)
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2.1. Fixed Assets
Year to date underspend is mainly due to IM&T.
The delayed IT Development
Strategy
offsets
The graphic
shows
cash
unplanned EHR development
and
SLAM
being lower than thecosts.
The overspend on Langley
is plan.
due toThis
phasing
original
is and
prior year underspendattributable
falling into to
thethe
current
£1.3myear.
Goods receipted (GRN)
accruals
continue
to be
full year forecast
reviewed each monthdownturn
against invoices
paid to
in financial
ensure there is no duplication
of
costs
being
performance (including
booked. The full year non-cash
forecast isitems),
above plan by
£903k due to £366k ofreduction
EHR development
in forecast costs,
£15k of SLAM Financial
System
costs,
IT in
liabilities and
increase
infrastructure costs bought
forward
from
16/17
capital plan.
£259k and £263k in Estates, to cover Langley
House and unplanned spend on Newton House
(approved in October Trust Board).

2.2. Cash
The graphic shows cash being
lower than the original plan.
This is attributable to the
£1.7m full year forecast
downturn in financial
performance (including noncash items), reduction in
forecast liabilities and increase
in capital plan.

2.3. Debtors and Creditors
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£000's
Current Month Invoiced Receivables

1,664

31-60
days
334

61-90
days
246

21%

34%

7%

↓

↑

2,615
50%

3.

5%

21%

13%

↓

↑

↑

↑

416

370

216

964

634

5,215

8%

7%

4%

18%

12%

100%

1-30 days

1,040

Movement
Prior Month Invoiced Receivables

1,028

>365
days
646

Current

>90 days

Total
4,958
100%

Cost Improvement Programme (CIP)

Year to date CIPs of £3,398k have been identified against the original budget of £5,679k. Non-recurrent
savings total £2,074k.
The full year forecast CIPs total is £3,719k (including 2014/15 brought forward). This is £2,510k adverse
from the original budget of £6,230k (Corporate - £200k decrease, CYP&F - £383k decrease, Facilities £192k decrease, LD - £268k decrease, MH - £1,502k decrease, Ops Mgt - £35k increase).

4.

Financial Sustainability Risk Rating

Financial
efficiency

Continuity of
Service

The Financial Sustainability Risk Ratings (FSRR) is shown below:
Full Year Full Year
Plan
Forecast
Metric
Metric

YTD
Actual
Metric

YTD
Actual
FSRR

1.28

1.26

2

3

2

(13.69)

(22.96)

(16.98)

1

2

1

I&E margin (%)

0.30

(1.01)

(1.06)

1

3

1

Variance in I&E margin as a % of income

0.00

(1.77)

(1.09)

2

4

2

2

3

2

Financial
criteria

Weighting

Metric

Balance sheet
sustainability

25%

Capital Service Capacity (times)

1.97

Liquidity

25%

Liquidity (days)

Underlying
performance

25%

Variance from
plan

25%

Weighted Average
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Full Year Full Year
Plan
Forecast
FSRR
FSRR

The original plan indicated a full year Capital Service FSRR of 3, and a liquidity FSRR of 2. Combined
these gave the Trust an overall rating of 3.
In August Monitor introduced new sustainability and financial performance risk ratings. In addition to the
existing two measures financial efficiency is now measured against underlying performance and variance to
plan. The four metrics have an equal weighting to provide an overall total risk rating. The current forecast
results in a rating category of 2 being achieved against two measures, and a 1 against liquidity and I&E
Margin. The weighted average result for the Trust is an overall combined rating of 2.
The implications of this could be increased scrutiny by Monitor of the Trust’s financial performance,
planning and sustainability initiatives being considered. The Director of Finance continues to discuss
progress and performance with the Senior Regional Manager to provide assurance.
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Trust-wide Performance Report - January 2016
National Priorities and Targets

Notes:
- CPA 7 Day Follow up: February performance was 97.1% against a target of 95%.
- CPA 12 Month Formal Review: February performance 99% against a target of 95%.
- Early Intervention New Cases: Annual target of 97 for 2015/16 has already been achieved.
- Delayed Transfers of Care - February performance was 8.8% against a target of <=7.5%. Quarter 4 performance to date is 8.1%. Whilst
the number of patients delayed has remained approximately the same since Q3, the bed occupancy has decreased which has therefore
resulted in an increase in the percentage of patients delayed. The Mental Health Division has a weekly bed management meeting where
delays are discussed, but also potential delays are identified to ensure more timely action is taken. There is now an enhanced presence
form Wolverhampton Adult Social Care and Commissioners to support decision making.
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Encl. 9.1

Meeting of:

Trust Board

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Annual Operational Plan 2016/17 - Regulatory Submission

Presented by:

Tracey Cotterill, Director of Finance

Author:

Tracey Cotterill, Director of Finance

Purpose:

For Approval

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

X

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.

X

We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.

X

Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.

X

Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

X

Relationship to High Level Risks:
Financial risks as previously reported and monitored through Investment Committee
Recommendation(s):
To give approval to the designated signatories to sign the self-certification and approve
submission of the annual plan narrative and financial template.

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has/has not been completed.
The following implications are considered:
1
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There are no implications to consider
Regulatory and Compliance matters:
X

Monitor:
Care Quality Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
X

Board

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None

Audit

X

Quality & Safety
Other

IC

Executive Summary
This paper is to provide the necessary information to enable the Board to formally approve
the Annual Plan, and to give approval to the designated signatories to sign the selfcertification prior to submission of the annual plan narrative and financial template.
As previously reported to the Board and Investment Committee, the Trust plans to deliver a
deficit of £1.6m. There are a number of risks to delivery of this plan, and the Trust is unable
to sustain a deficit of greater value without recourse to distressed funding.
The Trust is required to submit a self-certification relating to Continuity of services condition
7 – Availability of resources, but due to the potential cash risks, it is recommended that
Option 1b is confirmed, which reads:
“After making enquiries the Directors of the Licensee have a reasonable expectation, subject
to what is explained below, that the Licensee will have the Required Resources available to
it after taking into account in particular (but without limitation) any distribution which might
reasonably be expected to be declared or paid for the period of 12 months referred to in this
certificate. However, they would like to draw attention to the following factors (as described
in the text box in section 3, below) which may cast doubt on the ability of the Licensee to
provide Commissioner Requested Services.”
In support of this statement the following narrative has been added as the Statement of main
factors taken into account in making the above declaration:
“Contract negotiations not yet finalised, creating a risk to income forecasts.
A number of risks have been identified within the plan. Given the tight cash constraints that
the Trust is working within, any of these risks could cause the Trust to require distressed
funding.”
The Self-certification also asks the Board to confirm whether:
“The Board has submitted a final operational plan for 2016/17 that meets or exceeds the
required financial control total for 2016/17 and the Board agrees to the conditions associated
with the Sustainability and Transformation fund”
2
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The original control total was £1.1m deficit, but this has since been modified to £1.089m
deficit. The Trust is proposing to submit a plan of £1.6m deficit which is less than the control
total, therefore it is unable to confirm this statement. The pre-populated response for
rejection reads:
“Not confirmed - control total rejected; no S&T fund allocation incorporated in the plan”
Monitor requires the final plan to be uploaded to the Monitor portal on or by 11th April 2016.
The Board is asked to approve the content of the self-certification and authorise the
designated signatories to sign on its behalf.

3
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Self Certification
1

Continuity of services condition 7 - Availability of Resources
EITHER:

1a

After making enquiries the Directors of the Licensee have a reasonable expectation that the Licensee will have the Required Resources available to it after
taking account distributions which might reasonably be expected to be declared or paid for the period of 12 months referred to in this certificate.

i

OR
1b

After making enquiries the Directors of the Licensee have a reasonable expectation, subject to what is explained below, that the Licensee will have the Required
Resources available to it after taking into account in particular (but without limitation) any distribution which might reasonably be expected to be declared or
paid for the period of 12 months referred to in this certificate. However, they would like to draw attention to the following factors (as described in the text box
in section 3, below) which may cast doubt on the ability of the Licensee to provide Commissioner Requested Services.

Confirmed

i

OR
1c

2

In the opinion of the Directors of the Licensee, the Licensee will not have the Required Resources available to it for the period of 12 months referred to in this
certificate.

i

Declaration of interim and/or planned term support requirements

The trust forecasts a requirement for Department of Health (DH) interim support or planned term support for the year ending 31 March 2017
Note: If interim support is forecast in the plan period, but was not required in the preceding year, the trust should contact its relationship team by 31 January
2016, and before including any amounts in their plan (unless the DH has already approved the interim support funding). Further information regarding the
requirements for trusts forecasting a need for DH funding support can be found in the template guidance.

3

i

DH Support Not Required

i

Contract negotiations not yet finalised, creating a risk to
income forecasts.
A number of risks have been identified within the plan.
Given the tight cash constraints that the Trust is working
within, any of these risks could cause the Trust to require
distressed funding.

i

Confirmed

Statement of main factors taken into account in making the above declaration

In making the above declaration, the main factors which have been taken into account, as stated in section 1b above, by the Board of Directors are as follows:
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4

5

Declaration of review of submitted data

The board is satisfied that adequate governance measures are in place to ensure the accuract of data entered in this planning template.
We would expect that the template's validation checks are reviewed by senior management to ensure that there are no errors arising prior to submission and
that any relevant flags within the template are adequately explained.
Control Total and Sustainability & Transformation Fund Allocation
Not confirmed - control total rejected; no S&T fund
allocation incorporated in the plan

The Board has submitted a final operational plan for 2016/17 that meets or exceeds the required financial control total for 2016/17 and the Board agrees to the
conditions associated with the Sustainability and Transformation fund

In signing to the right, the board is confirming that:

Approved by:
i

To the best of its knowledge, using its own processes and having assessed against Monitor’s Risk Assessment Framework, the financial projections
and other supporting material included in the completed Annual Plan Review Financial Template represent a true and fair view, are internally
consistent with the operational and, where relevant, strategic commentaries, and are based on assumptions which the board believes to be credible.

Signature

Name Karen Dowman
Capacity Chief Executive Officer
Date

8th April 2016

i
Signature

Name Joanna Newton
Capacity Chair
Date

8th April 2016
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Encl. 10.1

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Schedule of matters reserved for the Board of Directors

Presented by:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Purpose:

Approve

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

X

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

Relationship to High Level Risks:

N/A
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X

Recommendation(s):
- To approve the proposed amendments to the Schedule of matters reserved for
the Board of Directors

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has not been completed.
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
X

X

Monitor:
Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

- Code of Governance for NHS Foundation Trusts
- Licence

- Constitution of the Trust

Previous consideration
Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Investment
Other

X

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
Turnaround
None
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Executive Summary

In accordance with the requirements of the Code of Governance for NHS
Foundation Trusts and the Licence to operate as an NHS Foundation Trust, as
issued by Monitor, it remains for the Board to agree a schedule of matters which it
reserves for itself.
The schedule is attached with proposed amendments highlighted.
The majority of amendments are actually removal of matters, which are undertaken
on a mandatory basis by other internal bodies, e.g. the Non-Executive Led
Appointments and Remuneration Committee.
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Schedule of Matters reserved for the Board of Directors
1.

Purpose
The NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance which has been adopted by the
Trust requires the Board of Directors (“the Board”) to determine those matters on
which decisions are reserved unto itself. These reserved matters are set out in
paragraphs 2 to 9 below:

2.

General Enabling Provision
The statutory powers of the Trust shall be exercised by the Board of Directors.
The Board may determine any matter it wishes in full session within its statutory
powers.

3.

Corporate Governance
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

vii)

viii)
ix)
x)ix)

Approval of this Schedule of Matters
Initial approval of amendments to the Constitution, and any annexes
within it, for final approval by the Assembly of Governors
Approval of Standing Financial Instructions (SFI’s) for the regulation of its
proceedings and business.
Approval of a Scheme of Delegation of powers from the Board to
directors and officers.
Approval of a Code of Conduct for the Directors, Governors and other
very senior managers to adhere to.
Receiving and as necessary approving the declared interests of directors
which may conflict with those of the Trust and determining the extent to
which that director may remain involved with the matter under
consideration.
Requiring and receiving the declared interests of other very senior
managers which may conflict with those of the Trust and determining the
extent to which they may remain involved with the matter under
consideration.
Authorising any matter that would not infringe the duty of directors to
avoid potential conflicts in interests
Recommending and in the case of Executive Directors agreeing the
disciplinary action against directors who are in breach of the Constitution,
Code of Conduct, or other policy of the Trust..
Approval of the overall governance structure of the Trust and any
modifications thereto.
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xi)

Approval of changes to the size, structure and composition of the Board
after both taking into account recommendations of the Non Executive
Director Led Nominations Committee and consultation with the Assembly
of Governors insofar as it relates to Non-Executive Directors. Where this
necessitates a change to the Constitution then the provision at 3(ii) above
is effected
xii)
Approval of the Remuneration Policy for Executive Directors and other
very senior management as recommended by the Remuneration
Committee
xiii)x) Establishing sub committees of the Board of Directors, including those
which the Trust is required to establish in accordance with its Constitution
or other regulation and approval of the terms of reference for such
committees
xiv)xi) Determining the independence of Directors
xv)xii) Undertaking on a regular basis formal and rigorous reviews of the
performance of the Board itself, and its sub committees
xvi)xiii) To receive reports from Board sub committees and consider, and if
agreed by the Board, ensure that appropriate action is taken on any
recommendations made by the sub committees
xvii)xiv)
Ratification of any urgent decisions taken by the Chairman and/or
Chief Executive in accordance with standing orders.
xviii)xv)
Approval of arrangements relating to the discharge of the Trust’s
responsibilities as a corporate trustee for funds held on trust.
xix)xvi) Approval of arrangements relating to the discharge of the Trust’s
responsibilities as a bailee for patients' property.
xvii) Approval of mandated submissions to any regulatory body including
“Monitor” and the Care Quality Commission.
xx)xviii)
Approval of any arrangements where the Trust will operate in
partnership or jointly with other bodies
4

Appointments and Dismissals
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

i)

The appointment, subject to approval of the Assembly of Governors, and
dismissal of the Chief Executive Officer
On the recommendation of the Chief Executive Officer and the Non
Executive Director Led Nominations Committee, the appointment and
dismissal of the Deputy Chief Executive
On the recommendation of the Non Executive Director Led Nominations
Committee, the appointment, suspension, continuation in office and
dismissal of any of the Executive Directors
On the recommendation of the Non Executive Director Led Nominations
Committee, appointments to board sub committees.
On the recommendation of the Non Executive Director Led Nominations
Committee, appointments, remunerated or otherwise, of any executive
director, including the Chief Executive Officer, to any outside body,
company or any other type of organisation
On the recommendation of the NED Led Appointments & Remuneration
Committee, approval of arrangements for and of the appointment of the
Chief Executive Officer, providing that the appointment will be subject to
final approval of the Assembly of Governors;
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vi)ii)

The appointment, in consultation with the Assembly of Governors, of the
Senior Independent Director
iii)
The appointment and dismissal, in consultation with the Assembly of
Governors, of the Company Secretary
vii)iv) The appointment and removal of non-director members to the Charitable
Funds Committee
5

Strategy and Management
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)

6

Responsibility for the overall management of and leadership to the Trust
Determination and approval of the strategic aims and objectives of the
Trust
Approval of the annual operation plan, after having due regard to the
views of the Assembly of Governors
Approval of the Long Term Financial strategic pPlan, having due regards
to the views of the Assembly of Governors
Approval of the Annual Revenue budget, providing that a planned
increase of 5% or more of non NHS income must be approved by the
Governors of the Trust in accordance with the Constitution
Approval of the Annual Capital Expenditure budgets.
Any material, i.e. plus or minus 5%, changes to the Annual Revenue and
Capital budgets thereafter
Approval of all strategies of the Trust
Monitoring and review of performance of the Trust against its agreed
objectives, strategies, plans and budgets
Approval of the overall management structure of the Trust

Investments, Divestments and Contracts
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)
v)

Approval of any investment or divestment in buildings and/or land (fixed
or leased), providing that such investment or divestment is not deemed a
“significant transaction” as defined in the Constitution of the Trust, and
which would therefore require the approval of the Assembly of Governors.
In any case, the investment or divestment will be subject to the reporting
requirements of “Monitor”, the health sector regulator in accordance with
those thresholds issued by Monitor prior to completing the transaction.
Approval of any investment or divestment in any service or operation
which has a gross annual income or expenditure (that is before any set
off) of £250,000 and above, providing that such investment or divestment
is not deemed a “significant transaction” as defined in the Constitution of
the Trust, and which would therefore require the approval of the
Assembly of Governors. In any case, the investment or divestment will be
subject to the reporting requirements of “Monitor”, the health sector
regulator in accordance with those thresholds issued by “Monitor”, prior to
completing the transaction.
Approval of individual contracts, for services provided or received,
amounting to, or likely to amount to £250,000 and above per year
Approval of purchase of individual purchases of assets (fixed or leased,
other than buildings and land) amounting to £250,000 and above.
Approval of individual compensation payments over £10,000
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vi)
vii)
viii)
7

Financial and Performance Reporting Arrangements
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

8

Approval of the opening or closing of any bank or investment account
Approval of the Annual Accounts, Annual Report and Annual Quality
Report and their submission to Parliament, “Monitor”, the Department of
Health, Parliament and the Assembly of Governors
Approval of the Annual Accounts and Report for any charitable funds held
on trust.
Ensuring the maintenance of the Performance Management and
Reporting arrangements

Internal Control and Audit
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

9

To agree action on litigation against or on behalf of the Trust where the
costs of such are likely to exceed £50,000.
Approval of the Investment Policy
Approval of the establishment, amendments to and use of the Working
Capital Facility

Ensuring the maintenance of a sound system of risk management and
internal control,
To receive reports of the Audit Committee meetings and agree action on
any recommendations made within.
The receipt of the annual management letter received from the external
auditor and agreement of actions as recommended by the Audit
Committee.
Approval of insurance arrangements and overall levels of insurance in
respect of the operational activity and assets of the Trust and Directors
and Officers Liability
The approval of the Annual Governance Statement.

Other
i)
ii)
iii)

In addition to the above the Board will receive reports and
recommendations from time to time on any matter which it considers
significant.
The above matters which have been reserved to the Board may be
exercised in an emergency by the Chair and Chief Executive Officer
having consulted at least two Non Executive Directors.
Where emergency action is taken it shall be reported to the next formal
meeting of the Board of Directors

Approved October 2013
Proposed March 2016
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Encl. 10.2

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Register of Interests, Gifts and Hospitality for 6 months to
31st March 2016

Presented by:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Natalie Grainger, Governance Support Manager

Purpose:

Approval

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

Relationship to High Level Risks:

N/A
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Recommendation(s):

To approve the Register of Interests, Gifts and Hospitality for the 12 month period
to 31st March 2016

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has/has not been completed.

There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
Monitor:
Care Quality
Commission:

x

Other:
None:

Previous consideration
Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Other

x

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None
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Executive Summary

In accordance with the Standing Orders of the Board of Directors, the Register of
Interests and Register of Gifts and Hospitality, as reported by Board Members for
the 12 month period to 31st March 2016 are attached for approval of the Board.
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Board of Directors
Register of Gifts and Hospitality
At 31st March 2016
Name

Designation

Mrs. J.
Newton

Chair

Mr. A. Fry

Non Executive
Director

Ms. J.
Jeffrey

Non Executive
Director

Mr. F. Malik

Gifts and Hospitality Declared

Cost

1. NHS provider Roundtable on board
Leadership/Regulation
2. Mills and Reeves Dinner at NHS
Confed
3. KPMG Drinks and Reception at NHS
Confed
4. Odgers Interim and Berwick Partners
Midlands Leadership reception
5. Deloitte Healthcare Dinner and
Discussion with Sir David Dalton
6. University of Birmingham
7. NHS Providers Annual Lecture with
David Nicholson
8. KPMG Health care debate dinner
9. NHS Confederation Regional Dinner
10.NHS Providers Dinner Programme –
Ian Cummings
None

1. £10.00
2. £35.00
3. £10.00
4.£35.00
5. £35.00
6. £35.00
7. £5.00
8. £35.00
9. £25.00
10.£35.00

Non Executive
Director

1. Lunch: Deloitte Healthcare Dinner
and Discussion with Sir David Dalton

1. £35.00

Mrs. K.
McAteer

Non Executive
Director

1. Dinner: Mills and Reeve NHS Confed

1.£35.00

Mr. P.
Sahota

Non Executive
Director

None

Mr. D
Walker

Non Executive
Director

None

Mr
D.Stenson
(From
1/10/15)
Ms P. Lloyd
Knight
(From
1/10/15)

Associate
Non-Executive
Director

None

Associate
Non-Executive
Director

None
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Name

Designation

Ms. K.E.
Dowman

Chief
Executive

Dr. S.
Edwards
Mrs. S.
Lloyd

Mr. A.
Green

Medical
Director
Director of
Nursing,
AHP’s and
Quality
Company
Secretary

Ms.
T.Cotterill

Director of
Finance

Mrs. L.
Writtle
Ms. J.
Lidher

Director of
Operations
Medical
Director

Gifts and Hospitality Declared

Cost

1. Deloitte Healthcare Dinner
2. University of Birmingham –
Chancellor’s Dinner
3. KPMG Lunch
4. Black Country LMCs Open evening
5. KPMG Healthcare Debate Dinner
6. NHS Providers/mental health – dinner
7. Lunar Society Annual Dinner
8. NHS Providers Trustees Thank You
Dinner
9. HSJ Summit
10. NHS Providers Conference Dinner
(sponsored)
11. Charity Awards Dinner
12. University of Wolverhampton Dinner
– Looking at the Future of Nursing
13. Health Education West Midlands –
Leadership Recognition Awards
14. NHS Confederation Regional Dinner
15. Sandwell & West Birmingham
Excellence in Quality Awards 2016
None

1. £35.00
2. £35.00
3. £15.00
4. £10.00
5. £35.00
6. £35.00
7. £35.00
8. £35.00
9. £35.00
10. £35.00
11. £35.00
12. £25.00
13. £25.00
14. £25.00
15. £10.00

1. HSJ Provider Summit Gala Dinner
2. Dinner – Future of Nursing –
Wolverhampton University

1. £40.00
2. £25.00

None

1. Drinks: KPMG NHS Confederation
2. Lunch: Mills and Reeves
3. Lunch and Tour of Jaguar Factory
4. Dinner: Mills and Reeves
5.KPMG
6. Dinner, Andy Argyle & Matt Custance,
KPMG
None
None
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1. £10.00
2. £10.00
3. £10.00
4. £35.00
5. £35.00
6. £25.00

Board of Directors
Register of Interests
At 31st March 2016
Name
Mrs. J.
Newton

Mr. A. Fry

Designation
Chair

Non Executive
Director

Interest Declared
1. Independent Chair

1. Future of
Worcestershire
Acute Hospital
Services
Programme
Board

2. Controlling Interest / Owner

2. Principles in
Partnership
Limited

3. Associate

3. Capsticks

1. Owner / Managing Director

1. Harris – Fry
Ltd

2. Chair

2. Sandwell
Leisure Trust
3.Black Country
Living Museum
4.The
Community
Housing Group
1. BMJ
Consultancy

3. Trustee

4. Independent Board Member (NED)
Ms. J.
Jeffrey
(from
1/2/16)
Mr. F. Malik

Mrs. K.
McAteer

Non Executive
Director

1. Owner

Non Executive
Director

1. Director/Owner

Non Executive
Director

2. Director/Owner
1. Non Executive Director

2. Majority/Controlling Share holding

3. Independent Chair

Mr. P.
Sahota

Non Executive
Director

Organisation

1. Employee
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1. ABCS Ltd
3. PLAN
Enterprise Ltd
1. Midland Heart
Housing
Association
2. Kathy
McAteer
Consultancy Ltd
3.Worcestershire
Safeguarding
Adult Board
1. Sandwell
MBC: Homes &

Name

Designation

Interest Declared

Organisation
Communities
Directorate

Mr. D
Walker

Non Executive
Director

1. Employee

Mr.
D.Stenson
(From
1/10/15)

Associate Non- 1. Patient Representative
Executive
Director
2. Volunteer

Ms P.
LloydKnight
(From
1/10/15)

Associate Non- 1. Owner/Managing Director
Executive
2. Steering Group Member
Director
3. Member

4. Chair

Ms. K.E.
Dowman

Chief
Executive

1. Trustee

2. Member

Dr. S.
Edwards
Mrs. S.
Lloyd
Mr. A.
Green

Medical
None
Director
Director of
None
Nursing, AHP’s
and Quality
Company
1. Independent Member
Secretary

2. Independent Member

Ms
T.Cotterill
Mrs
L.Writtle

Director of
Finance
Director of
Operations

1. University of
Wolverhampton
1. Dudley
Clinical
Commissioning
Group
2. Healthwatch
Dudley
1. PLK & Co Ltd
2. National
Institute for
Health Research
3. National
Prostate Cancer
Advisory Group
4. BME Cancer
Voice
Programme
1. Sandwell
Women’s Aid
2. Mental Health
Institute LETC

1. Walsall
Council
Standards
Committee
2. Walsall
Council Audit
Committee

None
1. Trustee Director
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1. Age UK,
South
Staffordshire

Name
Ms J Lidher

Designation
Medical
Director

Interest Declared
None
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Organisation
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Encl. 10.3

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Committee’s terms of reference

Presented by:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Purpose:

Approve

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

X

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

Relationship to High Level Risks:

N/A
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X

Recommendation(s):
- To approve the proposed amendments to terms of reference for the Audit,
Investment and Quality & Safety Committees.

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has not been completed.
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
X

Monitor:
Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Code of Governance for NHS Foundation Trusts

Previous consideration
Board
X

Audit

10/2/2016

X
X

Quality & Safety
Investment
Other

11/02/2016
18/02/2016

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
Turnaround
None
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Executive Summary

The terms of reference for the Audit, Investment and Quality & Safety Committees
have been reviewed and agreed at recent meetings of each committee. The
proposed amendments are highlighted in the attached documents.
Of note, the proposed amendments include:
Audit Committee:
- at paragraph 1.7 the discretion to meet with the Internal or External Auditor
either jointly or separately without management present;
Investment Committee:
- minor changes to the membership; and
Quality & Safety Committee:
- changes to the wording of purpose of the Committee to reflect the CQC
fundamental standards.
In addition, all include clarification of reporting responsibilities between the subcommittees.
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Audit Committee
Terms of Reference
‘Reference to “the committee” shall mean the Audit Committee. Reference to “the
Bboard” shall mean the Board of Directors.
1

Membership

1.1

Members of the Committee shall be appointed by the Bboard, on the
recommendation of the Nominations Appointments & Remuneration
Committee (NED led). The Committee shall be made up of not less than
3 members.

1.2

All members of the Committee shall be independent non-executive
directors at least one of whom shall have recent and relevant financial
experience.

1.3

The Chairman of the board Trust may not be a member of the
Committee, but may attend its meetings as an observer only, or on
invitation by the committee or committee chair

1.4

The board Chair of the Trust and other Non-Executive Directors shall
appoint the Committee Chairman who shall be an independent nonexecutive director. The Chair of the Committee cannot be either the
Chair of the Trust or the Senior Independent Director, but not the
Chairman of the Trust nor the Senior Independent Director. In the
absence of the Committee Chairman and/or an appointed deputy, the
remaining members present shall elect one of themselves to chair the
meeting.

1.5

Only members of the Committee have the right to attend Committee
meetings. However, other individuals such as the Chief Executive,
Director of Resources (Finance), other executive and Bboard level
directors and senior managers, internal audit, the Local Counter Fraud
Specialist , representatives from the finance function and other
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compliance functions shall be invited to attend all or part of any meeting
as and when appropriate.
1.6

The Eexternal Aauditors will be invited to attend meetings of the
Committee on a regular basis.

1.7

The Committee may, at any of its meetings, meet with the Internal
Auditor and/or External Auditor either jointly or separately without
management being present.

2.0

Secretary to the Committee

2.1

The Company Secretary or their nominee shall act as secretary to the
Committee.

3.0

Quorum

3.1

The quorum necessary for the transaction of business shall be 2
members.

3.2

A duly convened meeting of the Committee at which a quorum is present
shall be competent to exercise all or any of the authorities, powers and
discretions vested in or exercisable by the Committee.

4.

Frequency of Meetings

4.1

The Committee shall meet not less than three times a year at appropriate
times in the reporting and audit cycle and otherwise as required.

4.2

The External Auditor or Head of Internal Audit may request a meeting if
they consider that one is necessary.

5.

Notice of Meetings

5.1

Unless otherwise agreed, notice of each meeting confirming the venue,
time and date together with an agenda of items to be discussed, shall be
forwarded to each member of the Committee, any other person required
to attend and all other non-executive directors, no later than 5 working
days before the date of the meeting.

5.2

Supporting papers shall be sent to Committee members and to other
attendees as appropriate at the same time.

6.

Minutes of the Meetings
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6.1

The secretary shall minute the proceedings and resolutions of all
meetings of the Committee, including recording the names of those
present, those in attendance, and those tendering apologies.

6.2

The Chairman of the Committee shall ascertain, and the secretary
record, at the beginning of each meeting, the existence of any conflicts of
interest and minute them accordingly.

6.3

Minutes of the Committee meetings shall be circulated promptly to all
members of the Committee and, once agreed to all members of the
Bboard.

7.

Duties

7.1

Governance, Risk Management and Internal Control

7.1.1

The Ccommittee shall review the establishment and maintenance of an
effective system of integrated governance, risk management and internal
control, across the whole of the Trust activities that supports the
achievements of the Trusts objectives. In particular the Committee will
review the adequacy of:

7.1.1.1 all risk and control related disclosure statements (In particular the Annual
Governance Statement and declarations of compliance with the
standards of registration with, and issued by the Care Quality
Commission), together with any accompanying Head of Internal Audit
statement or opinion, external audit opinion or other appropriate
independent assurances, prior to endorsement by the Board.
7.1.1.2 the underlying assurance processes that indicate the degree of the
achievement of corporate objectives, the effectiveness of the
management of principal risks and the appropriateness of the above
disclosure statements.
7.1.1.3 the policies for ensuring compliance and relevant regulatory, legal and
code of conduct requirements.
7.1.1.4 the policies and procedures for all work related to fraud and corruption as
set out as required by NHS Protect, the Counter Fraud and Security
Management Service.
7.1.1.5 In carrying out this work the committee will primarily utilise but not be
limited to the work of Internal Audit, External Audit and other assurance
functions. It will also seek reports and assurances from directors and
managers as appropriate, concentrating on the overarching systems of
governance, risk management and internal control, together with
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indicators of their efficiencies. This will be evidenced through the use of
an effective Assurance Framework to guide its work and that of the audit
and assurance functions that report to it.
7.2

Internal Audit
The Committee shall:

7.2.1

monitor and review the effectiveness of the Trust’s internal audit
function in the context of both the Trust’s overall risk management
system and mandatory NHS Internal Audit Standards for the provision of
independent assurance to the Audit Committee, other sub committees of
the Bboard, the Chief Executive, and the Board.

7.2.2

consider and approve the remit of the internal audit function and ensure
it has adequate resources and appropriate access to information to
enable it to perform its function effectively and in accordance with the
relevant professional standards. The Ccommittee shall also ensure the
function has adequate standing and is free from management or other
restrictions;

7.2.3

review and approve the annual internal audit plan; ensuring this is
consistent with the needs of the organisation as identified in the
Assurance Framework.

7.2.4

review promptly all issues arising from the internal auditors and
review and monitor management’s responsiveness to the findings and
recommendations of the internal auditor; and

7.2.5

meet the Head of Internal Audit at least once a year, without
management being present, to discuss their remit and any issues arising
from the internal audits carried out. In addition, the Head of Internal Audit
shall be given the right of direct access to the Chairman of the Bboard
and to the Committee.

7.2.6

approve the appointment and removal of the Iinternal aAuditor, where
this is outsourced, and the Head of Internal Audit, where provided
directly by the Trust

7.3

External Audit
The committee shall:

7.3.1

consider and make recommendations for the approval of the Assembly of
Governors, in relation to the appointment, re-appointment and
termination of the External Auditor to the Trust.
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7.3.2

oversee the selection process, as approved by the Assembly of
Governors, for new auditors

7.3.3

be responsible for conducting any investigation into either the
performance or resignation of the external auditor and make
recommendations on any action required to the Board, and to the
Assembly of Governors for approval.

7.3.4

oversee the working relationship with and effectiveness of the external
auditor, including (but not limited to):

7.3.4.1 reviewing and monitoring the performance of the External Auditor with
due regard to “The Audit Code for NHS Foundation Trusts”, as may be
amended from time to time and as issued by the Independent relevant
rRegulatory body of NHS Foundation Trusts and as may be amended
from time to time
7.3.4.2 discussion and agreement with the External Auditor, before the audit
commences, of the nature and scope of the audit as set out in the Annual
Plan
7.3.4.3 discussion with the External Auditors of their local evaluation of audit
risks and assessment of the Trust and associated impact on the audit
fee.
7.3.4.4 review all External Audit reports, including agreement of the annual audit
letter before submission to the Board and Assembly of Governors, and
any work carried outside the annual audit plan, together with the
appropriateness of management responses.
7.3.4.5 Satisfy itself that there are no relationships (such as family, financial,
investment, employment, commercial or business) between the external
auditor and the Trust.
7.3.4.6 review any representation letter(s) requested by the external auditor
before they are signed by management
7.3.4.7 review the management letter and management’s response to the
auditor’s findings and recommendations
7.3.4.8 develop and implement review and approve a policy on the supply of
non-audit services which may be provided by the Eexternal Aauditor,
taking into account any relevant ethical and professional guidance on the
matter
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7.3.4.9 meeting with the Eexternal Aauditor at least once per year without
management being present
7.3.4.10seeking to ensure co-ordination of activities with the internal audit
function
7.3.4.11discussing the composition of the audit team deployed and the practice
of rotation employed by the auditor in accordance with professional
guidance.
7.4

Financial Reporting

7.4.1

The Committee shall monitor the integrity of the annual financial
statements of the Trust, including its annual report, and any other formal
announcement relating to its annual financial performance, reviewing
significant financial reporting issues and judgements, which they may
contain.

7.4.2

The Committee shall review and challenge where necessary:

7.4.2.1 the consistency of, and any changes to, accounting policies both on a
year on year basis and across the Trust.
7.4.2.2 the methods used to account for significant or unusual transactions
where different approaches are possible;
7.4.2.3 whether the Trust has followed appropriate accounting standards and
made appropriate estimates and judgements, taking into account the
views of the external auditor.
7.4.2.4 the clarity of disclosure in the Trust’s financial reports and the
context in which statements are made;
7.4.2.5 all material information presented with the financial statements, such as
the operating and financial review and the corporate governance
statement (insofar as it relates to the audit and risk management);
7.5

Local Counter Fraud )
The Committee shall satisfy itself that the Trust has adequate
arrangements in place for countering fraud that meet NHS Protect
standards and shall review the outcomes of work in these areas. It will
review and challenge as necessary the policies and procedures for all
work related to fraud and corruption as set out in both the NHS Standard
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Contract and/or as required by NHS Protect Standards for Providers, and
in particular shall:
7.5.1 review and approve the annual counter fraud plan;
7.5.2 consider the remit and effectiveness of the Local Counter Fraud Specialist
(LCFS) and ensure (where possible) it has adequate resources and appropriate
access to information to enable it to perform its function effectively and in
accordance with the standards within the Anti- Fraud Manual;.
7.5.3 ensure the LCFS function has adequate standing and is free from
management or other restrictions.;
7.5.4 receive regular briefings to inform it of work being undertaken within the
Trust;.
7.5.5 receive and review the annual report on counter fraud;
7.5.6 ensure the Chair of the Audit Committee is available to meet with any
NHS Protect Quality Assurance Team during any quality inspection; and.
7.5.7 ensure that the LCFS has the right to reasonable access to the Chair of
the Audit Committee of the Trust when the LCFS considers this to be necessary.
7.6

Quality Reporting and Accounts
The Committee shall review and challenge the integrity of the Annual
Quality Report/Accounts of the Trust, and in particular shall:

7.6.1

challenge whether the application of relevant policies has been
adequately adhered to

7.6.2

review and challenge the clarity of disclosure in the Reports/Accounts
and the context in which statements are made

7.6.3

review the external assurance of the Quality Reports/Accounts as
provided by the Eexternal Aauditor

7.7

Provider license obligations

7.7.1 The Committee shall review submissions to be made to “Monitor”, the
relevant health sector regulatory bodies, in accordance with its prescribed
licensing regime, and shall as necessary report on any key matters
included in or arising from such submissions to the Board of Directors.
8

Reporting Responsibilities
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8.1

The Committee Chairman shall report formally to the Bboard on its
proceedings after each meeting on all matters within its duties and
responsibilities;.

8.2

The Committee shall make whatever recommendations to the Bboard it
deems appropriate on any area within its remit where action or
improvement is needed;

8.3

The Committee shall also make whatever recommendations or refer any
matter to any other sub-committee of the Board and shall in turn consider
other matters referred to it by other sub-committees of the Board;.

8.43

The Committee shall report to the Assembly of Governors on relevant
audit matters including but not limited to any recommendations made to
the Board of Directors in accordance with paragraph 8.2 above

8.54

The Committee shall compile an annual report on its activities for inclusion
within the Trust Annual Report.

9

Other Matters
The Committee shall:

9.1

have access to sufficient resources in order to carry out its duties.

9.2
be provided with appropriate and timely training, both in the form of an
induction program for new members and on an ongoing basis for all members;
9.3

give due consideration to laws and regulations, and other corporate
governance guidance;.

9.4

assure itself on the co-ordination of the internal and external auditors;

9.5

review its own performance and terms of reference to ensure it is
operating at maximum effectiveness and recommend any changes it
considers necessary to the board for approval.

9.6

liaise with other board sub-committees to ensure their views are taken
into account in the review of the assurance and internal control framework
and the formation of the Internal Audit Plan.

10.

Authority
The Committee is authorised:
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10.1

to seek any information it requires from any employee of the Trust in order
to perform its duties;

10.2

to obtain, at the Trust’s expense, independent legal or other professional
advice on any matter within its terms of reference; and

10.3

to call any employee to be questioned at a meeting of the Committee as
and when required.

Approved December 2014
Proposed February 2016
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Investment Committee
Terms of Reference
Reference to “the Committee” shall mean the Investment Committee.
Reference to “the Board” shall mean the Board of Directors.

1

Purpose

1.1

The Committee will be concerned with
- the review and assurance of financial and commercial
arrangements relating to investments, developments,
disinvestments and decommissioning plans, including the approval
of business cases and contract tender submissions within limits
delegated to it by the Board, and
- the review of the financial performance of the Trust

2

Membership

2.1

Membership of the Ccommittee shall be appointed by the Board on the
recommendation of the NED Led Nominations Appointments &
Remuneration Committee, but shall include three (3) independent nonexecutive directors, the Chief Executive and the Director of Resources
(Finance).

2.3

One of the non executive members of the Ccommittee shall be the
Cchairman of the Committee who shall be appointed by the Board on
the recommendation of the NED led Nominations Committee. In the
absence of an appointed Cchairman, another non- executive director
member shall be elected cChairman by other members of the
committee.

2.4

The Director of Operations and Associate Director of Strategy shall
attend meetings of the Committee.

2.54

Other directors and senior managers may be requested to attend the
meetings of the Ccommittee by the Chairman.

3

Secretary to the Committee

3.1

The Company Secretary or their nominee shall act as secretary to the
Ccommittee
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4

Quorum

4.1

The quorum necessary for the transaction of business shall be three
(3) members of which two will be Non- Executive Directors. A duly
convened meeting of the Ccommittee at which a quorum is present
shall be competent to exercise all or any of the authorities, powers and
discretions vested in or exercisable by the Ccommittee.

5

Frequency of Meetings

5.1

The committee shall meet bi-monthly and at such other times as the
Chairman of the Committee shall require.

6

Notice of Meetings

6.1

Unless otherwise agreed by the Cchairman of the Ccommittee, notice
of each meeting, confirming the venue, time and date together with an
agenda of items to be discussed, shall be forwarded to each member
of the Ccommittee, any other person required to attend such meeting,
and all other directors no later than five (5) working days before the
meeting. Supporting papers shall be sent to Ccommittee members and
attendees at the same time.

7

Minutes of the Meetings

7.1

The secretary to the Ccommittee shall minute the proceedings and
resolutions of each meeting of the Ccommittee, including the names of
those present, those in attendance and those who tendered apologies.

7.2

The Cchairman of the Ccommittee shall ascertain, and the secretary
shall record, at the beginning of each meeting, the existence of any
conflicts of interest and minute them accordingly.

7.3

Minutes of the Ccommittee meetings, shall with the agreement of the
Chairman of the Committee, be circulated promptly to all members of
the Ccommittee, and once approved, to all other board directors.

8

Duties
The Committee shall:

8.1

Investments and Disinvestments:

8.1.1 Receive and review the Investment Policy and recommend its adoption
by the Board
8.1.2 Review the capital investment programme and make recommendations
to the Board for approval.
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8.1.3 Periodically
review
the
business
opportunities/service
developments/plans in line with the Trust’s evaluation criteria, with due
regards to their implications on the financial and quality performance of
the Trust
8.1.4 Review proposed intentions for decommissioning of
disinvestment in services and associated cost reduction plans.

and/or

8.1.5 Review all, and as required approve within limits delegated by the
Board, business cases and contract tender submissions.
8.1.6 Review, and as necessary approve amendments to the proposed
terms of current and planned service contracts and other investment
agreements.
8.1.7 Ensure that appropriate due diligence is undertaken on prospective
commercial partners in advance of contractual agreements being
entered into by the Trust and provide assurances to the Board.
8.1.8 Review market share analyses and action being taken to protect and
increase income to the Trust.
8.2

Review of Financial and Operational Performance

8.2.1 Review the financial strategy and underlying assumptions
8.2.2 Review the annual budget setting process and recommend its adoption
to the Board
8.2.3 Review in depth the financial position of the Trust so as to ensure
appropriate action is being undertaken where necessary.
8.2.4 Review and seek assurance as to the adequacy of relevant high level
risk mitigation plans
8.2.5 Review and monitor the robustness of and progress with delivery
against the Cost Improvement Programme, and as necessary advise
the Board on any remedial actions required to address potential
shortfalls.
8.2.6 Review, monitor and seek assurance as to the robustness of the cash
and liquidity position of the Trust to support day to day trading and
capital investment plans.
8.2.7 Review the level of financial provisions in the management accounts of
the Trust
8.2.8 Review the implementation and operation of Service Line
Management, in particular the methodologies for cost allocation and
assumptions contained therein.
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9

Reporting responsibilities

9.1

The Ccommittee Cchairman shall report formally to the Board on its
proceedings and matters within its duties after each meeting of the
Ccommittee.

9.2

The Ccommittee shall make whatever recommendations it deems
appropriate on any area within its remit where action or improvement is
needed, to the Board.

9.3

The Committee shall also make whatever recommendations or refer
any matter to any other sub-committee of the Board and shall in turn
consider other matters referred to it by other sub-committees of the
Board.

9.3

The committee shall compile Aa report on its the activities of the
Committee shallto be included in the Annual Report of the Trust.

10

Other Matters
The Committee shall:

10.1

Have access to sufficient resources in order to carry out its duties.

10.2

Review, on at least an annual basis, its own performance and terms of
reference to ensure it is operating effectively and make
recommendations for any changes it considers necessary to the Board
for approval.

11

Authority

11.1

The Committee is authorised to seek any information it requires from
any director or employee of the Trust in order to perform its duties.

11.2

In connection with its duties the committee is authorised to obtain at
the Trusts expense, any external legal or professional advice.

November 2014
Proposed February 2016
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Quality & Safety Committee
Terms of Reference

Reference to the committee shall mean the Quality & Safety Committee; Reference to the
Board shall mean the Board of Directors
1.

Purpose

1.1

The Quality & Safety Committee will be concerned with the review and assurance of
governance systems and processes which the Trust relies on to deliver high quality,
safe, caring, responsive, effective and well ledefficient services, and to meet its
mandatory, regulatory and contractual obligations. As such it has no executive
powers but may make recommendations to the Executives, other senior
management, the Board or other board sub committees as appropriate on matters
of concern.

2.

Membership

2.1

Membership of the committee shall be appointed by the Board on the
recommendation of the NED Led Nominations Appointments & Remuneration
Committee, but shall include three (3) independent non-executive directors.
The Chair of the Audit Committee should not be a member of the Quality & Safety
Committee, but may attend its meetings.
One of the independent non- executive director members of the committee shall be
the Chair of the Committee who shall be appointed by the Board on the
recommendation of the NED led Nominations Committee. In the absence of the
appointed Chair, another member shall chair the meeting.
The Committee may call other directors and any managers to attend its meetings in
furtherance of its duties.
The Chief Executive, the Medical Directors, the Director of Nursing, AHP’s and
Governance (or their nominated deputies in their absence) will be standing
attendees at meetings of the Committee

2.2
2.3

2.4
2.5

3.

Secretary to the Committee

3.1

The Company Secretary or their nominee shall act as Secretary to the Committee.
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4.

Quorum

4.1
4.2

The quorum necessary for the transaction of business shall be 2.
A duly convened meeting of the Committee at which a quorum is present shall be
competent to exercise all or any of the authorities, powers and discretions vested in
or exercisable by the Committee.

5.

Meetings

5.1

The Committee shall meet bi-monthly, and at such other times as the Chair of the
Committee shall require.
The Committee may also meet at the request of the Board to undertake any
relevant and specific duty the Board delegates to the Committee

5.2
6.

Notice of Meetings.

6.1

Unless otherwise agreed by the Chair of the committee, notice of each meeting,
confirming the venue, time and date together with an agenda of items to be
discussed, shall be forwarded to each member of the committee, any other person
required to attend such meeting, and all other directors no later than five (5)
working days before the meeting. Supporting papers shall be sent to committee
members and attendees at the same time.

.
7.
7.1
7.2
7.3

8.

Minutes of Meetings
The Secretary shall minute the proceedings and resolutions of all Committee
meetings, including the names of those present, those in attendance, and those
tendering their apologies.
The Chair of the committee shall ascertain, and the secretary shall record, at the
beginning of each meeting, the existence of any conflicts of interest and minute
them accordingly.
Minutes of the committee meetings, shall with the agreement of the Chair of the
Committee, be circulated promptly to all members of the committee, and once
approved, to all other board directors.
Duties
The Committee shall:

8.1
8.2
8.3

Receive reports from the Quality & Safety Steering Group concerning the
development and implementation of the Quality and other clinical strategies and
associated quality governance arrangements
Review arrangements to maintain on going compliance with the national care
standards as mandated by the Care Quality Commission
Review arrangements in place to achieve on going compliance with the Quality
Governance Framework requirements as prescribed by “Monitor”, the heath sector
the relevant regulatory bodyregulator.
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8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
8.11
8.12
8.13
8.14
8.15
8.16
8.17
8.18
8.19
8.20
8.21
8.22
•
•
•
•
8.23
8.24
8.25

Review the use of Quality Impact Assessments and any associated remedial action
plans where these are required.
Review the use of Equality Impact Assessments and associated improvement
plans.
Review arrangements for monitoring the recruitment, support and development of
the Trust workforce.
Review compliance with national guidelines for Clinical Effectiveness and
Technology Appraisals
Receive and review reports issued by the Care Quality Commission in respect of
inspections made and the management response to any recommendations made
within such reports.
At least annually review the Board Assurance & Escalation Framework
Review both the adequacy of mitigation and assessment of high level risks relating
to quality and safety
Receive and review reports concerning operational risk management, including
incident reporting and associated investigations, and claims management
Receive and review any relevant independent or contractual service improvement
reviews and any remedial action plans that may be required
Review arrangements for the maintenance of the patient environment and
associated facilities
Review arrangements for the prevention and control of infection
Review health and fire safety arrangements
Review arrangements for Clinical Audit, including the review and as necessary
input to the annual clinical audit plan
Review the arrangements for Research and Development activities and their
relevance to strategic objectives
Review Information Governance arrangements and assessments against
accredited standards
Receive and review analysis of and response to staff satisfaction surveys
Receive and review arrangements for the handling of and learning from complaints
and concerns
Review arrangements for safeguarding of children and vulnerable adults
Receive reports from and responses to bodies providing assurance, including, but
not limited to:
Overview and Scrutiny Committees
Internal Audit
NHS Litigation Authority
Healthwatch
Receive and review analysis of, and response to satisfaction surveys of patients
and service users and any other surveys concerning patient, service user or carer
experience.
Receive and review the experiences of service users, their carers or their advocates
Receive and review reports and feedback from service user involvement groups
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9.

Reporting Responsibilities

9.1

The Committee Chair shall report formally to the Board on its proceedings after
each meeting on all matters within its duties and responsibilities.
The Committee shall make whatever recommendations to the Board it deems
appropriate on any area within its remit and where it believes action or improvement
is needed.
The Committee shall also make whatever recommendations or refer any matter to
any other sub-committee of the Board and shall in turn consider other matters
referred to it by other sub-committees of the Board;

9.2
9.3

9.34 A report on the activities of the committee shall be included in the Annual Report of
the Trust
10.

10.1
10.2

Other
The Committee shall:
Have access to sufficient resources in order to carry out its duties.
Review, on at least an annual basis, its own performance and terms of reference to
ensure it is operating effectively and make recommendations for any changes it
considers necessary to the Board for approval.

11.

Authority

11.1

The Committee is authorised to seek any information it requires from any director or
employee of the Trust in order to perform its duties.
The Committee is authorised in connection with its duties to obtain, at the Trust’s
expense, any outside legal or other professional advice.

11.2

Approved September 2015
Proposed February 2016
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Encl. 10.4

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Insurance arrangements

Presented by:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Purpose:

Approve

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

X

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

Relationship to High Level Risks:

N/A
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X

Recommendation(s):
- To note the insurance arrangements in place for 2016/17.

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has not been completed.
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:

X

Monitor:
Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Constitution of the Trust

Previous consideration
Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Investment
Other

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
Turnaround
None
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X

Executive Summary

The majority of insurance cover for NHS bodies is provided through risk pooling
schemes managed by the NHS Litigation Authority. (NHSLA)
There are two primary schemes; the Clinical Negligence Scheme (CNST) and the
general Risk Pooling Scheme (RPST). These provide cover for a range of liabilities
associated with NHS service provision.
Both schemes are subject to annual actuarial revaluation to ensure contributions
from members cover anticipated costs.
Contributions are based on a number of factors including service profile, workforce
composition, the value of the estate, claims history, and the cumulative excess of
contributions made over compensation provided.
Proposed contributions for the year 2016/17 are in aggregate lower than those for
2015/16.
The Trust is in the process of procuring commercial property insurance for some of
its buildings as a “top up” to the cover provided by the NHSLA which is limited to
£1m per claim.
Commercial insurance is also in place for identified income generation and
charitable fund raising activities.
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Detail
Introduction
Following the NHS reforms in the1990’s, a national body, the NHS Litigation
Authority (NHSLA) was created with a role to more effectively manage the then
spiralling costs of litigation facing NHS bodies, and to develop risk management
standards against which NHS bodies would be regularly assessed.
At that point, all NHS bodies had to contribute to these “pooling schemes”, which
provide insurance cover for liabilities associated with the provision of NHS
commissioned services only. Services provided by NHS bodies but not related to
NHS service provision, (termed “income generation activities”) for example the
provision of catering services to the general public, would be covered by separately
procured commercial insurance.
This report outlines the nature of insurance cover to the Trust for the coming
financial year.
NHSLA cover:
Very nearly all of our insurance cover is provided through the “risk pooling schemes”
managed by the NHSLA.
There are two schemes; the “Clinical Negligence Scheme for Trusts” (CNST) and the
more general “Risk Pooling Scheme for Trusts” (RPST), the latter which is
comprised of the “Liabilities to third parties scheme” (LTPS) and the “Property
expenses scheme” (PES).
The CNST provides cover where breaches in duty of care in connection with
diagnosis, care and treatment of patients have occurred. The RPST is concerned
with cover for buildings, contents, public and product liability, employer’s liability,
professional indemnity and directors’ and officers’ liability. (Details of each scheme
can be provided on request.)
Both schemes are assessed actuarially each year, and the total amount collected
into the pool is set to equal anticipated expenditure (i.e. cost of claims) in the
forthcoming year.
Contributions to the schemes are determined by a range of factors including the
claims history, especially in relation to CNST, and others including nature of service
provision, activity levels, workforce composition, estate value and the “contribution
gap” recognising that some Trusts will have contributed more than they have
received compensation.
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Excess levels do not apply to the CNST but do apply to elements of the RPST, the
maximum being £10k for each Employers Liability claims, which are the most
commonly incurred.
The RPST also has prescribed limits of cover, determined by turnover. Under the
PES, the cover is limited to £1m per claim, and additional commercial insurance is in
the process of being procured in order to provide more adequate cover for certain
Trust buildings where the exposure to financial loss is greatest. Provision has been
made for this additional annual cost, estimated in the region of £30,000 within the
budget for the new financial year.
Comparison of the premiums levied by the NHSLA between years is shown below.

CNST
PES
LTPS
Totals

2016/17
£
118,360
4.003
88,087
210,450

2015/16
£
115,879
4,461
112,865
233,205

With regards to CNST, the NHSLA advised that globally, contributions were to rise
by 17% this year in order for it to meet expected costs of claims at £1,659m. Our
reduction is mainly due to our five year claims history (74 claims paid) and five year
“contribution gap”, at £410k, (85% of contribution) being the excess of our premiums
paid less claims settled. (This is slightly less than last year which stood at £429k and
92% respectively.)
Globally, premiums for both LTPS remain unchanged, but the Trust has seen a
reduction in its premium for LTPS, again reflecting claims history and service profile.
Premiums for PES have reduced by 20%
Commercial insurance cover
As mentioned earlier, where the Trust has “income generation activities” that are not
covered by the NHSLA LTPS scheme, then commercial insurance has to be
procured.
Consequently, the Trust has had to procure commercial insurance for non NHS
catering services provision via Willis Ltd acting as advisers and brokers, from
“Travellers Insurance Company Limited”. This policy was renegotiated this year and
now also provides cover for any charitable fundraising activities. The policy provides
£5m cover per public and product liability claim, the annual premium is £500, and the
policy is renewable in February 2017.
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Encl. 10.5

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Board development plan

Presented by:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Purpose:

Approve

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.

X

We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

Relationship to High Level Risks:

N/A
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X

Recommendation(s):
- To approve the board development plan for 2016/17

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has not been completed.
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
X

Monitor:

X

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

- Code of Governance for NHS Foundation Trusts
- Licence
- Fundamental standards of care - Well led services

Previous consideration
X

Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Investment
Other

24/2/2016

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
Turnaround
None
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Executive Summary

At the strategy development session in December 2015, the Board agreed a process
and timeline to undertake a self-assessment review of the effectiveness of the
Board.
All board members completed the self-assessment questionnaire and the
summaries of scores and comments are attached.
The board reviewed the responses at its strategy and development session in
February 2016.
It noted the overall score of 7.5 and agreed that this suggested that the Board was
operating quite effectively, and was reflective of the feedback received following
each board meeting.
The following key themes emerged as potentially requiring further development:
- whether the Board understands and manages key risks
- the duties of and relationship between the Board and sub-committees;
- the duration of meetings; and closely associated
- the quality of reports to the Board meetings.
Members then debated each of the above using a workshop style, and suggested a
series of actions, which are presented in the table below.

Board development plan 2016/17
Action
Date by
Review format of board report template
31/5/2016
to ensure matters related to strategy and
assurance are highlighted
Review and re-issue guidance on
31/5/2016
structure of board reports to members
Arrange informal “reporting master
30/4/2016
classes” or “surgeries” for board
members to lead and/or participate in
Review protocol for reporting of sub31/5/2016
committees to Board
Consider introducing timed agendas
30/4/2016
Arrange training in chairing of meetings

31/10/2016

Lead
Company
Secretary
Company
Secretary
Company
Secretary/all
members
Chair/Company
Secretary
Chair/Company
Secretary
Company
Secretary/ Chair

The Board is recommended to approve the above as its development plan for
2016/17.
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Encl. 10.6

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

23rd March 2016

Subject:

Charitable Fund

Presented by:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Purpose:

Approve

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

Relationship to High Level Risks:

N/A
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Recommendation(s):
- To approve the request to the Charity Commission to convert the current
restricted capital in perpetuity fund.

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has not been completed.
There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:

X

Monitor:
Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Charity commission

Previous consideration
Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Investment
Other

X

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
Turnaround
None
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2/12/2015

Executive Summary
At its meeting in December 2015, the Charitable Funds Committee, in reviewing the
fund balances, agreed to recommend the Board approve a request be made to the
Charity Commission to convert the current capital in perpetuity fund into an
unrestricted fund.
The fund in question (“Sandy Parker”) was transferred from the former Walsall PCT.
It amounts to circa £82,000, but only the interest it generates can be used for day to
day charitable purposes.
The Charitable Funds Committee believe that to lift this restriction would enable
more immediate benefit to be delivered, especially in light of the current low rates of
return available. It also recognised that improved use of the Charitable Funds could
serve to promote the Charity itself and thereby generate further public interest and
potential donations.
Only the Charity Commission can approve such a conversion.
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Encl. 11.1
Minutes of the Audit Committee Meeting
Held on Wednesday, 2 December 2015 at 2.00 pm
In Meeting Room A - Delta House
Present:
Fayaz Malik (FM)
Duncan Walker (DW) (Chair)

Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

In Attendance
Diane Cartwright (DC)
Tracey Cotterill (TC)
Andy Green (AG)
Angus Hughes (AH)
Natalie Grainger (NG)
Mel Passmore (MP)
Mark Wood (MW)
Jeanette Price (JP)
Gus Miah (GM)

Internal Audit, WMAC
Director of Finance
Company Secretary
Interim Deputy Director of Finance
Governance Support Manager
Wolverhampton
Public Governor
LCFS
External Audit Partner, Deloitte

Apologies:
Andrew Fry (AF)
Charles Knight (CK)
Mohammed Ramzan (MR)
Pauline Werhun (PW)

Non-Executive Director
Head of Internal Audit, WMAC
External Audit
Non-Executive Director

Ref:
1

Item
OPENING MATTERS
1.1 Declarations of Interest
a. Amendments to the register of interests
None
b. In any item on the agenda
None
1.2 Apologies for absence
As listed above
1.3 Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a true and
accurate record
1.4 Matters arising not on the agenda
None
1.5 Declaration of any other urgent business
None

2

MATTERS ARISING
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Action

Ref
2.1

Item
Action Log
The action log was discussed and updated.

2.2

Update on Fixed Asset Plan
Mr Hughes presented the report and confirmed that the fixed asset
module had been implemented in line with the December 2015
timescale for completion.
Dr Walker asked whether there were any issues anticipated around
revaluation or capitalisation.
Ms Cotterill confirmed that the main outstanding issue was the balance
on the revaluation reserve relating to assets that had been disposed of.
It was confirmed that this would be treated as profit disposal in month
8.
In response to a question from Dr Walker, Ms Cotterill confirmed that
the fixed asset register was currently updated monthly but that
depreciation was calculated quarterly; she indicated that the frequency
could be reviewed in future years.
Dr Walker asked whether there had been any lessons learnt through
the process. Ms Cotterill confirmed that the main lesson learnt was
around developmental learning for the staff.
Mr Malik asked for assurance that the register would be maintained.
Ms Cotterill advised that there would be an end of year fixed asset
validation exercise which should help check the process this year and,
if repeated, in future years.
Ms Cotterill confirmed, in response to a question from Dr Walker, that
all the internal control recommendations made by the External Auditors
had now been implemented.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

3

LOCAL COUNTER FRAUD

3.1

Counter Fraud Work plan 2014/16
Ms Price presented the report which provided the updated Counter
Fraud Work Plan 2014/16.

IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report
3.2

Summary of Progress within 2014/16 Counter Fraud Work Plan
Ms Price presented the report which provided an overview of progress
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Action

Ref

Item
in line with the Counter Fraud work plan.
She confirmed that the NHS Protect review of recommendations had
been cancelled and would be re-arranged for next year. She confirmed
that the work had been submitted and was up to date.
Dr Walker asked how easy it would be for a third party person to report
fraud within the organisation. Ms Price confirmed that there were two
options (i) to ring the Trust directly (ii) contact NHS Protect confidential
reporting line. She also confirmed that she would ensure that details
were available on the website.
Ms Cotterill, in response to Dr Walker’s question, advised that there are
currently a number of purchase cards across the organisation and an in
depth analysis is being carried out in order to tighten up on controls.
Dr Walker raised concern that the surveys carried out seemed to be
unsuccessful and that there was also a low number of new cases.
Ms Price agreed that the surveys had not been a success. However,
she confirmed that communications were going out and there had been
an increased number of queries.
Dr Walker suggested targeting certain areas as part of Ms Price’s
ongoing work.
Ms Cotterill advised that an action plan linked to the Internal Audit
Action Plan had been developed.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report
(ii) Ms Price to ensure contact details for reporting fraud
are available on the website

3.3

National Updates on Fraud in the NHS
(i) Threat of public wifi
(ii) Reports on taxonomy
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to distribute updates to members

4

EXTERNAL AUDIT

4.1

External Audit Update report
Mr Miah confirmed that External Audit were currently focussing on the
following key areas:




Financial sustainability
Strategic options
Correspondence between the Trust and Monitor
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Action

Ref

Item
 The CQC inspection
 The Business Assurance Framework
He confirmed that there had been discussions with the Finance Team
around accounting treatments and welcomed the open and transparent
dialogue.
Mr Miah provided assurance that last year’s audit had been selected by
the QAD and they had graded it as a compliant audit.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the update

5

INTERNAL AUDIT

5.1

Revised 2015/16 Internal Audit Plan
Ms Cartwright presented the report which provided a revised Internal
Audit Plan 2015/16 following discussions with senior management and
the Director of Finance.
Ms Cartwright confirmed that it had been agreed to carry forward the
following audits into the 2016/17 plan.



Workforce Planning/Follow up of Establishment & Vacancy
controls
Health Record Management Compliance

Dr Walker commented that it would be useful to include a summary of
the reasons for the removal/deferral of audits in future reports and
asked for assurance as to how the risks in these areas would be
managed in the interim.
Mr Malik raised concern that as the Audit Plan was risk based there
would be a potential risk if an audit was not performed.
Ms Cotterill agreed that it would be useful to include why the risk was
included in the plan in order to assist in the decision of removing or
deferring an audit.
Ms Cotterill suggested including a risk assessment that would be
carried out if audits were deferred or cancelled. This would be signed
off by the Lead Executive Director in order to provide assurance.

IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to include reasons for removing or deferring an audit
within the report
(ii) to provide details of the risks associated with this area
and how they would be managed and mitigated if the
audit was deferred/removed
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Action

Ref

Item

Action
(iii) the risk assessments on audits deferred/removed
would be signed off by the relevant Executive Director
Lead
(iv) to approve the revision to the Internal Audit Plan
2015/16

5.2

Internal Audit Proposed Terms of Reference
Ms Cartwright presented the report which provided proposed terms of
references for five Audits which are included in the Internal Audit Plan
2015/16.
Mr Green requested the following amendments:
Mental Health Act Strategic Overview - including the Mental Health Act
Manager as a point of contact
Board Assurance Framework - remove company secretary and include
Associate Director of Governance.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to approve the terms of reference subject to the agreed
changes

5.4

Internal Audit Report: Progress report and potential rolling Head of
Internal Audit Opinion
Ms Cartwright presented the report which indicated the current status
for audits scheduled to be undertaken during the first three quarters of
the 2015/16 year. She advised that this was a rolling report which
shows the status of each review and indicates the rolling head of
internal Audit Opinion.
Dr Walker commented that the assurance opinion of many of the audits
completed so far this year were not positive and asked for reasons for
this observation.
Ms Cartwright advised that it was a risk based audit programme and so
areas of considerable risk had been audited. However, she indicated
that there were some control/development issues. She confirmed that
more recommendations were now being implemented expediently after
the audits had been completed.
Dr Walker raised concerns and felt that staff should be more pro-active
in managing risks and improving the control environment.
Mr Miah commented that other organisations sometimes use
contingency days at the year end to provide a review of audits already
completed in the year in order to potentially improve the Head of
Internal Audit Opinion (HOIAO) at the year end and possibly provide a
balanced position.
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Ref

Item
Dr Walker did not feel comfortable with this course of action and felt
that audits should only be carried out once a year. He suggested it
may not be deemed good value for money to audit the same area twice
within a short period of time unless circumstances were such that
considerable assurance was sought for an area of significant concern.
He agreed to speak to Mr Knight regarding the HOIAO and feedback
discussions with NEDs on the Committee in order to come to a
decision as to their approach.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) Dr Walker to speak to Mr Knight regarding HOIAO and
discuss with NED members.
(ii) to note the report

5.3

Internal Audit Report: Outcomes Summary Report
Ms Cartwright presented the report which indicated the main outcomes
of Internal Audit reviews, highlighting the resultant Internal Audit
Opinion Rating and agreed actions to improve risk management.
Tendering and Procurement
Mr Green explained that there was some history around the
procurement process and felt that the culture of the organisation
needed to change. However, he felt there was a great deal of
resistance from staff.
Ms Cotterill provided assurance that the e-series system fed into the
ledger and the recommendations were being implemented.
Mr Westgate arrived at 3.00pm
Airwatch Security
Mr Westgate confirmed that he had initiated the audit on Airwatch due
to concerns over its security.
Mr Westgate confirmed that the pilot was initiated which transitioned
into a live system two years down the line (without IT authorisation). He
advised that there was now a process in place to ensure that projects
through PMO should include IT PMO.
Mr Westgate confirmed, after challenge by Dr Walker that the high
priority issues were on target to be completed by deadline dates
agreed.
Care Clustering
Ms Cartwright confirmed that there had been improvements since the
audit was carried out and the HONUS score had improved.

IT WAS RESOLVED:
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Action

Ref

Item

Action
(i) to note the report

5.5

Recommendation Implementation Update
Ms Cartwright presented the report which records progress against
recommendations in order for the committee to monitor; she noted that
there had been a substantial improvement since the report had been
written.
Dr Walker recognised the improvement but indicated further progress
was needed. He highlighted 14 red rated recommendations associated
with two reports issued in the last 7 months. Ms Cotterill indicated that
the Executive Team were aware of these and now received regular
updates to help with progress.

IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report
6

COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE

6.1

Future agenda items
It was noted that the following items were on the cycle to be reported at
the February 2016 meeting:








Internal Audit Outcome Report
Update Report from External Audit
Review and agree accounting policies
Review the remit of LCFS
Receive reports from LCFS
Review submissions to Monitor
Committee terms of reference

6.2

2016 Meeting Dates
The committee were provided with 2016 meeting dates for information.

7

ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS
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Encl. 11.2
Minutes of the Audit Committee Meeting
Held on Wednesday, 10 February 2016 at 2.00 pm
In Meeting Room A - Delta House
Present:
Fayaz Malik (FM)
Duncan Walker (DW) (Chair)
David Stenson (DS)

Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Associate Non Executive Director

In Attendance
Diane Cartwright (DC)
Tracey Cotterill (TC)
Andy Green (AG)
Angus Hughes (AH)
Natalie Grainger (NG)
Mel Passmore (MP)
Mark Wood (MW)
Charles Knight (CK)
Gill Murphy (GM)
Gus Miah (GM)

Internal Audit, WMAC
Director of Finance
Company Secretary
Interim Deputy Director of Finance
Governance Support Manager
Wolverhampton
Public Governor
Head of Internal Audit. WMAC
Associate Director of Governance
External Audit Partner, Deloitte

Apologies:
Andrew Fry (AF)
Mohammed Ramzan (MR)
Jeanette Price (JP)

Non-Executive Director
External Audit Director, Deloitte
LCFS

Ref:
1

Item
OPENING MATTERS
1.1 Declarations of Interest
a. Amendments to register of interests
b. In any item on the agenda
None.
1.2 Apologies for absence
As listed above.
1.3 Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the meeting held on 2nd December 2015 were agreed
as a true and accurate record.
1.4 Matters arising not on the agenda
None.
1.5 Declaration of any other urgent business to be transacted
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Action

Ref

Item
None

Action

2

MATTERS ARISING

2.1

Action Log
The action log was discussed and updated.

3

LOCAL COUNTER FRAUD

3.1

Remit of the Local Counter Fraud Specialist
Mr Hughes presented the report which outlined the proposals for Local
Counter Fraud Specialist Arrangements which are being considered
due to the imminent retirement of the LCFS.
He confirmed that the preferred option would be to outsource this role
and to allow adequate time for handover and transfer of information.
Dr Walker asked how many days were expected if the service was
outsourced. Ms Cotterill confirmed that a third party external quote had
been used to provide indicative days which had been benchmarked at
60 days. She confirmed that these days had been put forward to West
Midlands Ambulance Service, who had previously provided the service.
Following a review they have reduced their days from 100 down to 60.
Dr Walker asked whether 60 days would be sufficient. Mr Knight
advised that 60-80 days was standard and any additional days required
could be added on if it was deemed necessary.
Dr Walker raised that ‘inform and involve’ was a challenging area and
asked how this would be addressed. Mr Knight confirmed that the
individual who would cover the work had excellent experience in this
domain.
Ms Cotterill advised that key areas would be monitored by Mr Hughes:
he would have fortnightly meetings with those delivering this speciality.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

3.2

Summary of progress within 2014/16 Counter Fraud Work plan
Mr Hughes presented the report which provided an update on progress
with the Local Counter Fraud Work Plan 2014/16 along with an
overview of the work undertaken since December 2015.
Dr Walker raised the issue of missing iPads and asked for an update.
Ms Cotterill confirmed that this matter had been passed on to the
Trust’s Security representative as it has been flagged as a theft not a
fraud of 10 iPads.
Dr Walker asked whether the issue with purchase cards had been
resolved and asked whether the Local Counter Fraud Specialist had
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raised any issues. Ms Cotterill confirmed that there were no concerns
raised but it was difficult to identify fraudulent transactions. She
highlighted the importance of reducing spend on purchase cards.
Dr Walker indicated that it would be useful to include figures within the
report in order to understand whether issues are a major concern.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

4

EXTERNAL AUDIT

4.1

Update report from the External Auditor
Mr Miah presented the report which provided an update on the work of
External Audit since the meeting in December 2015.
He suggested that the key focus was sustainability, in terms of value
for money and going concern. The latter would be based on an 18
month period and would assume the Trust remained in its current
structure.
Dr Walker confirmed that on several occasions he had raised at Board
level the issue of risk analysis in terms of the new partnership; he has
encouraged the Board to focus on this area.
Ms Cotterill confirmed that she had drafted a Confidentiality and
Information Barrier Agreement (CIBAR) and it is anticipated that once
agreed progress will be made.
Ms Cotterill advised that she is working with Monitor on the 12 month
self- sustaining position and has raised that if working to an 18 month
assurance programme additional support may be required from Monitor
to cover the 18 months.
Mr Miah discussed the Financial Planning Framework 2016/17 and the
recent letters received from Monitor and the TDA due to changes to
accounting policies.
Ms Cotterill confirmed that following discussion at the Board, there was
only one potential change to accounting policies to consider and that
would be the valuation of assets. She advised that the District Valuer’s
opinion had been sought.
Dr Walker indicated that he was uncomfortable with some of Monitor’s
suggestions concerning accounting policies: he felt that some were not
prudent ways of accounting. Mr Miah agreed and advised that
deviating from the prior year’s approach would need to be justified.
Ms Cotterill confirmed that the Board had agreed to reject the control
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total. Dr Walker added that there was a concern from a risk perspective
of agreeing to a control total so early in the budgeting process:
contracts were still being negotiated and the next year’s CIPs were still
being developed and evaluated.
In response to a question from Dr Walker, Mr Miah confirmed that
External Audit would continue to review CIPs and raised the need to
understand programmes and be comfortable with them. Dr Walker
stated that he was very keen to receive assurance in this area. He
obtained confirmation that the CIPs would be reviewed rigorously by
management, and then reviewed in the Turnaround Committee and the
Finance & Investment Committee. The Internal Auditors would also
audit the process.
Mr Miah confirmed that when signing accounts a judgment view of
schemes will have to be taken. He implied that previously there was
not the level of concern regarding the going concern of the Trust which
is why the level of challenge had not been so high in previous years.
Mr Stenson asked where in the Audit programme reference was made
to value for money in respect of patient care. Ms Cotterill confirmed
that this was included in the Annual Report and Annual Quality
Account.
Mr Miah commented that CIP schemes were signed off based on a
quality element and the Care Quality Commission would take a formal
view. He indicated that the National Audit Office provided a number of
areas which would need to be taken into account.
Dr Walker, referring to a recent Deloitte report, asked how the
organisation was covering the risk of cyber-attack. Ms Cotterill
confirmed that penetration testing was carried out which tests against
cyber-attacks and any recommendations were included within the IA
reports.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

5

INTERNAL AUDIT

5.1

Internal Audit Proposed Terms of Reference
Ms Cartwright presented the report which provided proposed terms of
reference relating to an Activity Costing Audit and Wireless Penetration
Audit. She explained that the Wireless Penetration Audit had been
requested as an additional audit and as agreed by the Director of
Finance, 6 contingency days would be used.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
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Action
(i) to approve the Terms of Reference for Activity Costing
Audit and Wireless Penetration Audit

5.2

Assurance Outcomes Summary Report
Ms Cartwright presented the report which provided outcomes of
Internal Audit reviews, highlighting the resultant Internal Audit
Assurance Opinion Rating, and including the agreed actions.
Expenditure: Pay
This audit received a substantial assurance opinion and an ambergreen Monitor equivalent RAG rating.
In response to a query from Dr Walker, Mr Hughes confirmed that he
was working with payroll to ensure a robust process was in place
around overpayments.
Dr Walker observed that a number of recommendations had long
implementation dates and asked why this was the case.
Ms Cotterill confirmed that actions were being taken but there was
often a process to go through before it could be completed.
Dr Walker expressed the view that actions should be clearly defined
and structured, which Ms Cartwright agreed she would implement for
the next report.
Patient User Experience
This audit received a substantial assurance opinion and an ambergreen Monitor equivalent RAG rating. Ms Cartwright raised that
although there was good work happening, the reporting was
fragmented and did not always get filtered up.
Ms Murphy confirmed that patient stories are received at all operational
meetings and it is hoped that a pictorial view will be provided at Board
Meetings to evidence to work taking place.
Dr Walker felt that it was unclear as to whether feedback was from an
area, a ward, or a patient view.
Ms Murphy confirmed that feedback was being sourced through other
routes i.e. Friends and Family Tests and ‘You Said we Did’ and that
feedback from complaints would be tested to ascertain whether there
were any trends.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) actions to be clearly defined and structured
(ii) to note the report

5.3

Progress Report and Potential Rolling Head of Internal Audit Opinion
Ms Cartwright presented the report which indicated the current status
for audits scheduled to be undertaken in the first three quarters of
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2015/16 along with a rolling report showing the status for each review,
indicating the Head of Internal Audit Opinion.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

5.4

Recommendation Implementation Update
Ms Cartwright presented the report which provided an update on
management’s implementation of actions in respect of agreed Internal
Audit recommendations and confirmed that good progress had been
made.
Dr Walker raised concerns over the position of Healthcare Records
Management Compliance. Ms Cartwright confirmed that there had
been movement but greater progress is needed.
Ms Cotterill suggested that Executive Leads should be copied into
reminder emails to ensure delays are escalated.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to copy Executive Leads into reminder emails to
ensure delays are escalated.
(ii) to note the report

6

FINANCIAL REPORTING

6.1

Accounting Policies: Review and agree
Mr Hughes presented the report which set out the requirements of the
Trust in determining whether the Trusts Annual Accounts format should
be revised in consideration of changes to accounting policy.
He confirmed that there were some changes required to the narrative
sections of the Annual Report which were provided along with the list of
requirements and planned timetable for completion.
Mr Hughes explained that in addition to the changes identified, Monitor
has requested that all Trusts give consideration to extending asset
lives, recognising that a number of Trusts have a large number of
assets still in use which are fully depreciated. He suggested that
accounting policies may be prudent in this regard. He added that
Monitor had also requested Trusts consider asset valuation methods
for buildings to determine whether a change in method would deliver
savings.
In response to a question from Mr Malik, Ms Cotterill confirmed that
she had discussed impairment with the District Valuer and the impact
of using a different set of indices on the existing estate on a PFI basis.
Mr Miah confirmed that this was a more than reasonable option if a
sensible view was taken. He advised that an internal Estates Team will
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look at and review.

Action

Ms Cotterill explained that to look at an alternative footprint would be a
big piece of work and will not be completed this year. However, the
potential reduction in asset value can be considered if valuation under
PFI basis led to a reduction driven by VAT reclaim opportunities. Any
change in valuation method would result in a change to accounting
policies.
Mr Miah raised that substantial capital backlog needs to be considered
in terms of reducing the capital estate and the potential impact.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

7

PROVIDER LICENCE OBLIGATIONS

7.1

Submissions made to Monitor
Mr Hughes presented the report which provided detail of formal
submissions made to Monitor.
Dr Walker queried whether ‘worried’ was an adequate response to the
Trusts confidence in achieving CIPs.
Mr Miah indicated that it was important to be comfortable in terms of
the Trust being a going concern.
Dr Walker questioned whether ‘implementation issues’ should be also
included in terms of the challenges preventing the Trust delivering the
current year to date CIP Plan.
Ms Cotterill explained that the biggest issue was schemes not being
clearly defined initially, which was a national problem.
Dr Walker felt that schemes needed to be more robust and that
assurance for CIPS should be provided by internal audit.
Ms Cotterill confirmed that the Turnaround Committee and Investment
Committee were focusing on CIPs in detail.
Mr Stenson asked whether the Better Care Fund could be accessed to
assist with delayed transfers of care. Mr Green advised that the fund
was not available to Mental Health Trusts.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

8

COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE
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8.1

Committee Terms of Reference and Annual Cycle of Business
Mr Green presented the report which outlined proposed amendments
to the terms of reference and annual cycle of business for the
committee.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to approve the amendments to the terms of reference
and annual cycle of business.

9

MATTERS TO BE REFERRED TO OTHER COMMITTEE'S

10

ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS

The Chair thanked all for attending the Committee and closed the meeting at 3.35pm.
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Encl. 11.3
Minutes of the Quality and Safety Committee Meeting
Held on Thursday, 10 December 2015 at 9.30 am
In Meeting Room A - Delta House
Present:
Karen Dowman (KD)
Andrew Fry (AF)
Paula Lloyd Knight (PK)
Kathy McAteer (KM) (Chair)
Parmjit Sahota (PS)
David Stenson (DS)

Chief Executive
Non-Executive Director
Associate Non Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Associate Non Executive Director

In Attendance
Diane Cartwright (DC)
Sonia Davies (SD)
Stephen Edwards (SE)
Natalie Grainger (NG)
Andy Green (AG)
David Hellyar (DH)
Jas Lidher (JL)
Sheila Lloyd (SL)
Judy McDonald (JM)
Sue Wakeman (SW)
Lesley Writtle (LW)
Sue Morrow (SM)
Rudy Page (RP)

Internal Audit, WMAC
Sandwell Governor (Observer)
Medical Director
Governance Support Manager
Company Secretary
Wolverhampton Governor (Observer)
Medical Director
Executive Director of Nursing, Governance and AHPs
Head of Nursing (LD and CYPF)
Director of Workforce and OD, HR
Director of Operations
Service Manager
Consultant, @Shaping our Future’ Programme

Apologies:
Gill Murphy (GM)
Pauline Werhun (PW) (Chair)

Associate Director of Governance
Non-Executive Director

Ref:
1

Item
OPENING MATTERS
1.1Declaration of Interest
a. amendments to registered interests
b. in any item on the agenda
None
1.2 Apologies for absence
As listed above
1.3 Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a true and
accurate record subject to the following amendment:
Page 7,item 3.4, para 5 ‘sight’ to be amended to ‘site’
1.4 Matters arising not on the agenda
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None

Action

1.5 Declaration of any other urgent business
(i) Southern Health unexpected deaths (S Lloyd)
2

MATTERS ARISING

2.1

Action Log
The action log was discussed and updated.

2.2

Observation Review Update
Ms Writtle confirmed that the Observation Policy had been launched in
September and was being implemented across the organisation. She
confirmed that it was due to be evaluated in February 2016.
Ms Writtle confirmed that guidance on decision making around
observations had been provided and there had been a reduction in the
use of agency staff.
She explained that commissioners had indicated that they were
satisfied with the work however we need to be able to demonstrate
evidence in order for observations to be funded permanently. She
added that discussions had taken place with commissioners around the
complex needs of patients on our wards and they recognise our
concerns.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the update

2.3

Trust Non Clinical Score Card
Ms Lloyd presented the report which provides a summary of the non
clinical claims scorecard published by the NHSLA and provides an
analysis of the Trusts non-clinical claims from 1st April 2010 to 31st
March 2015.
Ms Lloyd-Knight asked whether there was benchmarking data available
in order to compare with other Trusts. Ms Lloyd confirmed that this is
not known at this stage.
Mr Stenson asked whether there was a potential conflict of interest with
solicitors being used by claimants. Ms Lloyd agreed to check with Mr
Green.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) Ms Lloyd to discuss potential conflict of interest with
solicitors with Mr Green
(ii) to note the report

3

COMPLIANCE
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Action

3.1

Information Governance: Assessment against Standards
Ms Lloyd presented the report which outlined the latest update
submission for the Information Toolkit Assessment and reported that
71% compliance had been achieved against a target of 67%.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

5.1

Children Young People and Families Divisional Report
It was agreed to take item 5.1 next on the agenda.
Ms McDonald presented the report which provided the divisional report
for Children’s Young People and Families and highlighted key areas.
In response to a question from Mr Sahota, Ms McDonald explained that
the number of vacancies was not an accurate figure as reduced hours
were included as a vacant post.
Ms Wakeman confirmed that this had been discussed at the Workforce
Development Meeting and advised that a process had been put in
place for finance and operational colleagues to work together to get a
better reconciliation.
Ms Writtle provided assurance that she was satisfied that she knew the
number of vacancies to be recruited to.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the update

5.2

Report from Quality Safety Steering Group
Dr Edwards presented the report which provided an update on
discussions at the Quality and Safety Steering Group Meetings and
confirmed that there were no items for escalation.
Mr Sahota raised his concerns over the issue of non-attendance at
mandatory training and asked for assurance that the matter is in hand.
Ms Wakeman confirmed that the booking system had switched to a
central system which provides staff requirements to managers in order
to identify dates for staff to attend around service needs.
Ms McAteer asked for assurance that the action plan was delivering
and commented that this was a fundamental issue.
Mr Fry concurred with the concerns and commented that the
organisation did not seem to take this seriously.
Ms McAteer requested a detailed report come back to a future meeting
along with an update on progress against the action plan. It was
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agreed that Mr Fry as future Chair of the committee and Ms Wakeman
would agree when this would be reported.
Ms Wakeman confirmed that she was involved with streamlining
projects along with other organisations across the West Midlands in
order to get a consistent approach on what is mandatory. This will
include signing up to a framework and would provide benchmarking
information.
Ms Dowman suggested training should be targeted in order to make
useful for different disciplines.
Dr Lidher agreed with Ms Dowman’s comments and confirmed that
much of the training is not currently beneficial to the target audience.
Ms Dowman suggested a proposal be brought back to the committee
around targets and risk assessments of needs.
Mr Stenson raised the risks identified around the estate issues that
require capital investment and asked how much we were exposed to
risk if capital funds were not available.
Dr Edwards confirmed that risks were being mitigated through
increasing staff levels.
Ms Writtle advised that she would review the four incidents reported on
STEIS and report back to Mr Stenson outside the meeting.

IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) detailed report and update on progress against the
action plan to be reported at a future meeting
(ii) Mr Fry and Ms Wakeman to agree when this will be
reported
(iii) Proposal on mandatory training targets and risk
assessment of needs to be reported back to the
committee
(iii) Ms Writtle to report back to Mr Stenson on STEIS
incidents outside the meeting.
4

EXTERNAL ASSURANCE

4.1

National Community Mental Health Service User Survey
Ms Morrow presented the report which provided an action plan
following the 2014 Community Mental Health survey and picks up three
themes for improvement. She highlighted that there had been a 26%
response rate which was received from 850 questionnaires sent out
between September and November 2014.
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Action

Ms Lloyd Knight commented that she was not clear which actions had
been completed. Ms Morrow advised that some areas have been
implemented however there are some still in progress. She confirmed
that green areas had been completed across the organisation.
Mr Stenson asked whether the information had been shared with
CCG’s and fed into GP practices.
Ms Morrow fully supported this approach and confirmed that a pack
was being developed which will be shared with GP surgeries.
Ms Writtle added that she was working with Heads of Commissioning
in both boroughs and both had agreed to facilitate a quality event which
would be used for information sharing.
Ms Lloyd confirmed that the information was shared at the CQRM
which was a quarterly meeting with commissioners where good
relationships had been developed.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

4.2

Action Plan for 2015 National Community Mental Health Survey
Ms Morrow presented the report which provided an overview of the
National Mental Health service users results carried out in 2015 by
Quality Health. She confirmed that responses had been received from
240 usable responses from a usable sample of 832 service users, at a
response rate of 29%.
Ms Lloyd Knight commented that it would be helpful for actions to be
RAG rated and an analysis of all questions benchmarked against other
organisations.
Ms Lloyd confirmed that the CQC do not advise to compare nationally
however the lessons learnt bulletin contains a comparison from a
governance perspective however this information is not readily
available.
Ms Dowman confirmed that the Trust benchmarked top 3 in the West
Midlands.
In response to a query from Mr Stenson, Ms Lloyd confirmed that there
will be more ability through Vanguards to share good practice and
lessons learnt with colleagues.
Ms Morrow left the meeting at 11.15am.

5

INTERNAL GOVERNANCE AND ASSURANCE
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5.3

Annual Clinical Audit Report 2014/15
Dr Edwards confirmed that the Annual Clinical Audit Report 2014-15
had previously been reported to the Quality and Safety Steering Group
where a robust discussion had taken place.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

5.4

Nursing Workforce Report
Ms Wakeman presented the report which had previously been
presented at Board who requested the committee receive a detailed
report to understand the nursing and healthcare support worker
workforce within the Trust and provides an insight into key issues and
drivers.
Ms Wakeman confirmed that the requirement for nursing staff had
increased and recruitment activity had kept pace with turnover. She
advised that the issue was how to address the shortage of registered
nurses.
Ms Wakeman explained that a successful apprenticeship programme
had been put in place which offered successful candidates the
opportunity of a permanent position.
Ms Dowman queried relocation as a reason for leaving and asked what
this meant. Ms Wakeman confirmed that this had been looked into and
was due to relocation to another part of the West Midlands or
sometimes somewhere else within the UK. She confirmed that a
leaver’s questionnaire had been implemented in order to analyse
reasons.
Ms Lloyd felt that it was important to get a deeper understanding of
nursing staff as retention was most important.
Ms McAteer asked whether career progression was part of the annual
appraisal. Ms Lloyd felt that the annual appraisal for nursing staff
needs to be refreshed to ensure that it adequately covers this.
Ms Dowman added that there were a narrowing number of jobs
available at certain grades and this needed to be reviewed in terms of
structures and skill mix.
Ms Writtle confirmed that following conversations with Team Leaders
and Ward Managers it has been agreed that they should be more
flexible with establishments in order that staff are not lost and giving a
greater freedom to leaders.
She added that the Leadership Academy Group would be launched in
the new year which would primarily be a consultancy group however
will also act as a backfill for PMO.
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Action

Ms Lloyd provided assurance that through the ‘Shaping our Future’
programme an implementation framework would be developed which
will bring in detail through the PMO process.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

5.5

Establishment Report
Ms Lloyd presented the report which provides an update of the review
of staffing establishment for Learning Disability and Mental Health
Services for October 2015.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

5.6

CQC Visit Update
Ms Lloyd confirmed that the recent visit from the CQC had been
managed effectively and the process went well. She added that the
feedback had been positive with areas for improvement provided.
Ms Dowman confirmed that there was an action plan in place for any
actions that that need to be undertaken and any issues raised had
been followed up with mitigations.
Ms Lloyd confirmed that the full report was expected by the end of the
financial year.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the update.

5.7

Workforce Performance Report
Ms Wakeman presented the report which provided an update on the
workforce indicators as at 31st October 2015 and highlighted key areas.
Ms Wakeman advised that a number of medics had recently been
recruited and a significant reduction should now be seen in agency
spend.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

5.8

Lessons Learnt Bulletin
Ms Lloyd presented the bulletin which provided assurance on how the
organisation shares lessons learnt. She drew attention to the update
provided on the PS homicide – 1 year on.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report
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5.9

Raising Concerns at Work (Whistleblowing Policy)
Ms Wakeman presented the report which provided the revised Raising
Concerns at Work Policy which had been approved through the
consultation process and is now available on the intranet.
She confirmed that there was a national consultation on raising
concerns at work and the policy would be further reviewed following
this consultation.
Ms Lloyd suggested the flow chart should be included at the beginning
of the policy and should be made clearer as it was vital that staff
understand the process.
Ms Writtle added that there should be an easy read version available.
Ms Wakeman confirmed that work was being carried out on developing
simple supporting documents.
Ms Dowman endorses the importance of the policy being clear and
easy to understand as it had previously been used inappropriately by
staff.
Ms Lloyd Knight suggested a clear internal communication strategy to
run alongside the policy and highlighted the importance of staff
understanding and using the policy appropriately.
Mr Stenson highlighted the importance of ensuring the policy in
underpinned by the culture of the organisation.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to approve the policy subject to an easy read version
being available along with a clear communication and
implementation strategy.

5.10

Assurance Summary Outcomes Report
Ms Cartwright presented the report which indicates the main outcomes
of Internal Audit reviews and confirmed that they had been reported
through the Audit Committee.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

6

COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE

6.1

Committee Evaluation
The results of the annual evaluation of the committee were provided for
information.
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IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report

6.2

Future agenda items
The annual cycle of business was provided for information.

6.3

Future Meeting Dates
Future meeting dates were provided for information.

7

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
(i) Southern Healthcare Unexpected Deaths
Ms Lloyd provided assurance that the Trust have mechanisms and
processes in place.
She proposed providing a high level report to the Board and the next
Quality and Safety Committee which was agreed.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to receive a high level report at Board and Quality and
Safety Committee

The Chair thanked all for attending the Committee and closed the meeting at Time Not
Specified
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Encl. 11.4
Minutes of the Charitable Funds Committee meeting
Held on Wednesday, 2 December 2015 at 4.15 pm
In Meeting Room A - Delta House
Present:
Tracey Cotterill (TC)
Fayaz Malik (FM) (Chair)
Duncan Walker (DW)

Director of Finance
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

In Attendance
Natalie Grainger (NG)
Andy Green (AG)
Elaine Haughton (EH)
Gail Parry (GP)
Susan Deeley (SD)

Governance Support Manager
Company Secretary
Financial Controller
Events and Engagement Lead
Divisional Service Improvement Facilitator

Apologies:
Karen Dowman (KD)
Andrew Fry (AF)
Kate Pritchard (KP)
Pauline Werhun (PW)

Chief Executive
Non-Executive Director
Interim Head of Communications
Non-Executive Director

Ref:
1

Item
OPENING MATTERS
1.1 Declaration of Interest
a. amendments to register of interests
None
b. in any item on the agenda
None
1.2 Apologies for Absence
As listed above
1.3 Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a true and
accurate record subject to the following amendment.
Mr Andrew Fry in be included as Present
1.4 Matters Arising not on the agenda
None
1.5 Declaration of any other urgent business to be transacted
None

2

MATTERS ARISING
2.1

Action Log
The action log was discussed and updated.
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Item
INVESTMENT OF FUNDS
3.1

Action

Charitable Funds Bank Accounts
Ms Haughton presented the report which summarises the
investments of the funds held on Trust.
Ms Cotterill confirmed that she was still awaiting
correspondence from the Tridos Bank and it was agreed that if
the account wasn’t opened by March 2016 an alternative would
be found.
IT WAS RESOLVED:

4

(i) to note the report
(ii) to source an alternative bank to Tridos if
account not opened
by March 2016.
USE OF FUNDS
4.1

Consideration of Bids
Ms Cotterill raised concerns on behalf of Ms Writtle and
confirmed that any future bids should be against the
appropriate funding scheme and that one Group should not be
funding another.
Mr Green advised that this had been discussed previously and
felt that there was a need to promote how the charity works in
the future.
Ms Cotterill confirmed that schemes should seek approval from
Group Management Boards before Charitable Funds
Committee. It was agreed that Enc. 5.2 (Analysis of current
fund balances) should be shared with Group Management
Boards in order for them to understand what funds are
available.
Ms Deeley presented an application which had previously been
awarded to patients at Newton House following a bid to
‘Dragons Den’, when £5,000 was approved to fund a garden
for the patients. She confirmed that the money had not yet
been received and she had been advised to apply through
Charitable Funds. She confirmed that patients had also raised
£600 which was currently stored in a safe on the ward as she
had been advised to do so.
Ms Cotterill raised concerns that the money raised was being
held in a safe and advised that this should be put into the Trust
Fund where it can be accessed for spend on this project. She
agreed to set up a new cost centre so that funds could be
transferred and accessed. Mr Malik agreed with Ms Cotterill’s
concerns.
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Action
Ms Cotterill was also concerned that there were not sufficient
funds in the LD funds to support the project.
Ms Deeley was not satisfied with this as the funds had been
agreed and awarded to the patients and they had commenced
work on the project.
Mr Malik commented that there may be private companies
willing to support such a project.
Following a discussion it was agreed that the £5,000 could be
reduced at no detriment to the project and the committee
authorised a maximum of £2,500 to be taken from the general
fund and delegated authority to Ms Cotterill to authorise the
necessary funds. Ms Cotterill agreed to speak to Ms Writtle to
ascertain whether any of the LD funds could be used.
Ms Deeley agreed to obtain quotations for a path that would
need to be professionally laid and provide them to Ms Cotterill.
Following a discussion it was agreed that a communication
would be sent out in the weekly staff bulletin asking for any
staff holding fundraising cash locally to ensure it is paid into the
Trust Fund.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to provide Group Management Boards with
analysis of current fund balances
(ii) Ms Cotterill to set up a new cost centre for the
funds raised and the £2500 to be transferred from
the general fund
(iii) Ms Cotterill to speak to Ms Writtle to ascertain
whether any of the LD Funds can be used
(iv) Ms Deeley to provide Ms Cotterill with written
quotations for the garden path
(v) Ms Parry to send out communication in weekly
bulletin about staff holding fundraising cash

4.2

Report on Progress to Date
Ms Deeley provided an update on schemes previously agreed.
It was agreed that a project plan for the Accessible Health
Website would be presented at the next meeting.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report
(ii) Ms Deeley to provide a project plan for the
Accessible Health Website at the next meeting
Ms Deeley left the meeting at 5.10pm
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5

Ms Haughton left the meeting at 5.10pm
FUND BALANCES
5.1

Action

Analysis of current fund balances
Ms Cotterill presented the report which provided an analysis of
fund balances as at 23rd November 2015.
An audit of the funds to be carried out by Internal Audit was
discussed, and this would have to be paid for through the fund.
Mr Green confirmed that the previous year charge to funds
included an amount to cover administration of the charity and
for the audit.
Mr Green suggested making an application to the Charities
Commission to convert the £82,004.82 in perpetuity in order to
gain benefits for patients and staff. It was agreed that this
would be recommended to the Board for approval.

IT WAS RESOLVED:

6

(i) Mr Green to make an application to the Board
to convert the funds in perpetuity
(ii) to note the report
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHARITY
6.1

Update against scope
Ms Parry provided an update on the development work and
provided the committee with a briefing paper which included a
communications plan with timelines.
She confirmed that they were currently working with the
external designer who developed the first draft in order to align
branding with the Trust branding and make some amendments
to the wording. She confirmed that this should be finalised by
early December and will then communicate the launch of the
charity as per the plan provided.
Ms Cotterill reminded Ms Parry that any spend must come from
charity funds and an application form needs to be completed.
Ms Cotterill felt that leaflets should be printed locally and staff
should be provided with a hyperlink to access the leaflet and
re-print when required. It was agreed that posters and leaflets
would be printed internally in the first instance with the
possibility of external printing in the future.
Ms Cotterill raised that the next stage would be to decide on a
major scheme and advised that there were a number of
organisations that could be written to support this. It was
agreed that this should be driven by the Board of Directors and
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fundraising schemes could be initiated to support.
Mr Malik suggested inviting ideas from staff and service users.
It was agreed that this should be discussed at the next
Charitable Funds Committee Meeting.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) posters and leaflets to be printed internally in
the first instance and a hyperlink to be sent to
staff
(ii) to discuss the major scheme at the next
Charitable Funds Meeting

7

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Mr Green advised that it had been agreed by the Board of Directors
that two governors would be invited to be Trustees of the Charity. He
confirmed that two governors had put their names forward who were
currently Trustee’s of other Charities and therefore had Charity
experience which would benefit the committee.

The Chair thanked all for attending the Committee and closed the meeting at Time Not
Specified
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